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Abstract
Pattern mining plays an essential role in many data mining tasks that attempt to nd
valuable patterns in massive databases. These patterns can include associations, cor-
relations, sequences, episodes, classiers and/or clusters. However, discovering such
patterns is time-consuming because the extracted patterns are often too numerous
and thus dicult to analyze by end users, especially when complex data structures
are taken into consideration. A further serious problem is that it becomes dicult to
gain insight when too many patterns are created. Furthermore, existing work mainly
concentrates on discovering common knowledge in a single data set; and not much
attention has been given to identifying signicant dierences among several data sets.
This thesis mainly targets four pattern mining topics on complex data structures to
provide solutions to the above problems.
The rst topic is probability-based frequent subtree pattern mining. In recent years,
many practical applications dealing with complex data structures, such as chemical
compounds, protein structures, XML and Web log databases and social networks, re-
quire sophisticated data structures, for example trees. In general, for frequent subtree
pattern mining tasks, the candidate generation process is time consuming as it ex-
haustively enumerates all possible combinations of subtrees. Moreover, since subtree
matching needs polynomial time, it is inecient to count and prune any candidate
subtrees that infrequently appear in the database. To deal with these problems, one
of the contributions of this thesis is an ecient frequent pattern mining model that
directly generates the subtree patterns with high probabilities of appearance in the
given data set. Together, with a kernel-based pattern ltering method, the proposed
model successfully reduces the computational time in the process of candidate subtree
generation and subtree isomorphism checking. Performance comparison experiments,
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together with a case study inWeb Log analysis, are presented to illustrate the validity
of the proposed model.
The second topic is tree classication using probability-based contrast subtree pat-
terns. Contrast patterns, such as contrast sets or emerging patterns, have the capa-
bility to distinguish dierent data sets. Contrast sets are dened as the conjunctions
of itemsets or sub-structures that dier across data sets, while emerging patterns are
those whose supports change signicantly from one data set to another. Therefore,
the task of mining contrast subtree patterns from dierent data sets is computation-
ally more complex than mining frequent patterns from a single data set. As the
second contribution of this thesis, the probability-based tree mining model proposed
in the rst topic is extended to identify the contrast subtree patterns from the given
data sets. These subtree patterns are frequent in one data group and represent the
common features of that group. At the same time they are infrequent in the other
data group and show the signicant dierence among the data groups. A novel clas-
sication model is designed to automatically classify unknown tree structures using
probability-based contrast subtree patterns. A case study in Web Log classication
is presented to illustrate the performance of the proposed model.
The third topic is focused on the mining of targeted association rules. As one of
the traditional pattern mining techniques, association rule mining suers the risk of
yielding huge rule sets, though many of these rules are irrelevant to the application.
The problem became quite serious especially after the concept of infrequent itemsets
was introduced in 2004. Although several pruning techniques have been proposed to
select a small subset of high-quality rules, little attention has been paid to include
user-specied interests into the rst step of mining associations. Instead of searching
for all itemsets that might be of interest to the end users, the third contribution of
this thesis is a customized association rule mining algorithm, which starts the mining
process with setting a pre-dened target set of items that directly meet the user's
requirements in practical applications. Two case studies are presented to illustrate
the practical eectiveness of the proposed model; one is in Tourist Proling and the
other is in Biological Data Analysis.
The fourth topic is trend and change detection using contrast targeted association
rules. Following the idea of targeted association rule mining, the fourth contribution
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of this thesis is a novel framework that identies signicant itemsets from two or more
contrast data groups for trend and change detection. Two case studies in Tourism
Trend Discovery are presented to illustrate the eectiveness of the proposed model.
The above proposed models, techniques and enhancements were evaluated with
both synthetic and real-world data sets and the results demonstrated that improved
performance on pattern mining tasks was achieved.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Data mining allows users to understand and discover knowledge in large amounts of
data by mining data patterns (or simply called patterns) [1] [2] [3] [4]. A pattern
can be any type of regularity that appears in data collections, which are considered
a kind of summary of the input data [5]. For example, a set of frequent bought-
together products from a shopping basket analysis, a piece of abnormal gene sequence
carried by patients for drug research, a historical record of a visitor's past traveling
experiences for planning the next trip, or the reaction of a particular enzyme to the
external stimulus for the study of disease treatment. All of these patterns carry useful
insights from the collected data and have the potential to solve the problems that
occur in practical applications. Pattern mining is a mining process for extracting
these valuable data patterns from large amounts of data [3].
With the fast development of computing technology, purely manual data analysis
has been replaced by an automatic or semi-automatic data mining process [6]. Var-
ious state-of-the-art pattern mining algorithms have been reported in the literature,
however why do we still need to explore this topic at a deeper level? To discover
patterns is not a dicult task, but to discover interesting patterns from large-scale
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databases is not easy. A pattern is interesting if it can provide useful and benecial
knowledge to end users for solving their practical application problems. This is where
the complexity of the work comes from. In addition, the large size of the pattern
set often causes confusion to the end users so that insignicant knowledge is nally
returned to target the expected ndings of the data analysis. Thus, the new chal-
lenge in the research eld of pattern mining is to nd the most targeted data
patterns that are highly interesting and useful to the end users to meet
the requirements of their specic applications .
Due to the variety of the forms representing numerous data in the existing research
domains, it is infeasible to develop one single pattern mining algorithm that can meet
all requirements. The work reported in this thesis focuses on mining data patterns
from two forms of complex data: tree structures and relational data, which are popular
in many emerging research domains, such as Web mining, Chemistry, Biology, social
networks, business and marketing analysis [7] [8] [9] [10] [11].
1.1 Motivation
Before presenting the details of the thesis, let us present the motivations by using two
examples of complex data analysis.
1.1.1 Pattern Mining on Tree-structured Data
A tree, an acyclic graph with one pre-dened root node on the top, has become a
popular data form in many application domains due to its strong ability of storing a
great amount of data objects and their complex relationships [12] [13] [14]. Each data
object is represented as a labeled node in the tree and each relationship is shown as the
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edge linking two corresponding nodes. In most cases, to discover interesting patterns
from tree structures means to nd out such subtree structures that appear frequently
in the given tree databases. These frequent subtree structures are believed to carry
the most information that represents the common characteristics of the whole tree
databases. By studying these frequent subtree structures, end users obtain a better
understanding of the data objects and their undercover relationships as well as an
overview of the large tree databases and their characteristics. In general, the mining
process starts from generating all possible subtree structures as the candidates, then
the most frequent ones are reported. However, the actual mining process is not as
easy as it appears.
Firstly, it is a huge task to generate subtree candidates. By using a common
and traditional method, the Apriori-based approach [10] [14], generates candidates
from the simplest structure with only a single node. Based on this single node,
the more complex structures are then obtained by joining two existing candidates
or extending them with adding one more node. Although some candidates can be
removed immediately if they are tested to be infrequent in the database, the number
of output frequent subtrees in each iteration is still large and aects the time cost
in the next iterations. A simple example can be used to explain this problem. Each
k-node subtree is generated based on a (k   1)-node subtree, but one (k   1)-node
subtree can generate a number of k-node subtrees by adding one new node at dierent
positions. For example, given one 5-node subtree in Fig. 1.1a, a new node x is added
to generate ve candidate 6-node subtrees without considering the order between the
sibling nodes (Fig. 1.1b). If every possible position of the newly added node is counted
by checking their occurrence frequency right after they are enumerated, then many
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more candidates will be generated (Fig. 1.1c). This process repeats until no more
frequent subtrees with (k+1) nodes can be discovered. As a result, a large number of
candidate subtrees are generated, which takes a longer computational time and huge
memory space to store these candidates during the mining processing. In addition,
an even more complex problem needs to be solved when counting the occurrence
frequency of those candidates.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.1: Example of Candidate Subtree Generation. (a) Frequent 5-node subtree;
(b) Candidate 6-node subtrees without considering the order between the sibling
nodes; (c) Candidate 6-node subtrees with every possible position counted.
To count the occurrence frequency of the subtree candidates, most of the exist-
ing frequent subtree pattern mining algorithms employ a direct tree matching tech-
nique [15]. Each subtree candidate is compared with all the tree structures in the
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whole database. The number of exact matches of the candidate shows its occurrence
frequency over the tree database. To do this, one should be aware of the subtree iso-
morphism problem [16]. If two subtrees are isomorphic but not be recognized in the
matching process, then an inaccurate counting result will be produced. Two subtrees
are considered as isomorphic if and only if one of them can be transformed into the
other by permuting the child nodes at any node [15]. Following this denition, these
three subtrees from the left on the rst row in Fig. 1.1c are isomorphic to each other,
because they can be represented in the same form by swapping the positions of the
nodes b; c; x together with their child nodes. Therefore, these three subtrees have the
same structure, and any subtree structures that match any of these three subtrees
should be counted as a whole. In practice, this process takes polynomial time [17].
By looking at this case, one question was evident: Is it possible to simplify this tree
matching process so the computational complexity caused by the subtree isomorphic
problem can be reduced? If we could nd a solution, it means the processing time can
be shortened, and as a result eciency of the subtree pattern mining algorithms can
be improved.
1.1.2 Contrast Detection on Questionnaire Response Data
The second example comes from the mining tasks of qualitative data analysis [18]. In
many qualitative-based research work, a survey questionnaire is a common and conve-
nient method for data collection [19]. With the size of the collected data continuously
increasing, information technology and data mining were introduced into qualitative
data analysis tasks [20], such as Business [21], Commerce [22], Education [23], and
Tourism and Hospitality Management [24]. No matter what topic the questionnaire is
designed for, it usually consists of two major parts: (1) the demographic prole used
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to collect the personal information from respondents, and (2) a number of questions
related to the survey topic. Fig. 1.2 provides a sample data instance in a questionnaire
database. In the rst part, there are ve demographic attributes in this instance, Age,
Gender, Education, Income and Occupation. The second part is used to collect the
respondents' answers to the 30 topic-related questions.
Figure 1.2: Example of Questionnaire Response Data
This kind of questionnaire data is usually collected for analyzing customer satis-
faction in many business management studies. Researchers prefer to discover some
knowledge that shows the hidden links between the respondents' demographics and
the answers they have given to each question. The collected data is often stored in a
relation table with a pre-dened schema or structure, which is identied as relational
data [25]. When the number of attributes used to describe each data instance in the
relation table is over four, the relational data becomes high-dimensional relational
data [26] and each attribute takes one dimension space. In this example, the ques-
tionnaire data with 35 attributes (5 demographic attributes and 30 question answers)
can be considered as 35-dimensional relational data. An easy and straightforward
data mining method to analyze high-dimensional relational data is the well-known
association rule mining, which has been proven to be successful by many applications,
such as market-basket analysis [27], customer purchase behavioral studies [28] and
tourism management [29]. The basic idea of traditional association rule mining is to
nd a complete set of frequent itemsets appearing in the given database, where the
infrequent ones are discarded without further consideration.
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The frequency of an itemset is counted based on its occurrence over the whole
database, and is compared with a pre-dened minimum support threshold. If the
itemset has a higher frequency than this threshold, it is considered a frequent itemset;
otherwise, it is infrequent. However, many researchers argue that valuable information
can also be found in the discarded infrequent itemsets, which leads to the infrequent
itemset mining [30] [31]. Once the infrequent itemsets are taken into account, the
number of candidate itemsets increases rapidly. For example, each data instance in
this sample questionnaire database is represented by a vector of 35 variables. Mil-
lions or even billions of candidates might be generated if we set a low value to the
minimum support threshold. However, only a small number of candidates will be
considered relevant and reported to end users. Inspired by the strong ability of can-
didate reduction by classication rule mining [32], the technique of pre-determining
user-specied target items is merged into the process of mining both frequent and
infrequent candidate itemsets.
Another common feature of questionnaire data is that questions are often designed
to be reusable for many years. For example, a questionnaire was used to collect the
information about the main motivations for past travel from respondents in 2005,
which was also used again in 2006 right up until 2010 [33]. For a database containing
time-series information, end users expect that pattern mining algorithms will provide
not only the common insights that have occurred every year (frequent itemsets over
the whole database), but also detect whether any change occurred or if the discovered
patterns can be used to predict future trends. This task remains a gap in current
research, and which is the focus of thesis.
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1.2 Goal and Objectives
The goal of this thesis is to propose and study new advanced pattern min-
ing algorithms that are ecient and eective for discovering interest-
ing patterns from a large-scale collection of complex data . The complex
data, in the scope of this thesis, means the relational data in high-dimensionality (in
Section 1.1.2), and the tree structures (in Section 1.1.1). To achieve this goal, the
following innovative objectives are presented in this thesis.
Frequent Pattern Mining Algorithm for Tree-structured Data As a power-
ful data structure, trees can be used to represent not only data objects but
also the important relationship of information in many application domains.
However, understanding tree structures is not an easy job and it is even more
dicult to extract interesting patterns from them. The computational cost
is high due to a large number of generated candidate subtrees and the com-
plexity of the isomorphism problem caused in subtree structure matching to
count the frequency for each candidate. This thesis proposes an ecient fre-
quent pattern mining algorithm on a single tree-structured data set. It aims
to discover the frequent subtree patterns that carry most of the important in-
formation about common characteristics from the large tree database. Unlike
existing approaches, the proposed algorithm is expected to eciently reduce
the number of redundant candidates from the very beginning as well as
simplify the pruning by avoiding isomorphic comparison.
Contrast Pattern-based Tree Classication Model In this case, the available
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tree structures are no longer stored in one single data set, but grouped into sev-
eral contrast data sets to represent the characteristics the data objects own. To
nd the common knowledge shared by all of these data sets is not as attractive
as showing the signicant dierence among them. For this purpose, the normal
frequent subtree pattern mined from our rst proposed algorithm is extended
so the task of mining contrast subtree patterns for dierence detection from
several contrast sets can be attempted. In addition, a novel tree classication
model is also developed to evaluate the eectiveness of generated contrast pat-
terns. The comparison of experimental results on the proposed model and the
existing algorithm indicate the discovered contrast patterns can signicantly
improve the prediction accuracy of the classication task by about 15%
on the testing data sets.
Targeted Positive and Negative Association Rule Mining Algorithm
Association rule mining is a traditional data mining algorithm for data analysis
tasks in marketing and business management. In this thesis, this technique is
used to explore hidden associations between the demographic attributes and
a large numbers of questionnaire variables in the survey response data. The
weakness of traditional association rule mining is revealed when large number
of important items are involved. To hit the target of the mining task directly,
the mining model is constructed to generate association rules, in which only
the user-interested items appear in the consequent (right-hand-side) part. This
avoids generating a huge set of candidate itemsets as carried out in most Apriori-
based approaches. Furthermore, it also reduces the computational cost of
the rule selection.
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Contrast Targeted Positive and Negative Association Rule Mining
When responses are collected by the same questionnaire across a number of
years, an expectation arises of being able to identify changes during this period,
and knowing the future trend based on an accurate prediction. The last part of
this thesis presents a novel contrast targeted association rule mining algorithm
to detect changes and trends during the given period by identifying the
contrast patterns among the data sets.
1.3 Thesis Organization
An overview of the scope of this thesis is presented in Fig. 1.3. This thesis is organized
as follows:
Figure 1.3: Overview of Thesis Scope
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Chapter 2 An Overview of Pattern Mining provides a comprehensive literature re-
view of pattern mining. Emphasis is put on current and emerging issues of
association rule mining and tree pattern mining that are further explored in
later chapters of this thesis.
The main contributions of the thesis are reported in Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6. Based
on the dierent types of complex data to be analyzed, these four chapters can be
further divided into two parts. The rst part (Chapter 3 and 4) presents two novel
subtree pattern mining algorithms for tree structure data analysis. The second part
(Chapter 5 and 6) aims to present the proposed targeted association rule mining
algorithms that study relational data.
Chapter 3 Probability-based Frequent Subtree Pattern Mining introduces an auto-
matic candidate subtree pattern generation method based on the conditional
independence technique in probability theory. A parse kernel-based similarity
measurement combined with a bi-clustering algorithm is used to select the most
signicant subtree patterns as the nal output.
Chapter 4 Tree Classication Using Probability-based Contrast Subtree Patterns ex-
tends the previously proposed frequent subtree pattern mining method (in Chap-
ter 3) to discover the contrast subtree patterns from a number of dierent data
sets. Each data set represents a particular class of tree structures. A novel
tree classier is designed to evaluate the eectiveness of the mined contrast
subtree patterns by comparing the accuracy with the existing tree classication
algorithm.
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Chapter 5 Targeted Positive and Negative Association Rule Mining attempts to dis-
cover both frequent and infrequent itemsets with a set of pre-dened targeted
items. This aims to cut the high cost of computational expense of traditional
positive and negative association rule mining.
Chapter 6 Contrast Targeted Positive and Negative Association Rule Mining ex-
tends the targeted positive and negative association rule Mining method (pro-
posed in Chapter 5) for contrast set mining problem by tracking the trends and
detecting the changes in a number of contrast data sets.
Chapter 7 Conclusion concludes this thesis by summarizing both theoretical and
practical contributions and indicating some possible avenues for future research.
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Chapter 2
Pattern Mining
2.1 Introduction
Pattern mining is quite similar to ore mining [34] which removes soil (noisy data)
and extracts valuable minerals (useful patterns) from underground ore bodies. No
matter what advanced techniques miners use or how well they have been trained, the
most important precondition of any successful mining activity is that miners known
what minerals they are looking for. For example, metallic aluminium [35] is mainly
produced from a special type of ore, called Bauxite [36]. If miners have no idea that
bauxite is a red-brown rock, they might waste time and energy on nding the shinning
silvery gray blocks that rarely exist in the earth's solid surface. Therefor, before
any pattern mining task begins it is important to ask: What is an interesting
pattern?
In data mining tasks, a pattern can be an itemset, a subsequence or substructures
appearing with a certain frequency in a database [5]. This pattern is believed to carry
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(a) Itemsets (b) Subsequences
(c) Substructures (subtrees)
Figure 2.1: Patterns in Various Data Forms
some kind of useful information, which can be used to represent particular charac-
teristics of data instances within the database. A pattern in the form of an itemset
was originally discovered from market-basket data analysis using the association rule
mining algorithm [10]. Each data instance consists of a number of product items that
have been purchased by a customer. The purpose of the analysis task is to nd the
itemsets that frequently appear in the database. Each discovered itemset shows a set
of product items that have been frequently purchased together by the customers in a
certain store or supermarket (as shown in Fig. 2.1a). A sequence can be considered
as a set of ordered events, elements or items with or without a concrete notion of
time [37]. For example, a new car is purchased before buying car insurance as shown
in Fig. 2.1b. Many sequential pattern mining algorithms have been developed to ex-
tract a set of subsequences that frequently appear in a special order. In addition,
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if the database records the data elements of objects together with their structural
information, the potential patterns to be discovered are often in the form of substruc-
tures, such as subgraphs in a graph database [38] or subtrees in a tree database [4]
(Fig. 2.1c).
The complexity of mining algorithms increases from mining itemsets, and subse-
quences to substructures. When the order of items is considered, the traditional item-
set pattern mining becomes subsequential pattern mining [39]. Substructure pattern
mining [40] [41] can also be regarded as mining patterns from a database representing
structural information, where each data structure is a representation of two or more
sequences that merge together at the common items.
The rest of this chapter reviews the most inuential data mining techniques that
have been developed to help discover interesting patterns for various data analysis
and mining applications. This chapter begins with an introduction of data patterns
that attract the attention of researchers. The relevant pattern mining algorithms and
applications are surveyed separately in individual sections with respect to the certain
types of data patterns they are interested in. Finally, we discuss current diculties
and problems that still exist in pattern mining, with focus on the challenges of such
research.
2.2 Pattern Types
The word pattern, as dened in The Oxford Dictionary of English [42], is originally
from Old French patron, which refers to \a regular and intelligible form or sequence
discernible in the way in which something happens or is done". Two key points need
to be taken from this general denition. Firstly, a pattern appears regularly in the
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observation data, while secondly, a pattern has a specic role for the occurrence or
the implementation process of something. Hence, in this thesis, there are two factors
considered for the mining process of interested patterns:
 Occurrence Frequency : the regularity of a pattern is usually determined by
counting the frequency of its occurrence in data;
 Application Purpose: the patterns are mined with a particular purpose that is
highly relevant to the target of the application task.
In the consideration of an occurrence frequency, a pattern can be classied as either
frequent or infrequent, which is determined by the standard constraints [30]. If the
application aims to nd out the most common or the similar characteristics among
data instances in the database, the common patterns will be returned by the mining
process. On the other hand, if the target is to discover the dierence, then output pat-
terns are contrast ones that can be used to distinguish or classify data instances [43].
To propose ecient pattern mining algorithms that can eectively discover useful
patterns from large-scale databases, it is necessary to have a good understanding of
dierent pattern types and their characteristics. In the rest of section, we will provide
detailed denitions of these pattern types and discuss the specic methods used to
distinguish them.
2.2.1 Frequent Pattern and Infrequent Pattern
To determine whether a pattern is frequent or not, a well-known measurement is
the minimum support threshold. The concept of support was successfully employed
in Association Rule Mining by Agrawal et al. [10], frequent patterns in the form of
itemsets could be discovered from the market-basket transaction databases.
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Let I be the set of all items in the database Ddb, A and B be two items from I,
A 2 I, B 2 I, and A \B = ;. The support of the itemset fABg is calculated by
supp(A [B) = number of transactions containing A [B in Ddb
total number of transactions in Ddb
(2.2.1)
fABg is a frequent itemset if and only if supp(A[B)  , where  is a user-specied
minimum support threshold; in contrast, it is an infrequent itemset due to supp(A [
B) < . The support is a common and traditional measurement in mining frequent
patterns in other data forms such as sequences, graphs and trees [44]. The discovered
frequent pattern summarizes the correlations among a set of items in the database.
The mining task that focuses on discovering frequent patterns from the databases
is called frequent pattern mining. In frequent pattern mining, only frequent patterns
are returned while infrequent patterns are simply discarded without further consid-
eration. This is because the most valuable information is carried by the frequent
patterns and the infrequent patterns can not adequately reect the typical charac-
teristics from the data because of their rare occurrence [10]. However, since the late
1990s, more and more researchers have realized the importance of infrequent patterns
with the increasing demands from applications of anomaly detection, especially in
medicine [8], genetics [45], molecular biology [9] and network security [46]. In these
areas, infrequent patterns are considered signicant due to the huge inuence they
may have. In the study of nding a better treatment approach for a special disease,
researchers would like spend more time on studying an abnormal case rather than
reading the millions of records of healthy people [47]. In this scenario, more eort
has been put into the development of infrequent pattern mining [30]. More detail of
related work in the development of frequent and infrequent pattern mining algorithms
are reviewed in Section 2.3.2 and Section 2.3.3 respectively.
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2.2.2 Common Pattern and Contrast Pattern
Every pattern is discovered with a purpose. This purpose comes from the goal of the
practical application projects. Some projects focus more on analyzing the internal
association or correlation among the data instances within a single data set [27], while
the others are interested in the signicant dierence from two or more individual data
sets [43]. A database may consists of several data sets. The data instances are divided
into separate data sets based on particular categories. For example, in a tourism
database, travelers' records can be roughly classied into several data sets based on
their destinations [48], or the type of trips (business or personal) [49]. It is not easy
to extract a single set of patterns to satisfy all those requirements from application
projects with various purposes. Hence, the discovered patterns can be categorized
into two major groups with respect to the purposes of pattern mining applications:
common patterns, which reect the common characteristics existing in one data set,
and contrast patterns, which aim to distinguish the signicant dierence among the
data instances in dierent data sets.
In the early days of pattern mining algorithm development, most related work
was focused on extracting common patterns from a data set. In 1999, a group of
researchers started to explore a new area of mining contrast patterns from two data
sets [43]. As the number of data sets increased, the computational complexity and
diculty of mining contrast patterns also grew rapidly compared to those undertaking
traditional common pattern mining tasks.
There have been two major types of contrast patterns studied in the past decade:
emerging pattern [50] and contrast set [43]. An Emerging Pattern is a pattern whose
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support increases signicantly from one data set to another, which can capture emerg-
ing trends in time-stamped databases, or useful contrasts between data classes. A
Contrast Set shows the conjunctions of attributes and values that dier meaningfully
in their distributions across data sets. The current techniques and algorithms for
mining these two types of contrast patterns are discussed in Section 2.3.4.
2.3 Mining the Patterns
Pattern mining is an important research topic in data mining because it helps users
to understand and discover novelty in huge amounts of data by nding hidden data
patterns [3]. These patterns are usually unknown or hidden but provide interesting
information and knowledge to the end users. They have been proven to have the
potential ability of representing useful insights into the given data [5].
Over the last two decades, signicant eort has been put into the development of
mining algorithms that can eciently discover eective data patterns in vast applica-
tion domains [44]. Pattern mining becomes the basis and pre-requisite for important
data mining tasks such as association mining [10] [51] [52], correlations [53], causal-
ity [54], sequential mining [12] [55] [56], episodes [57], multi-dimensional patterns [58]
[59], maximal patterns [60], partial periodicity [61], and emerging patterns [50].
In this section, we will review state of the art algorithms that have been developed
for mining interesting patterns from large-scale databases. A general mining process
will rstly be introduced to provide a basic idea of the mining tasks, followed by dis-
cussion on the existing mining algorithms for each type of pattern including frequent
pattern mining, infrequent pattern mining, emerging pattern mining and contrast set
mining.
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2.3.1 General Pattern Mining Tasks
There are two main tasks in a general pattern mining algorithm: candidate generation,
and frequency counting [4] [5]. The rst task aims to generate a set of candidate
patterns from the database and the second task checks the frequency for each of
those candidates in order to lter out the uninteresting ones. In the remaining part
of this section, we will present the general issues in these two main tasks.
2.3.1.1 Candidate Generation
The task of candidate generation aims to generate all subsets of data items with or
without the structural information such as ordering or interaction among the data
items [4]. If we only consider the data items without their structural information,
the generated candidates are represented as the itemsets that contain a list of items.
When the structural information is added, the candidates to be generated are in the
forms of subsequences or substructures [5]. A common way to carry out this mission
is by using an iterative process that starts from the generation of the candidates
consisting of only one item followed by the number of items in the new candidate
itemsets continuously increasing with each iteration.
Two traditional generation approaches are widely applied in the literature [4].
The rst one is candidate generation by join, which was introduced by Agrawal et al.
in their Apriori-based Association Rule Mining algorithm for market-basket analysis
in 1993 [10]. In their study, the proposed mining algorithm was to discover frequent
itemsets from the given database to show the common shopping behaviors of super-
market customers. The algorithm rstly generates all 1-itemsets in which each itemset
contains only one item. For example, given a database Ddb that contains six items,
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I = fA;B;C;D;E; Fg. From this database, we obtain six 1-itemsets: fAg, fBg, fCg,
fDg, fEg, fFg. A joining operation is then employed to merge two 1-itemsets into a
candidate 2-itemset. For example, candidate 2-itemset fABg is generated by joining
1-itemsets fAg and fBg. As the order of items is not considered in itemset pattern
mining, fBAg is treated the same as fABg. Following in the same manner, by joining
two k-itemsets, we can have a candidate (k + 1)-itemset. Table. 2.1 shows the can-
didate 1-, 2- and 3-itemsets. The join-based candidate generation approach has been
widely employed in many pattern mining algorithms [30] [33] [51] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66]
[67] [68] [69] [70].
Table 2.1: Example of Join-based Candidate Itemsets Generation
Candidate 1-Itemsets Candidate 2-itemsets Candidate 3-itemsets Candidate k   : : :
fAg, fBg, fCg, fABg, fACg, fADg, fAEg, fABCg, fABDg, fABEg, : : :
fDg, fEg, fFg, fAFg, fBCg, fBDg, fBEg, fABFg, fACDg, fACEg, : : :
fBFg, fCDg, fCEg, fCFg, fACFg, fADEg, fADFg, : : :
fDEg, fDFg, fEFg fAEFg, fBCDg, fBCEg, : : :
fBCFg, fBDEg, fBDFg, : : :
fBEFg, fCDEg, fCDFg, : : :
fCEFg, fDEFg : : :
The second approach is the candidate generation by extension [56] [71] [72] [73].
Each new candidate is obtained by extending an existing frequent candidate. In
substructure pattern mining, such as subgraph mining and subtree mining, many
researchers have employed the extension-based approach to generate candidates [38]
[72] [74] [75]. Given a subtree candidate with three nodes as shown in Fig. 2.2a and
adding one more node at dierent locations, we can extend this subtree to generate
three new candidate subtrees, as shown in Fig. 2.2b.
Both approaches can be used to generate a complete set of candidate patterns,
however the number of generated candidates is usually so large the computational
cost is signicantly high [76]. In addition, the generated candidates are not the nal
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: An Example of Subtree Candidate Generation by Extension. (a) is a
candidate subtree with three nodes; (b) are three new candidate subtrees generated
by adding one more node colored grey at dierent locations in (a).
output of the mining algorithm, and huge memory space is required to temperately
store this inter-process data [5]. These are the two main problems with the candidate
generation task, and there are more issues we need to consider from the frequency
counting task. In the next subsection, we will explore the general procedure and
challenges of frequency counting for each candidate.
2.3.1.2 Frequency Counting
As mentioned in Section 2.2, support is an important measurement widely in pattern
mining studies. By comparing the support with the pre-dened threshold, we can
identify whether the candidate is a frequent or infrequent one, and also to check the
signicance of the contract patterns among several data sets. The frequency of the
generated candidates need to be counted in order to calculate the support for each
candidate pattern.
One common and straightforward approach to calculate the frequency of a candi-
date is direct counting [77], which was rstly used to discover frequent itemsets from
transaction databases [10]. In a transaction database, each data instance is repre-
sented by a transaction which is a set of one or more items obtained from a nite
item domain. The direct counting approach scans each transaction in the database to
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check the existence of a candidate. Once the candidate is found in the transactions,
there are two ways to count the number of times it occurs over the database.
The rst way directly counts the number of the transactions that contain the can-
didate. Given a transaction database Ddb with a number of transactions fd1; d2; : : : g.
I = fA1; A2; : : : g is the set of items that appear in Ddb. Each transaction di consists
of several items from I. The transactions are scanned one by one to search for a
match of candidate itemset A. If A is found at least once in a transaction dm, a
search function S(A; dm) = 1; otherwise it returns 0. When the rst match of a can-
didate is founded in the current transaction, the scanning can be stopped and moved
to the next transaction. This is a direct and quick way to perform frequency counting
on simple data structures, such as relational data [10]. After all transactions in Ddb
are checked, the frequency of A can be calculated by Freq(A) =PMm=1 S(A; dm). As
this kind of frequency reects the occurrences of a candidate at the transaction-level,
Hadzic et al. [78] named it as a transaction-based frequency and the corresponding
support to be calculated is called transaction-based support.
The second way of counting returns a dierent frequency called occurrence-match
frequency, which is used to calculate the occurrence-match support [77]. Occurrence-
match frequency takes the repetition of the candidate in the same transaction into
account. A new counting function Count(A; dm) is dened so the number of actual
occurrences of A in the transaction tk can be recorded. Count(A; dm) = l denotes
that A occurs l times in dm. As a result, the occurrence-match frequency of A in
Ddb can be obtained by Freq(A; dm) =
PM
m=1Count(A; dm). Unlike the transaction-
based frequency, occurrence-match frequency reects the total number of times a
candidate occurs in all transactions over the database [12]. As each transaction needs
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to be scanned from beginning to end, a longer processing time is expected, however
a more accurate support of the candidate occurrence is returned compared to the
transaction-based support.
Recently, a new hybrid counting approach [77] has been proposed to combine
the two above approaches. The hybrid frequency counts not only the number of
transactions that contain the certain candidate, but also the number of times that
candidate occurs in that particular transaction, with both numbers important to
discovering the interesting patterns in the mining process. Hybrid support, based
on the hybrid frequency, a stronger constraint than transaction-based support and
occurrence-match support. It can be calculated and denoted in the form of Supp(A) =
ijj, which indicates that candidate A exists in more than i transactions, and in each
transaction, it occurs more than j times.
All these three kinds of frequency counting approaches and their corresponding
support measurements have been used to select interesting patterns from a large
number of candidates in pattern mining algorithms [4] [11] [14] [27] [43] [44]. These
frequency counting approach can be further combined with any kind of candidate
generation approaches to meet the specic requirements of mining dierent types of
patterns, such as frequent, infrequent or contrast patterns. Researchers working in the
area of pattern mining have put great eort to extending, modifying and improving
these existing approaches and methods, and proposing innovative algorithms to solve
problems in practical applications.
In the rest of this section, we will review the detailed pattern mining algorithms
with respect to the types of patterns that can be discovered. A comprehensive under-
standing of these existing algorithms and current research in pattern mining can help
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us to easily dened the problems and challenges that are still unsolved and provide
potential solutions.
2.3.2 Frequent Pattern Mining Algorithms
As one of the most important and well-explored topics in data mining, Frequent Pat-
tern Mining (FPM) has been studied for over two decades [79]. The purpose of
frequent pattern mining is to discover all frequent itemsets, subsequences or substruc-
tures that appear in a large-scale database. The frequency of these patterns must
be equal or over a pre-dened minimum support threshold provided by a user. The
discovered frequent patterns can be used to make further contributions to other data
mining topics, such as association mining [27] and correlation mining [53].
In 1993, Agrawal et al. [10] proposed the rst frequent pattern mining algorithm,
the AIS algorithm, which employed a multi-pass technique to generate candidate
itemsets from a transaction database. A pass means a movement from one trans-
action to the next transaction. In each pass, a set of known-frequent itemsets are
determined by repeatedly scanning a database to measure their supports, with new
candidate itemsets generated by extending the frequent itemset with the items in
each transaction. However, the AIS algorithm suers from generating too many can-
didates that are identied as infrequent and discarded in a later process. Hence, in
order to reduce the computational cost and complexity, a downward closure property,
called Apriori, was proposed by Agrawal and Srikant [51]. In the 1990s, Apriori was
popular in many frequent pattern mining algorithms. Many algorithms used Apriori
or its alternatives [52], called the Aprrori-based Algorithms.
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2.3.2.1 Apriori-based Algorithms
In an Apriori-based algorithm, a candidate itemset (subsequence or substructure) is
identied as frequent, if and only all of its subsets are frequent [51]. That is, it is
impossible to have a candidate who has an infrequent subset. Based on this, the
Apriori-based algorithm has signicantly optimized the pruning process [44]. Unlike
the AIS algorithm, the Apriori-based algorithm generates new candidate k-itemsets
based on the known-frequent (k   1)-itemsets, but not the items from the current
scanned transaction. Besides, in an Apriori-based algorithm, a hashtree data structure
is utilized to store the frequency counters of each candidate [51].
Let us take Agrawal and Srikant's Apriori-based frequent itemset mining algorithm
[51] as an example of a traditianal Apriori-based algorithm. Given a transaction
databaseDdb, I = fA1; A2; : : : ; ALg is a set of L items that appear inDdb. Each trans-
action ti in Ddb is represented by a set of items from I, i.e. t1 = fA1; A2; A4; A7; A10g.
A minimum support threshold  is also determined for pruning infrequent candidate
itemsets. Database Ddb is scanned for the rst time to extract all of the frequent
1-itemsets that contains only one item, F (1) = fA(1)1 ;A(1)2 ; : : : g and A(1)p = fAig.
By extending any frequent 1-itemset with one item from F (1), a set of candidate 2-
itemsets are generated, in which each 2-itemset contains two items A(2)p = fAi; Ajg.
The support of each candidate 2-itemset is calculated and compared with the mini-
mum support threshold . If and only if supp(A(2)p )  , then such A(2)p is identied
as a frequent 2-itemset F (2) = fA(2)p g; while any infrequent candidate with support
less than  is discarded. Once all of the frequent 2-itemsets are discovered, they will
be extended to form a candidate 3-itemset. This process iterates to generate fre-
quent k-itemsets F (k) and stops when there is no frequent (k + 1)-itemset that can
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be generated.
Compared with the original AIS algorithm, the traditional Apriori-based algo-
rithm adopts a more ecient mining method by cutting a large number of candi-
dates, however, it suers from the wastage of generating too many infrequent candi-
dates [44]. Another main drawback is that the traditional Apriori-based algorithm
also needs repetitive scanning of the database [5]. The number of scans is determined
by the length of the longest frequent candidate. If there exists frequent k-itemsets,
then the database needs to be scanned k times.
In order to further improve the eciency of Apriori-based algorithms, a number
of extended studies [53] [62] [63] [68] have been carried out to accomplish the mining
process withtwo database scans at most. Savasere et al. [62] proposed a partitioning
technique that logically divides the entire database into a number of disjointed par-
titions. A tid-list (a list of transactions that contain a certain candidate) is utilized
to record the frequency counting for each candidate in each partition. A candidate
is considered as frequent in the entire database only if it is frequent in at least one
partition. A sampling approach was proposed by Toivonen in 1996 to provide ap-
proximate mining results, where a set of frequent candidates was discovered from
a randomly selected sample transaction in the database [63]. The Dynamic Item-
set Counting algorithm [53] and Continuous Association Rule Mining algorithm [68]
allow a dynamical generation and removal of candidates after scanning of a xed
number of transactions. These extended algorithms of Apriori successfully simplied
the mining process by adopting less database scans but they still suered from the
redundant work of traversing the data structures that store the frequency counters.
This is called the tuple-by-tuple problem due to the frequency counter of a candidate
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updating only after a complete reading of each transaction [44].
2.3.2.2 Frequent Pattern-growth Algorithms
Although Apriori-based algorithms and their extensions made signicant contribu-
tions in the early days of frequent pattern mining, they still have high computational
and storage costs in generating a large number of candidates. Therefore, in 2000,
a new frequent pattern mining approach was proposed by Han et al. [80]. In this
approach, the candidate generation process was no longer required and two database
scans were requested to construct an enumeration tree structure that can represent all
frequent candidates in the database. Such a tree structure is named Frequent Pattern
tree (FP-tree) due to the enumeration technique utilized, which is called Frequent
Pattern-growth (FP-growth) [80].
After the rst scanning of the database, a list of frequent items, together with
their associations are obtained. These items are ordered based on their frequency in a
descending order. The association information helps to construct a FP-tree that holds
all these frequent items. At this stage, the database is no long required in the mining
process, with all frequent patterns extracted from the built FP-tree by a bottom-up
approach based on the divide-and-conquer principle. The mining process is started by
enumerating each frequent 1-item (the leaf node in FP-tree) and corresponding sub-
FP-tree containing all the prex paths leading to the frequent 1-item. This frequent
1-item is a sux pattern and is removed from the sub-FP-tree. The remaining part of
the sub-FP-tree becomes the conditional FP-tree of that certain sux pattern. Inside
the conditional FP-tree, this process is recursively performed to identify a new sux
pattern and its conditional FP-tree. The frequency of the sux patterns are counted
based on their prex paths. By concatenating the sux pattern with the frequent
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patterns from its conditional FP-tree, the pattern grows. The mining algorithm that
adopts the FP-growth technique to discover frequent patterns is called the FP-growth
approach [5].
The FP-growth approach has been extended by many researchers in frequent pat-
tern mining studies. Agarwal et al. [81] proposed a depth-rst generation of frequent
itemsets in 2001 and a pattern mining algorithm based on hyper-structure was pre-
sented by Pei et al. [82]. Liu et al. [83] introduced a mining algorithm utilizing both
top-down and bottom-up traversals of their proposed Condensed FP-tree. In addi-
tion to these, another array-based prex-tree structure was proposed by Grahne and
Zhu [84] to improve the eciency of FP-growth algorithms.
This FP-growth approach avoids the drawbacks of Apriori-based algorithms and
mines frequent patterns without candidate generation, however, it is a time consuming
process to construct a FP-tree. In addition, a FP-tree may have a complex structure
and be large in size due to a number of the items involved in the database and
the complexity of their associations. Once a FP-tree is set up, it is not easy to
make changes, which makes the computation of FP-growth mining algorithms neither
exible nor reusable. Hence, if the frequent patterns to be discovered are in complex
data forms like subsequences or substructures, many algorithms will still follow the
Apriori-based approach rather than FP-growth [77] [85] [86] [87].
2.3.3 Infrequent Pattern Mining Algorithms
The motivation of Infrequent Pattern Mining (IPM) comes from the argument that
infrequent patterns are also interesting in many real-life cases [88]. In frequent pat-
tern mining, if a candidate pattern has a lower support than a pre-dened minimum
support threshold, it will be discarded and no longer considered in the later process.
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A common way to keep more potentially interesting patterns is to set a low minimum
support threshold. However, a low threshold may cause many problems and dicul-
ties in the mining process, such as a large number of candidates identied as frequent
and kept for further processing so the computational cost is increased. In addition,
no matter how low the value is assigned, it is always possible that some interesting
patterns will be ltered out. Hence, some of the researchers in the area of pattern
mining started to work out a solution to address this issue.
Wu et al. [89] proposed a mining algorithm to extract both frequent and infrequent
patterns from transaction databases. They extended the candidate generation process
in existing frequent pattern mining by keeping the candidates that were identied as
infrequent rather than discarding them. When the support of a candidate is less than
the pre-dened minimum support threshold, it is identied as infrequent and is added
into an infrequent candidate pattern list. As the number of frequent candidates is large
and once the infrequent ones are counted into consideration, the number increases in
an exponential manner. In order to control the number of generated candidates in a
reasonable range, as well as satisfy the end user's interests, Wu et al. [89] introduced
a method where only frequent k-candidates are allowed to join the next iteration of
generating (k + 1)-candidates.
By taking advantage of mining infrequent patterns, many successful mining algo-
rithms have been developed for discovering interesting patterns in dierent research
domains. Wan and An [90] [91] proposed a HI-mine algorithm to discover indirect
associations hidden in databases. Yan et al. [92] extracted surprising periodic pat-
terns that occur infrequently in biological data. Dong [93] mined both frequent and
infrequent itemsets using a minimum correlation strength as measurement to improve
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the performance of the mining model based on multiple level minimum supports.
Even though infrequent pattern mining is still an emerging research eld and has
been studied for a decade, there are still many unsolved topics that can be explored,
such as how to further control the number of generated candidate and how to improve
the eciency of the mining process by providing more targeted candidates, etc [33].
2.3.4 Contrast Pattern Mining
Finding the hidden dierences between several contrasting data sets existing in a
single data set [94] is called Contrast Pattern Mining, which is another fundamental
challenge in data mining. The goal of Contrast Pattern Mining (CPM) is to discover
a set of data patterns that can signicantly detect the dierences among several cate-
gorized data sets [94]. Following the mining tasks that are presented in Section 2.3.1,
CPM also needs to generate all candidate patterns from data sets and later use spe-
cic quality measurements to identify the interesting ones. It is not a hard work to
extract a large number of candidate patterns from each data set, however, the main
challenge of contrast pattern mining comes from nding an appropriate quality mea-
surement to identify the signicance of the dierences that are represented by the
mined contrast patterns. In this section, we will have a close look at two types of
contrast patterns, emerging pattern and contrast set, and the specic methods that
are used to measure their dierence detecting ability together with the current mining
algorithms in the area.
2.3.4.1 Emerging Pattern Mining
Emerging patterns were rstly dened by Dong and Li [50] in their work on capturing
emerging trends in time-stamped databases in 1999. A data pattern is considered
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as an emerging pattern when its support signicantly changes from one data set to
another. The aim of Emerging Pattern Mining (EPM) is hence focused on extracting
these emerging patterns from data sets.
An Emerging Pattern Mining task can be dened as follows [50]: Given a trans-
action database Ddb, and I = fA1; A2; : : : g is the set of items that appear in Ddb.
Dsx and Dsy are the two data sets from Ddb. Emerging Pattern Mining focuses on
extracting a set of emerging patterns whose support increases signicantly from Dsx
to Dsy .
During the mining process, the support of candidate pattern Ai needs to be
calculated separately for both Dsx and Dsy by supp(Ai; Dsx) = Count(Ai;Dsx )jDsx j and
supp(Ai; Dsy) = Count(Ai;Dsy )jDsy j , where Count(Ai; Dsx) and Count(Ai; Dsy) are the
numbers of data instances that contain Ai in data sets Dsx and Dsy respectively;
jDsxj and jDsy j denote the total numbers of the data instances in these two data sets.
A growth rate of Ai is calculated to measure its ability of detecting contrast between
Dsx and Dsy by:
GrowthRate(Ai; Dsx ; Dsy) =
(
0; if supp(Ai; Dsx ) = 0 and supp(Ai; Dsy ) = 0;
1; if supp(Ai; Dsx ) = 0 and supp(Ai; Dsy ) 6= 0;
supp(Ai;Dsy )
supp(Ai;Dsx ) ; otherwise.
The obtained GrowthRate(Ai) is then compared with a pre-dened growth rate
threshold GrowthRate > 1. If and only if GrowthRate(Ai)  GrowthRate, then Ai
is considered as an emerging pattern between Dsx and Dsy , otherwise it is identied
as insignicant and discarded from the mining process.
Like the other pattern mining algorithms mentioned in the previous sections such
as FPM and IPM, Emerging Pattern Mining has a signicant drawback of gener-
ating too many candidate patterns using only minimum growth rate threshold [94].
Extended work has been done to provide ecient solutions to this problem. Fan and
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Ramamohanarao [95] worked on selecting the interesting emerging patterns, while
Soulet et al. [96] proposed condensed representations of emerging patterns.
Subsequent emerging pattern research has largely focused on the use of the discov-
ered patterns for classication purposes, for example, classication by emerging pat-
terns [50] [97] and classication by jumping emerging patterns [95]. Jumping emerging
pattern is a special type of emerging pattern, whose support is zero in one of the data
sets.
Emerging patterns have mainly been applied to the eld of Bio-informatics, and
more specically to micro-array data analysis. Song et al. [98] used emerging pat-
terns together with unexpected change and the add/perished rule to mine customer
behavior. Li and Wong [99] focused on nding groups of genes by emerging pat-
terns and applied it to the ALL/AML data set and the colon tumor data set. Li et
al. [100] presented an interpretable classier based on simple rules that is competitive
to the state of the art black-box classiers on the acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)
micro-array data set. Boulesteix et al. [101] introduced a CART-based approach to
discover emerging patterns in micro-array data. This method is based on growing
decision trees from which the emerging patterns are extracted. It combines pattern
search with a statistical procedure based on Fisher's exact test to assess the signi-
cance of each emerging pattern. Subsequently, sample classication based on inferred
emerging patterns performed using maximum-likelihood linear discriminant analysis.
2.3.4.2 Contrast Set Mining
Contrast Set is another type of interesting contrast pattern that is utilized to discrimi-
nate data instances of dierent data sets existing in a database [94]. To help discover
these contrast sets from the data, a series of Contrast Pattern Mining algorithms
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have been proposed. In 2001, Bay and Pazzani [43] proposed a Search and Testing
for Understandable Consistent Contrasts algorithm (STUCCO), which is known as
the most foundational approach to mining contrast sets. In STUCCO, the contrast
sets are dened as the conjunctions of attributes and values that dier meaningfully
in their distributions across data sets. Bay and Pazzani also gave the denition of
the traditional Contrast Set Mining as follows [43]:
Given a transaction database Ddb, and I = fA1; A2; : : : g is the set of variables
called attributes, and each Ai can take values from the set V = fv1; v2; : : : g. Each data
instance in Ddb is represented by a vector of attributes and values. Dsx and Dsy are
the two data sets from Ddb. Contrast Set Mining task aims to discover contrast sets
whose support diers meaningfully between Dsx and Dsy . The support of a candidate
contrast set Ai in respect to Dsj is obtained by supp(Ai; Dsj) =
Count(Ai;Dsj )
jDsj j
. The
dierence detection quality of a candidate is measured by calculating its support
dierence across the two data sets:
SuppDiff(Ai; Dsx ; Dsy) = jsupp(Ai; Dsx)  supp(Ai; Dsy)j:
Then SuppDiff(Ai; Dsx ; Dsy) is compared with a pre-dened minimum support dif-
ferent threshold SuppDiff . If and only if SuppDiff(Ai; Dsx ; Dsy)  SuppDiff and
P (AijDsx) 6= P (AijDsy), then Ai is identied as an output contrast set.
In general, Contrast Set Mining approaches requires discrete data, which is not
frequent in real world applications . A data discretization method developed specif-
ically for set mining purposes is described by Bay [102]. This approach does not
appear to have been further used by the contrast set mining community, except for
Lin and Keogh [103], who extended contrast set mining to time series and multimedia
data analysis. They introduced a formal notion of a time series contrast set along
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with a fast algorithm to nd time series contrast sets. An approach to quantita-
tive contrast set mining without discretization in the preprocessing is proposed by
Simeon and Hilderman [104] with the algorithm Gen QCSets. In this approach, a
slightly modied equal width binning interval method is used.
The contrast mining paradigm does not appear to have been pursued in many
published applications. Webb et al. [105] investigated its use with retail sales data.
Wong and Tseng [106] applied contrast set mining for designing customized insur-
ance programs. Siu et al. [107] have used contrast set mining to identify patterns
in synchrotron x-ray data that distinguishes tissue samples of dierent forms of can-
cerous tumors. Kralj et al. [108] have addressed a contrast set mining problem of
distinguishing between two groups of brain ischaemia patients by transforming the
contrast set mining task to a subgroup discovery task.
2.4 Research Issues and Challenges
The task of mining interesting patterns from large-scale databases is a broad research
area. After reviewing current work and achievements in the areas of pattern mining,
we found that each pattern mining algorithm has its pros and cons. Problems still
remain in the processes of both candidate generation and frequency counting. In this
section, a number of potential problems and challenges are provided and discussed.
2.4.1 Research Issues in Candidate Generation
Candidate generation is the most important task in pattern mining algorithms, includ-
ing discovering frequent, infrequent and contrast patterns. Although the FP-growth-
based algorithms discussed in Section 2.3.2.2 do not need to generate all candidates
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one by one, they still need to build a FP-tree structure to represent those candidates.
However, the biggest drawback that currently exists in the pattern mining algorithm
is that too many candidate patterns are generated. These candidates often cause
unnecessary wastage of resources, time-consuming computation and extra selection
processing because many of them are irrelevant to the user's targets.
There are three central questions that we have identied:
 How can we further reduce the large number of candidate patterns based on
existing approaches in pattern mining?
 How can we identify candidates that are potentially the most interesting and
closest to the user's targets?
 Can we have a candidate generation approach that does not need to calculate
support for each candidate?
2.4.2 Research Issues in Frequency Counting
No matter what counting approach is chosen to calculate the frequency of a candidate,
it is essential to nd the exact matched structures as the candidate in data instances
by using the candidate matching technique. It is a time-consuming, complex and
repetitive process to discover all the matches of a candidate in a large-scale database.
This is because not only the large numbers of candidates and data instances are
involved, but also the high reliance on the isomorphism testing exists in the structures
comparison. The candidate matching of subtree structures needs polynomial time [17]
and for subgraph matching, it becomes a NP-complete problem [38].
How can we simplify the process of candidate pattern matching for frequency count-
ing? This is a question often asked when we are trying to improve the eciency of
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pattern mining algorithms that suer from the repetitive and complex candidate
matching operations. Furthermore, because candidate matching is the origin that
causes problems in frequency counting, we are wondering whether or not we can uti-
lize another method to avoid the time-consuming computation of candidate matching.
2.4.3 Challenges for Mining Dierent Types of Patterns
The major challenge of this thesis is to discover the most targeted data patterns that
are highly interesting and useful to the end users to meet the requirements of their
specic applications.
The discovered patterns are expected to be highly relevant to the user's application
targets. We aim to provide more ecient ways to mine these patterns than the
existing algorithms. High-dimensional relational data and tree structures are two
types of data that are studied in this thesis. Based on the dierent features of these
two types of data, specic mining approaches need to be designed for them.
High-dimensional relational data has been studied for years, and many existing
algorithms have focused on mining patterns from it. Our challenge in mining patterns
from relational data is mainly focused on controlling the generation of irrelevant can-
didates so the total number of candidates can be substantially reduced. We attempt
to propose a new algorithm that can generate a set of `targeted ' candidates that di-
rectly hit the user's targets at the early phrase of the mining process. We attempt
to mine both frequent and infrequent `targeted ' patterns and then use these to detect
the contrasts among several dierent data sets.
As the tree structure is more complex than the high-dimensional relational data,
the algorithms of mining subtree patterns are not as ecient as those of mining item-
set patterns. The challenge is to improve the eciency of processing in each stage of
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subtree pattern mining. Our focus is placed on nding a more ecient way to gener-
ate subtree candidates and select the most interesting ones as output. We are trying
to overcome the drawbacks in the methods of traditional subtree candidate genera-
tion that are mainly adopted in the traditional Apriori-based approach using support
constraint as the most important measurement for pruning. We attempt to propose
a novel candidate generation without calculating the support for each candidate to
save computational time. Moreover, we are challenging another time-consuming op-
eration; isomorphism testing in subtree matching for frequency counting. We are
seeking an ecient method to replace this direct structure comparison operation. As
no work has been found to detect dierences between two tree data sets by mining
contrast subtree patterns, this becomes our last challenge in subtree pattern mining.
A contrast subtree pattern mining algorithm will be proposed to ll the void.
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Chapter 3
Probability-based Frequent
Subtree Pattern Mining
3.1 Introduction
In the past decade, an increasing number of data mining researchers have shifted their
focus from analyzing data in simple forms to studying more complex semi-structured
data [5]. Unlike traditional table-based relational data, semi-structured data have
been widely used in many emerging application domains such as Chemistry [109],
Biology [110], Web mining [7] and social networks [111], due to its powerful capa-
bility of storing a large number of data objects, in additional to capturing the rela-
tionships and semantics between them. Therefore, a need for ecient algorithms to
discover user-interested patterns that carry structural information reecting the com-
plex interconnections has been addressed in the most recent publications of pattern
mining [11] [14].
The most general formalism for semi-structured data is the graph. However, the
isomorphism problem that arises from the structure comparison between two graphs
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has undesirable theoretical complexity, which is known as NP-complete [4]. Tree, a
simplied graph structure with a pre-dened node as the root and acyclic among
the internal nodes, becomes popular in many practical applications of computer net-
works [112], XML documents [113] and Web log analysis [86]. Many algorithms have
been proposed so interesting patterns from the databases of tree structures can be
discovered. The discovered patterns, carrying the common characteristics and valu-
able information of the given tree database, are often in the forms of frequent subtree
structures. These subtrees represent a set of important data objects as well as their
internal connections.
Although representing data in trees instead of graphs renders the isomorphism
problem in the sub-structure comparison no longer NP-complete, mining frequent sub-
tree patterns is still time consuming due to the complexity of the computation. The
computational cost comes from subtree pattern mining tasks including: (1) the gener-
ation of candidate subtrees, and (2) the frequency counting using subtree matching.
during candidate generation, many existing algorithms attempt to obtain a complete
set of candidate subtrees in the database by utilizing the Apriori-based approach,
which is considered to be inecient due to the large number of candidates and the
repetitive scanning of the database [114]. The large number of candidates also causes
enormous operations of subtree matching in order to count the frequency. In this
chapter, we propose a novel frequent subtree pattern mining algorithm that provides
an ecient way to generate subtree candidates, and to select and report the most
interesting ones to the end users.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The concepts and notations used in
frequent subtree pattern mining are dened in Section 3.2. The general mining tasks
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and related work are reviewed in Section 3.3. The proposed Probability-based Frequent
Subtree Pattern Mining algorithm (ProTreeMiner) is presented in Section 3.4. The
experiments for performance evaluation of both synthetic and real data sets are dis-
cussed in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the whole chapter and presents
the contributions achieved.
3.2 Tree Structure and Its Representation
The foundational concepts and notations of tree structures are dened in this section.
They provide the basic understanding for the tree structure data that we are going
to mine patterns from.
3.2.1 The Trees
A tree can be considered as an acyclic connected graph with a single node at the
topmost location setting as a root ; hence it is also called the rooted tree. When a
set of labels are assigned to the nodes and/or the edges in the tree, it becomes a
rooted and labeled tree, and these labels can be shared among many nodes and edges.
Formally, a rooted labeled tree can be dened in the following form:
Denition 1. A rooted labeled tree, T = (r;N;E; l), is a directed acyclic connected
graph, where N is the set of nodes; r 2 N is the root node; E = f(x; y)jx; y 2 Ng is
the set of edges; and l : N [E ! L is a labeling function mapping the nodes and/or
edges to a set of labels.
The size of a rooted labeled tree T , denoted as jT j, counts the total number of
nodes in the tree. The depth of a node, d, is dened by the number of edges from
it to the root node. All nodes of depth d are at level d in the tree. The height of T
equals one more than the level of the deepest node in the tree. In this thesis, we use
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Figure 3.1: An Example of a Rooted Labeled Unordered Tree
k-tree to represent a tree which has the height of k and the deepest node is at level
(k   1).
A rooted labeled tree is also a directed tree, where each edge connecting two nodes
represents a parent-child relationship. If the parent node is located at level k, then
its child node is always at level (k + 1). A node without any child is called a leaf,
and is shown in light gray circles in Fig. 3.1. For any node in the tree, if all its child
nodes are ordered based on their labels, then the tree is a rooted labeled ordered tree,
otherwise it is an unordered tree. This thesis focuses on the rooted unordered trees.
Literally, a subtree is a sub-set of a tree, which is formally dened as:
Denition 2. Given a tree S = (rs; Ns; Es; ls) and tree T = (rt; Nt; Et; lt), S is an
isomorphic subtree of T if and only if the following conditions are satised: Ns  Nt,
Es  Et and the label set ls is preserved in lt. In this situation, T is also called the
supertree of S.
A subtree, which only preserves the parent-child relationships between two nodes,
is called an induced subtree. In other words, an induced subtree retains the closest
relationship between two nodes and also keeps most of the structural information
from its super tree.
When the occurrence frequency of S is no less than a pre-dened threshold ,
frequency(S)  , a subtree S is considered a frequent subtree in a given tree database
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D. These frequent subtrees are also called frequent subtree patterns. The discovery
of all frequent subtree patterns from a large tree database is one of the core tasks in
frequent subtree pattern mining. However, this task is not trivial. and several issues
need to be considered rst. In the remaining part of this section, these important
issues will be discussed to provide a solid basis for the proposed development of the
algorithm.
3.2.2 Representation of Tree Structures
To mine the patterns in tree structures, the rst issue to be considered is nding an
appropriate representation for the tree instances. The proposed tree representation
is expected to be more compact in space than the standard ones such as adjacency-
matrix [115], adjacency-list [116] or rst-child-next-sibling [117]. Most of the recent
work utilizes string encoding to represent the tree structures [12] [14] [71] [118] and
also to help improve the eciency of the tree mining process [56] [72].
Although there are various forms of string encoding used in frequent subtree pat-
tern mining, most of them encode the tree nodes in a pre-order traversal way. The
pre-order traversal visits a tree structure starting from its root node, then the left-
most subtree is processed before all the other subtrees on the right in a recursive
way following the same order of the root st and then from left to right visiting. If
we take the tree sample shown in Fig. 3.1 as an example, it can be represented as:
(r; e; d; c; b; a; f; g; h; k; j; i). However, as a generic way to visit all the tree nodes, this
representation does not show much information on hierarchical structures. To ll this
gap, two string encoding approaches have been proposed. Asai et al. [119] and Ni-
jssen & Kok [75] independently dened depth-rst encoding for rooted ordered trees
using the depth sequences where the depth of a vertex was encoded in the string. A
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similar string encoding approach was utilized by Tan et al. [72] and Zaki [12]. While
others employed a breadth-rst approach [73] [120], the encoding is constructed by
iterating the tree by levels in breadth-rst order. Breadth-rst string encoding is con-
venient for capturing and grouping the sibling relationships (horizontal relationships)
between nodes in a tree, though it is inconvenient for the description of parent-child
or ancestor-descendant relationships (vertical relationships).
In this thesis, the tree structures are represented following the same manner as
described in [12]. A tree T = (r;N;E; l) is represented by its string encoding, de-
noted T : vertex labels show the depth-rst pre-order traversal of T and a unique
symbol  1 62 l is added whenever a child node backtracks to its parent. This
format can conveniently represent trees with an arbitrary number of children for
each node. For example, the tree sample in Fig. 3.1 can now be represented as:
(r; e; d; c; 1; 1; b; 1; 1; a; 1; f; g; h; 1; k; 1; j; i; 1; 1; 1; 1).
3.3 Frequent Subtree Pattern Mining
As a special kind of pattern mining, the developed frequent subtree pattern mining
algorithm can use either the Apriori-based approach that completes mining tasks by
generating candidates and counting their frequencies, or follow the Pattern-growth
approach without candidate generation.
To generate candidate subtrees from a tree database, the Apriori-based approach
utilizes a join or extension operation. Candidate subtree generation by join generates
(k + 1)-candidate subtrees by joining two k-candidate subtrees. Once a new candi-
date subtree is generated, its occurrence frequency is evaluated against a pre-dened
support threshold. Only those with a high frequency will be kept to join the next
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generation iteration. In 2002, Asia et al. [121] proposed an Apriori-based tree mining
algorithm, called Freqt, which discovers frequent subtree patterns from the rooted
ordered trees. Based on this work, Nijssen and Kok reported an extension called
uFrequt algorithm [75] to explore the same task but for the rooted unordered trees.
The PathJoin algorithm was developed by Xiao et al. [122] to discover the maxi-
mal frequent subtrees because none of their proper supertrees were frequent. All these
algorithms using the Apriori-based approach aim to discover a complete set of the fre-
quent subtrees from the given database as they often suer from high computational
costs when the databases contain a large number of complex tree structures.
The extension approach generates new candidate subtrees by adding one more
node on the right-most path of the existing candidate subtrees in each iteration [74].
The right-most path of a subtree is the linked edges from the root node to the right-
most leaf. One drawback of this right-most extension approach is that the potential
subtree with a more complex structure in the left subtree might not be generated as
candidates. Therefore, some potentially valuable subtrees may be missed due to the
extension only being applied to the right-most path. Many researchers have tried to
improve the eciency of the candidate subtree generation process by combining both
join and extension. In 2004, Chi et al. [73] proposed two tree mining algorithms,
HybridTreeMiner and RootedTreeMiner, using a combined generation method to ef-
ciently discover the frequent subtree patterns from both ordered and unordered
tree structures. Moreover, Zaki's TreeMiner algorithm [12] used the same combined
method to mine frequent subtree patterns from ordered trees that only preserve the
ancestor relationships (parent's parent) instead of the direct parent relationships.
The pattern-growth approach is the extension of the FP-growth method [80] for
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frequent itemset pattern mining in Section 2.3.2.2. Agrawal et al. [81] proposed their
TreeProjection algorithm using Pattern-growth approach. The COFI-Tree mining
algorithm by El-Haji & Zaiane [123] also utilized this approach to reduce candidacy
generation. The main drawback of the Apriori-based approach is the generation of a
large number of the candidates, and for Pattern-growth approach, the computational
diculty comes from the complexity of constructing FP-trees.
The occurrence frequency is an important measurement to decide whether a gen-
erated candidate subtree can be kept as a potential pattern for further analysis.
However, frequency counting is a serious issue to be considered in the mining process
because each candidate's frequency has to be assessed by testing its inclusion in all
trees, which is a time consuming operation [4]. All three kinds of support constraints
including transaction-based support (TS), occurrence-match support (OS) and hybrid
support (HS) designed in Section 2.3.1.2, are applicable for frequency counting of
candidate subtree patterns. A challenge of counting frequency for candidate subtree
patterns is to nd an appropriate data structure to store the counters. A hash-tree
data structure was introduced by Agrawal & Srikant [51] to quickly apply direct
checking. Zaki used an occurrence list to map candidate subtrees into a vertical rep-
resentation [12] [72] [85]. The size of the occurrence list determines the frequency
of the candidate subtrees. This data structure has been successfully applied in the
tree mining algorithms such as uNot [119] and TreeMiner [12], and has been reported
faster than the direct checking approach [14].
However, all the above methods have to do tree matching between a candidate
subtree and a tree instance. According to the survey on subtree matching studies by
Cserkuti et al. [15], for the rooted tree the computational time for matching a pair
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of one tree instance and one candidate subtree is O(nm), where n and m are the
numbers of nodes in the tree instance and the candidate subtree respectively. Based
on this idea, the computational time increases in an polynomial manner once more
candidate subtrees are added [17].
In addition, these matching-based methods usually count the number of a can-
didate's occurrence according to the number of \perfect matching" cases that exact
same structures as the candidate are found in the tree instances. The existing mining
algorithms normally ignore those \partial matching" cases. However, these \partial
matched" subtree structures can also provide us with useful information. Instead
of using direct checking and subtree matching techniques, we attempt to measure
the similarity between a candidate subtree and a tree instance to identify interesting
subtree patterns.
In the next section, we introduce our proposed algorithm that aims to provide
solutions to the problems mentioned above so the performance of the entire mining
process can be further improved.
3.4 The Probability-based Frequent Subtree Pat-
tern Mining Algorithm
In response to the problems listed for the general frequent subtree pattern mining, we
propose a novel Probability-based Frequent Subtree Pattern Mining (ProTreeMiner)
algorithm, which generates candidate subtrees in a breath-rst searching order and
measures the frequency of a candidate based on its occurrence probability in the tree
database. In ProTreeMiner, the quality of an output subtree pattern is identied by
its similarity to the tree instances using the parse-tree kernel technique instead of
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direct subtree matching.
A framework provided to give an overview of our proposed ProTreeMiner algo-
rithm, followed by detailed mining processes presented in the subsections.
3.4.1 The Framework
The proposed ProTreeMiner algorithm follows the general mining steps of the tradi-
tional Apriori-based approach which generates a set of candidate subtree patterns and
then tests them in-turns to select the most frequent and interesting ones. However,
it is specially designed to reduce the computational costs from both processes.
Apriori-based algorithms suer from generating a large number of candidates with
no standard principle to identify the best tree node to be added for the subtree
extension. The worst case is that all tree nodes that exist in the database are used to
generate candidate subtrees. If there are n individual tree nodes in the database, then
in one iteration, n new candidate subtrees are generated and their frequencies are also
counted. There is a large computational cost but only a few interesting patterns are
selected as the nal output. To address this problem, we design a novel candidate
generation method, in which the candidate subtrees are directly generated based on
the probability of their occurrence in the entire tree database.
After the rst scan of the tree database, we can obtain the following information:
a list of all tree nodes that exist in the database; a set of all tree node pairs that
present the parent-child relationship between two linked tree nodes; and the supports
for both tree nodes and pairs. We generate a new candidate subtree based on these
parent-child tree node pairs. For a child node, if none of its parent nodes exist in a
generated subtree, then it will not be chosen to extend that subtree. Therefore, we
only generate candidate subtrees that can possibly exist in the given tree database,
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and that the occurrence probability of a candidate subtree can be estimated by calcu-
lating the joint probability of all the tree nodes in it. Accordingly, no time is wasted
on generating candidate subtrees that do not exist in the database. In addition, by
setting a minimum threshold for the occurrence probability, we can easily prune out
the candidate subtrees that have a rare chance to appear in the database.
In order to avoid the computational complexity brought by subtree matching for
frequency counting, we utilize a parse tree kernel counting function [124] to measure
the similarity between a candidate subtree and a tree instance in the second scanning
of the database. Parse tree kernel counts the shared sub-structures in two tree struc-
tures. This is a recursive process that continuously divides the shared sub-structure
until reading the single tree nodes. This means no subtree isomorphism problem needs
to be considered in the entire mining process. The ltering process removes those can-
didate subtrees that do not share any of the same sub-structure with all tree instances
in the database. Moreover, the obtained similarity scores can indicate not only the
subtrees patterns that were a \partial match" with the tree instances, but also the
degree of similarity. We can naturally group tree instances based on their similarity
scores calculated from the same set of subtree patterns.
The mining procedure of the proposed ProTreeMiner algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.2.
The rest of this section presents details for theoretical techniques used in both the
probability-based subtree candidate generation process and the kernel-based subtree
pattern ltering process.
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Figure 3.2: Probability-based Frequent Subtree Pattern Mining (ProTreeMiner) Al-
gorithm
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3.4.2 Probability-based Candidate Subtree Pattern Genera-
tion
The main parts of the proposed candidate subtree pattern generation model are: (1)
the enumeration of frequent tree nodes and node pairs with their occurrence-match
supports; (2) the generation of candidate subtrees via the breath-rst searching (BFS)
order; and (3) the computation of the occurrence probability to keep the most likely
candidate subtrees.
3.4.2.1 Frequent Tree Nodes and Node Pairs Enumeration
To obtain the full list of frequent tree nodes, we need to extract each tree node with
a unique label, and extract all the node pairs that are linked directly in some tree
instance.
The frequency for each tree node or node pair can be measured by the occurrence-
match support (OS) [72], which takes the repetition of items in a transaction into
account and counts the subtree occurrences in the database as a whole. Hence, the
support supp(x) (or supp(x; y)) of a tree node x (or a tree pair (x; y)) in the database
Ddb is equal to the total number of occurrences the node (or the tree pair) in all tree
instances in Ddb. Let OS(x; T ) denote the total number of occurrences of node x in
a tree T , and OS((x; y); T ) is the total number of occurrences of node pair (x; y) in
T . Suppose there are M trees in Ddb, the occurrence-match support of a node x in
Ddb can be dened as:
supp(x) =
MX
i=1
OS(x; Ti): (3.4.1)
together, the occurrence-match support of a node pair (x; y) in Ddb can be dened as:
supp(x; y) =
MX
i=1
OS((x; y); Ti): (3.4.2)
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The obtained support of each tree node, supp(x), is compared with the pre-dened
frequency threshold freq: if and only if supp(x)  freq, the tree node x is kept;
otherwise, it is discarded from the mining process. The same pruning method is used
for all tree pairs as well. The output of this process is two lists; one containing the
frequent tree nodes and the other containing the frequent node pairs. The tree nodes
and the pairs are sorted in descending order based on their occurrence-match support
values.
3.4.2.2 The BFS -based Candidate Subtree Generation
As the candidate subtrees are generated via breath-rst searching (BFS), a set of
candidate subtrees with two levels is generated rst, denoted as the candidate 2-
subtrees. Then, the candidate subtrees grow level by level, meaning candidate k-
subtrees will not be generated unless all the frequent candidate (k  1)-subtrees were
identied.
The detailed generation process is as follows. The candidate 2-subtree is generated
based on the node pairs where the parent node is picked from the list of frequent tree
nodes in the previous enumeration process. Any node pairs with the same parent
node are joined together to generate the candidate 2-subtrees. For example, to join
two node pairs, the parent node becomes the root node and the two child nodes from
two node pairs now are the two child nodes of the root node on the second level
of the new generated subtree. These two child nodes are also the two leaf nodes in
the tree. Following the same approach, a new candidate 2-subtree joined by n node
pairs with the same parent node has one root node and n leaf nodes on the second
level. Each new candidate subtree is tested for its frequency which is calculated
by its occurrence probability. Only the one with a greater occurrence probability
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than a given minimum threshold can be kept and join the generation of the candidate
subtrees in more levels. Hence, the candidate 3-subtrees are generated based on those
frequent candidate 2-subtrees. The only dierence is this time the parent nodes of the
node pair to be picked for joining are the same as the leaf nodes, not the root node, in
existing subtrees. Therefore, the frequent 2-subtrees are extended on one level more
to become the candidate 3-subtrees. The same generation process is repeated for the
candidate 4-subtrees and so on, until no more frequent k-subtrees can be found.
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Figure 3.3: An Example of Candidate Subtree Generation. (a) Frequent Node Pairs
with r as parent node; (b) Candidate 2-subtrees except the initial node pairs; (c)
Candidate More Frequent Node Pairs with x, y and z as parent nodes; and (d)
Candidate 3-subtrees, the ones with the border will be removed in further processes
due to the low occurrence probabilities.
An example is given in Fig. 3.3a. Assume that (r; x), (r; y) and (r; z) are fre-
quent node pairs extracted from the given database Ddb. As they all have node r
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as the parent, the candidate 1-subtrees can be obtained by enumerating the possible
combinations of r (as the root, at level 0) and its child nodes x, y and z (level 1).
Fig. 3.3b shows four candidate 1-subtrees, whose probabilities will be estimated and
compared with a pre-dened threshold. Those with greater occurrence probabilities
over the given threshold are kept to generate the candidate 2-subtrees. Based on
the fact that if p(x) > p(y) then p(x)  p(z) > p(y)  p(z), we can have the following
heuristic: if the k-subtree Si has a higher probability than k-subtree Sj, then Si's
extension of (k+1)-subtree has a higher probability than the same extension applied
on Sj. Therefore, the occurrence probability estimation for each candidate subtree is
another issue to be addressed.
Algorithm 3.1 Probability-based Candidate Subtree Generation,
CandSTGenerator(Ddb;minLogP )
Require: Tree database Ddb, Pre-dened minimum log probability threshold minLogP
Ensure: A set of candidate subtrees candSubtrees
1: nodeList list of nodes together with the corresponding probability from Ddb;
2: nodePairList list of node pairs together with the corresponding probability from Ddb;
3: for each tree node xi 2 nodeList do
4: nPair = f(xi; yj)g  all node pairs rooted in xi from nodePairList;
5: for each subtree Sn  combination of the node pairs in nPair do
6: P (Sn) =
Qm
j=1 p(yj jxi);
7: if log(P (Sn)) >= minLogP then
8: subTreeSet = subTreeSet [ Sn;
9: end if
10: end for
11: end for
12: candSubtrees = candSubtrees [ subTreesSet;
13: while s isempty(subTreeSet) do
14: tempSet = subTreeSet;
15: subTreeSet = NULL;
16: nPair = NULL;
17: for each k-subtree Sk;i in tempSet do
18: for each leaf node leafm in Sk;i do
19: nPair = f(leafm; zp)g  all node pairs rooted in leafm from nodePairList;
20: for each (k + 1)-subtree Sk+1;i  combination of the node pairs in nPair do
21: P (Sk+1;i) =
Qm
p=1 p(zpjleafm);
22: if log(P (Sk+1;i)) >= minLogP then
23: subTreeSet = subTreeSet [ Sk+1;i;
24: end if
25: end for
26: end for
27: end for
28: candSubtrees = candPatterns [ subTreeSet;
29: end while
30: return candSubtrees;
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3.4.2.3 Occurrence Probability Computation
Given a tree database Ddb = fT1; T2; : : : ; TMg, the occurrence probability of each
tree can be estimated, and this involves computing joint probabilities of all involved
random variables fv1; v2; : : : ; vng. In the worst case, we would need the probability
of every instantiation combination, which is combinatorially explosive. By the chain
rule [125], we have,
p(v1; v2; : : : ; vn) (3.4.3)
= p(v1jv2; : : : ; vn) p(v2jv3; : : : ; vn)     p(vn 1jvn) p(vn)
By using the notation of conditional independence [126]:
Let vi, vj and vk be three disjoint sets of variables, then vi is said to
be conditionally independent of vj given vk, if and only if p(vijvj; vk) =
p(vjjvk) for all possible values vi, vj and vk. In the case that vi, vj were
conditionally independents given vk we denote vi ? vj j vk.
This means the variables in vi are determined by variables in vk regardless of variables
in vj.
According to the graphic model paradigm [127], there is an assumption: When all
the parents of a variable v are given, v is conditionally independent of the remaining
variables which are not descendants of v 1. Combined with the chain rule, these
conditional independencies allow us to re-write Equation 3.4.3 in a more concise
form:
p(v1;    ; vn) =
Y
i
p(vijPavi) (3.4.4)
1A more general criterion on this is the notation of d-Separation [128]
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where Pavi denote the parents of vi in structure. Hence, in order to estimate the joint
distribution of a tree structure, we only need to specify the conditional probability
distributions at each node.
For a tree structure, as each node can have at most one parent node, the occurrence
probability of any tree T withm edges (parent-child node pairs (xi; yi)) from the given
database can be estimated using:
P (T ) =
mY
i=1
p(yijxi); (3.4.5)
where m is the total number of the edges in T , xi is the parent node and yi is its child
node.
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Figure 3.4: Sample Trees in Database
As an example, for the tree T1 as shown in Fig. 3.4a, its occurrence probability
can be estimated as
p(T1) = p(xjr)p(yjr): (3.4.6)
In terms of topological structure of trees, r is the root node, and it also has two
children nodes x and y. Similarly, for the tree T2 as shown in Fig. 3.4b, its occurrence
probability can be estimated as
p(T2) = p(xjr)p(yjx): (3.4.7)
While for T3, as in Fig. 3.4c, we can have
p(T3) = p(xjr)p(ojx)p(sjx)p(yjr)p(ujy)p(qjy)p(pjy)p(wjp):
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As the occurrence probability can be a very small value, for convenience, we
use log(P (T )) instead of the original probability value P (T ). For a candidate k-
subtree Sk generated using the probability-based method in the previous subsec-
tion, given a pre-dened minimum probability threshold minLogP , if and only if
log(P (Sk))  minLogP , Sk is identied as a candidate k-subtree pattern with high
occurrence probability over Ddb and join the next iteration of generating candidate
(k + 1)-subtrees.
Let's continue the example in Fig. 3.3 by estimating the occurrence probability for
each subtree and record the results in Table 3.1. IfminLogP =  4, we know the given
tree node r and node pairs (r; x), (r; y) and (r; z) are frequent in the tree database
(shown as Fig. 3.3). In addition, another three frequent node pairs, (x; a), (y; b) and
(z; c) with x, y and z as the parent nodes respectively, can also be used to generate
3-subtrees. The 3-subtrees are generated by joining the 2-subtrees with the three new
node pairs as shown in Fig 3.3d. Table 3.1 lists all the 2-subtrees generated using our
proposed method together with the occurrence probabilities estimated by Eq.(3.4.5).
The subtree, (r; x; a; 1; 1; y; b) has an occurrence probability of  4:222 (in bold)
that is less than the pre-dened threshold, log(P (r; x; a; 1; 1; y; b)) < minLogP .
Together with the other two subtrees with low probabilities are removed from the set
of candidate 3-subtrees. This process iterates until no more (k + 1)-subtrees can be
generated.
3.4.3 Kernel-based Subtree Pattern Filtering
The generation process presented in the last section outputs a set of candidate subtree
patterns with acceptable estimated occurrence probabilities. However, it does not
guarantee that all generated patterns are real patterns, because the estimation of the
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Table 3.1: An Example of Candidate Subtree Generation
Subtree Occurrence log(P ) Continue for (k)-subtree?
Possibility (minLogP =  4)
Tree Node/Pairs r 0:8  0:097 X
r; x 0:4  0:398 X
r; y 0:2  0:699 X
r; z 0:2  0:699 X
x; a 0:05  1:301 X
y; b 0:03  1:523 X
z; c 0:01  2:000 X
Generated r; x; 1; y 0:08  1:097 X
2-subtree r; x; 1; z 0:08  1:097 X
r; y; 1; z 0:04  1:398 X
r; x; 1; y; 1; z 0:016  1:796 X
Generated r; x; a 0:02  1:699 X
3-subtree r; x; a; 1; 1; y 0:004  2:398 X
r; x; a; 1; 1; z 0:004  2:398 X
r; x; a; 1; 1; y; 1; z 0:0008  3:097 X
r; y; b 0:006  2:222 X
r; x; 1; y; b 0:0024  2:620 X
r; y; b; 1; 1; z 0:0012  2:921 X
r, x, a, -1, -1, y, b 0.00006 -4.222 Stop and Remove.
r; x; 1; y; b; 1; 1; z 0:00048  3:319 X
r; z; c 0:002  2:699 X
r; x; 1; z; c 0:0008  3:097 X
r, x, a, -1, -1, z, c 0.00004 -4.398 Stop and Remove.
r; y; 1; z; c 0:0012  2:921 X
r, y, b, -1, -1, z, c 0.000036 -4.444 Stop and Remove.
r; x; 1; y; 1; z; c 0:00016  3:796 X
k-subtree : : : : : : : : :
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occurrence probability is based on the d-separation assumption [128].
To lter out those candidate subtree patterns that rarely exist in the given tree
database, a parse tree kernel -based similarity measurement is introduced and pre-
sented in this section. As the output of this process, a set of frequent subtree patterns
that match or partially match the tree instances in the given data set are returned.
3.4.3.1 Parse Tree Kernel-based Similarity Measurement
The kernel method is one of the promising approaches to learning with tree-structured
data, and various ecient tree kernels have been proposed to capture informative
structures in trees [124] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134]. A kernel k :M M ! R is
a symmetric and positive semi-denite function, which implicitly computes an inner
product in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space [135]. A generic technique for dening
kernel functions over structured data is the convolution of local kernels dened over
sub-structures [136]. Collins and Duy [124] applied this concept to parse trees by
counting shared subtrees. A parse tree kernel provides approximate matching of the
two trees.
Given two trees X and Y , their parse tree kernel is given by
KernelFunction(X;Y; ) =
X
x2X
X
y2Y
CountFunction(Sx; Sy; ) (3.4.8)
where the counting function CountFunction(Sx; Sy; ) recursively determines the
number of shared subtrees, Sx and Sy, rooted in the tree nodes x and y. An ex-
ample is given in Fig. 3.5.
The counting function is dened as CountFunction(Sx; Sy; ) = 0, if the subtrees
Sx and Sy have no common sub-structure; and CountFunction(Sx; Sy; ) = , if x
and y are leave nodes of the same sub-structure. In all other cases, the denition of
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the counting function, CountFunction, follows a recursive rule given by
CountFunction(Sx; Sy; ) = 
jxjY
i=1
(1 + CountFunction(Sxi ; Syi ; )) (3.4.9)
The trade-o parameter 0 <  < 1 balances the contribution of subtrees, so that
small values of  decay the contribution of lower nodes in large subtrees [124].
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Figure 3.5: Shared subtrees in two given trees.
Algorithm 3.2 Parse Tree Kernel, KernelFunction(X;Y; )
Require: Tree X rooted in x, Tree Y rooted in y, Trade-o parameter 
Ensure: A similarity score similarity
1: Set similarity = 0;
2: for each subtree xi rooted in X do
3: for each subtree yi rooted in Y do
4: similarity = similarity + CountFunction(xi; yi; ));
5: end for
6: end for
7: return similarity;
This kernel function is used to measure the similarity between one candidate
subtree pattern and one tree instance from the original tree database. As the output
of the similarity measurement, a nm matrix, which contains the similarity scores of
n candidate subtree patterns and m tree instances, is returned. Each score indicates
the degree of similarity between a candidate subtree pattern and a tree instance.
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Algorithm 3.3 Counting Function, CountFunction(X;Y; )
Require: Tree X, Tree Y , Trade-o Parameter 
Ensure: Counting score count
1: Set count = 0;
2: if X and Y have no common subtree then
3: return count;
4: end if
5: if X and Y is a tree leaf node then
6: return ;
7: end if
8: for each subtree xi rooted in X do
9: for each subtee yi rooted in Y do
10: count = count (1 + CountFunction(xi; yi; ));
11: end for
12: end for
13: count =  count;
14: return count;
3.4.3.2 Subtree Pattern Filtering
As the candidate subtree patterns are only generated depending on the probabilities
of their occurrence but not their actual frequencies, it is possible to generate some
irrelevant subtrees. These irrelevant subtrees do not carry much useful information
that can be used to represent the characteristics of the original database. To solve
this problem, we try to lter out the irrelevant candidate subtree patterns and guar-
antee that all remaining subtrees match or partially match the tree instances in the
database. We check the similarity scores in the obtained matrix, and nd those sub-
trees have a zero score to each of the tree instance. A zero score means that a certain
subtree has no common part with any tree instance in the database, that is, it is not
similar to any tree in the database. These candidate subtree patterns are considered
as infrequent and are removed from the subtree pattern set.
3.5 Experiment and Result Analysis
A series of extensive experiments were implemented to evaluate the performance of the
proposed probability-based frequent subtree pattern mining algorithm (ProTreeMiner).
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The candidate subtree generation of ProTreeMiner is compared with two well-known
frequent subtree pattern mining algorithms that were also developed for mining un-
ordered induced subtree patterns as well: UNI3 proposed by Hadzic et al. [77] and
TreeMiner by Zaki [12]. The ProTreeMiner algorithm was implemented in MAT-
LAB [137] and the experiments were carried out on the Tango server owned by the
Victorian Partnership for Advanced Computing (VPAC) [138].
3.5.1 Data Sets
The Probability-based Frequent Subtree Pattern Mining (ProTreeMiner) algorithm is
evaluated using both synthetic data sets and the data sets collected from the real
applications.
Synthetic Data Sets We used the synthetic data set F5 from Zaki and Aggarwal
in [12] [86]. F5 is generated from a master tree W using user-specied parame-
ters, which include the maximum fan-out F of a node, the maximum depth D
of the tree, the total number of nodes M in the tree, and the number of node
labels N . It is also allowed to have multiple nodes in the master tree to have
the same label.
We used the following default parameters values for the synthetic tree data set
generation: the number of labels N = 100, the number of nodes in the master
tree M = 10; 000, the maximum depth D = 10, the maximum fan-out F = 5,
and the total number of subtrees T = 100; 000.
Real Data Set This data set consists of Web logs collected over one month at the
Computer Science Department of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute [12]. It con-
tains 59; 691 user browsing trees, and touched 13; 361 unique Web pages within
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Table 3.2: Experimental Data Sets
Data Set No. of Max(Node) Avg(Node) Max(Depth) Avg(Depth)
Trees per tree per tree per tree per tree
Synthetic Data Set
F5 100; 000 46 2:63 10 2:23
Real Data Set
CSLOGS 59; 691 428 12:94 86 4:43
CSLOGS1 8; 074 313 8:02 124 4:40
CSLOGS2 7; 409 171 8:05 108 4:46
CSLOGS3 7; 628 192 7:98 121 4:42
the department's Web site. The average number of nodes in a user browsing
tree was 18.
Three other real world data sets were also collected in the same way as CSLOGS
[86], but they spanned three-weeks of records for XML user-sessions. Each
week's log was separated into a dierent data set, and named by its week num-
ber. CSLGOS1, CSLOGS2 and CSLOGS3 are logs for the rst, the second and
the third week respectively. Each data set involved 7; 500 web logs, which can
construct tree structures with various sizes and depths. The largest tree has
313 nodes in 12 levels; while the smallest tree only has two nodes. On aver-
age, a single tree contains around 8 nodes. These three data sets together with
CSLOGS are used to validate the proposed algorithm in a practical setting.
3.5.2 Candidate Subtree Pattern Generation
We evaluate the performance of the candidate subtree pattern generation process us-
ing both F5 and CSLOGS data sets. When the list of the tree nodes were extracted
from the data sets, we sorted them based on their occurrence frequency in an ascend-
ing order. This operation helps to quickly obtain candidate subtree patterns with the
root nodes having a high occurrence frequency. The average occurrence frequency
of a single tree node is 0:011 in F5, and a lower score of 7:4878e 5 is obtained from
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CSLOGS. We set the value range of MinLogP as [ 7; 1] to test the generation
capability of the proposed algorithm.
3.5.2.1 Performance Analysis on Synthetic Data Set
A set of extensive experiments were implemented to evaluate the performance of the
probability-based candidate subtree pattern generation. We measured the process-
ing time and the number of generated candidate subtree patterns versus dierent
MinLogP threshold values. The reported processing time covers the whole working
period of the subtree pattern generation, and includes the extraction of tree nodes
and node pairs, the generation of candidate subtrees and the estimation of the oc-
currence probability. The number of candidate patterns counted the subtrees with
occurrence probability greater than the specied MinLogP . For each run, we in-
creased the MinLogP by 0:5 to track the performance. As shown in Fig. 3.6, the
candidate subtree patterns were quickly generated using ProTreeMiner. 124; 132 can-
didate patterns were obtained in 865 seconds, and on average each candidate pattern
only needed 0:00697 second.
(a) MinLogP vs. Time (b) MinLogP vs. Number of Subtree Pat-
terns
Figure 3.6: Performance of the Proposed ProTreeMiner Algorithm on F5 Data Set
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3.5.2.2 Performance Analysis on CSLOGS Data Sets
Similar experiments were carried out using the CSLOGS data set. To evaluate the
performance, we recorded the required processing time of the candidate subtree pat-
tern generation by setting dierent MinLogP values at dierent runs. As shown in
Fig. 3.7a and 3.7b, we found that a limited number of candidate patterns were e-
ciently generated when MinLogP was set above  3. If MinLogP was between  6
to  4, the processing time grew rapidly from 6:121 to 516:234 seconds for generating
around 2  104 more candidate patterns than with the MinLogP =  3. However,
once MinLogP was reduced to  7, it took more than 3; 000 seconds to generate
56; 012 candidate subtree patterns. Fig. 3.7c shows that more than half of the candi-
date subtree patterns were generated in the rst 500 seconds. After this, the number
of the candidate patterns slowly increases.
3.5.2.3 Pattern Generation Capability vs. Data Set Size
To evaluate the sensitiveness of the number of generated subtree patterns and the
pattern generation time to the size of the data set, we extracted nine sub-sets with
dierent numbers for tree instances from both F5 and CSLOGS. These sub-sets
contain 10% to 100% of the tree instances from the original data set respectively,
which were used to test ProTreeMiner 's sensitiveness to the size of the data set.
The minLogP threshold was xed at  7 for the experiment running on all subsets
because a large minLogP threshold may generate a limited number of candidate
subtree patterns. The performance results are shown in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9. In
Fig. 3.8, the average generation time increases with the size of the data set, especially
the CSLOGS data set, with the generation time following an approximately linear
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(a) MinLogP vs. Time (b) MinLogP vs. Number of Subtree Pat-
terns
(c) Number of Subtree Patterns vs. Time
Figure 3.7: Performance of the Proposed ProTreeMiner Algorithm on CSLOGS Data
Set
(a) F5 (b) CSLOGS
Figure 3.8: Pattern Generation Time vs. Size of Data Sets
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(a) F5 (b) CSLOGS
Figure 3.9: Number of Subtree Patterns vs. Size of Data Sets
model as it grows. A similar performance is also found in Fig. 3.9. The number of
generated subtree patterns is not signicantly sensitive to the size change of the data
set. These gures conrm that the proposed ProTreeMiner algorithm has a stable
performance on both synthetic and real data sets.
3.5.2.4 Comparison on Memory Cost
We compared the memory costs of the proposed ProTreeMiner algorithm with Zaki's
TreeMiner algorithm [12] using the F5 data set. For the TreeMiner algorithm, we
used the support as the frequency measurement. The experiments started with an
initial minimum support threshold value of 100%, and for each run we reduced the
threshold value to obtain more candidate patterns. Only the candidate patterns be-
fore pruning were counted as the comparison was taken to test the performance of
the candidate subtree pattern generation process. The default size of the memory
for VPAC computers is 2GB. Our proposed ProTreeMiner algorithm has no prob-
lem generating more than 980; 000 candidate subtree patterns with a low probability
threshold of 10 5 (MinLogP =  5) using the default memory space. However, when
we implemented the TreeMiner algorithm with the minimum support threshold of
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1:3  10 3, which is a common value in many tree mining studies, the estimated
memory space on request reached a huge size of 27GB. In addition, when the min-
imum support threshold was set as 1:4  10 3, TreeMiner generated around 8; 000
candidate subtree patterns. Furthermore, after pruning, TreeMiner returned less
than 1; 500 frequent subtrees as the output patterns. From this result on the cost of
memory, the ProTreeMiner algorithm does not need huge memory space but still has
a strong generation capability.
3.5.3 Results on Subtree Pattern Filtering
In general tree mining algorithms studies of mining labeled rooted unordered induced
subtree patterns [73] [75] [77] [119], the eciency of candidate subtree pattern gen-
eration was an important measurement to evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms. However, attention was not paid to the eciency of the generated subtree
patterns. In many cases, a new algorithm was reported to be ecient with a strong
capability of mining subtree patterns from a large-scale data set in a short period of
processing time, but not much detail was given on the actual number of the generated
subtree patterns or the node labels in the most signicant subtree patterns.
The ProTreeMiner algorithm can eciently produce a large set of candidate
subtree patterns. The next question addressed is whether all these subtrees are
useful or not. To deal with this question, we used a kernel-based pattern lter-
ing process to remove the irrelevant subtrees. The parse kernel function was em-
ployed to measure the similarity between a candidate subtree pattern and tree in-
stances from the data set. Unlike the study in parse tree kernel [139] which roughly
sets the optimal depth parameter  2 [10 4; 1] without any substantiation, we set
 = 1=max(Occurrence of a leaf node) which is obtained from the given data set.
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In this experiment, we compared the numbers of candidate subtree patterns with
that of output subtree patterns. The dierence between these two numbers shows the
number of the candidates that have been discarded in the pattern ltering process.
The discarded ratio in Table. 3.3 is obtained by dividing the Number of Discarded
subtrees by the Total number of candidate subtree patterns.
From the experiments carried out on all the available data sets, we found that
ProTreeMiner kept the majority of candidate subtree patterns more than the other
frequent subtree mining algorithms. All the candidate patterns generated from F5
share common parts with the tree instances at some level, which were believed to be
useful to carry specic characteristics of the original data set. In contrast, UNI3 [77]
discarded a large part of candidate subtree patterns, especially on the real data sets.
Related to the large number of discarded subtrees as shown in Table 3.3, a large waste
of resources occurs during the processing period. This further supports the claim that
the proposed ProTreeMiner is more eective than other related algorithms on both
the candidate pattern generation process and the overall performance of outputting
valuable frequent subtree patterns.
Table 3.3: Comparison Result of Pattern Filtering Processing
Data Set Algorithm Support Type Candidate Output Discarded Discarded
Patterns Patterns Subtrees Ratio
F5 ProTreeMiner - 98; 330 98; 330 0 0%
UNI3 Transaction Based 110; 139 107; 166 2; 973 2:699%
UNI3 Occurrence Match 110; 139 107; 166 2; 973 2:699%
CSLOGS ProTreeMiner - 56; 012 55; 850 162 2.892%
UNI3 Transaction Based 31; 686 2; 961 28; 725 90:655%
UNI3 Occurrence Match 13; 490 34 13; 456 99:748%
CSLOGS1 ProTreeMiner - 22; 839 22; 839 0 0%
UNI3 Transaction Based 21; 186 9; 342 11; 844 55:905%
UNI3 Occurrence Match 21; 186 9; 342 11; 844 55:905%
CSLOGS2 ProTreeMiner - 20; 819 20; 819 0 0%
UNI3 Transaction Based 20; 869 8; 979 11; 890 56:974%
UNI3 Occurrence Match 20; 869 8; 979 11; 890 56:974%
CSLOGS3 ProTreeMiner - 21; 138 21; 138 0 0%
UNI3 Transaction Based 21; 269 10; 122 11; 147 52:410%
UNI3 Occurrence Match 21; 269 10; 122 11; 147 52:410%
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3.5.4 Trees Clustering Based on Pair-wised Similarity
After ltering, each value in the similarity matrix shows a degree of similarity between
a subtree pattern and a tree instance in the database, meaning, it is suitable to nd
a constant bi-cluster or several constant bi-clusters. A Coupled Two-Way Clustering
(CTWC) [140] technique is applied to identify couples of subsets from candidate
subtree patterns (rows) and tree instances in the given database (columns), thus
generating stable clusters on the row and column dimensions of the data matrix
respectively. CTWC begins with all rows and columns, and a hierarchical k-means
clustering algorithm is then applied on each dimension to generate stable clusters of
subtrees and trees, which consequently forms a set of bi-clusters. During its execution,
CTWC dynamically maintains two lists of stable clusters (one for row clusters and
one for column clusters).
We applied the CTWC bi-clustering algorithm on our similarity matrix generated
by the parse tree kernel function to provide an opportunity for visualizing the corre-
lation between the output frequent subtree patterns and tree instances in the given
data set. For the CSLOGS data set, the resulting matrix is shown in Fig. 3.10. Each
row in the gure indicates one subtree pattern; each column takes one tree instance.
Gray-scale colors are used to show the similarity degrees between the rows and the
columns, with the high similarity degrees shown in bright colors and the low ones
shown in dark colors. Fig. 3.10 shows that many subtree patterns are highly simi-
lar to a particular sub-set of the tree instances (bright blocks), and some are more
dissimilar to the tree instances (dark blocks). The CSLOGS data set records the
browsing history of a large groups of people. These people visited dierent web pages
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Figure 3.10: Visualization of the Similarity Matrix on CSLOGS
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in the site with dierent purposes of looking for dierent information. If only count-
ing the frequency of full-matching patterns as considered, the most signicant part on
the top of Fig. 3.10 would not been discovered using most of the existing algorithms
in the literature. However, real-life applications are always imperfect to satisfy the
over-assumed cases. Compared to the traditional frequent subtree mining algorithms,
the proposed ProTreeMiner algorithm considering partially matched patterns is more
suitable to real-life applications.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented our work on mining frequent subtree patterns from
a large-scale tree database. A tree structure is a kind of complex data that stores
both data objects and their complicated relationships. Mining patterns from tree
databases is a dicult work characterized by high costs that come from generating
a large number of candidate subtrees, and by counting their frequencies using direct
subtree matching. The proposed Probability-based Frequent Subtree Pattern Mining
(ProTreeMiner) algorithm overcomes these mining costs by only generating a reason-
able number of candidates that have a high probability of appearing in the database
and employing a kernel-based ltering method to simplify the pruning process.
When compared to the well-known UNI3 algorithm and the TreeMiner algorithm
on both synthetic and real data sets, our proposed ProTreeMiner algorithm demon-
strates outstanding performance to eciently discover interesting frequent subtree
patterns. This includs \partially matched" frequent subtree patterns scanning the
database twice and with much lower memory costs. Unlike related algorithms, most
of the candidate subtrees generated by ProTreeMiner are identied as interesting and
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only a few of them are discarded in the later process because they are generated based
on the existing parent-child tree pairs that are directly extracted from the given tree
database.
However, once we have a set of frequent subtree patterns mined by the ProTreeM-
iner algorithm from the tree database, and except clustering tree instances based
on the similarity scores, is there any other data mining task where we can use these
subtree patterns? We know that a pattern can not only represent the common charac-
teristics within one database but also detect dierences between data instances in two
data sets. Thus, can we extend the proposed ProTreeMiner algorithm to mine `con-
trast subtree patterns' to solve tree classication problems? With these questions in
mind, we continue our work in developing a contrast subtree pattern mining algorithm
for classifying tree instances in two or more data sets.
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Chapter 4
Tree Classication Using
Probability-based Contrast
Subtree Patterns
4.1 Introduction
The discovery of patterns from databases is not the sole purpose of pattern mining. It
is more important to make sure that the discovered patterns are useful in solving the
practical problems in real applications [3]. Since a number of subtree pattern algo-
rithms have been proposed in the last decade, subtree patterns have been employed
in many application domains, such as XML clustering [141] [142] [143], XML classi-
cation [86] [144] [145], Natural language processing [146], Biochemistry, Genetics and
Molecular Biology data analysis [147] [148] [149].
In Chapter 3, the proposed ProTreeMiner algorithm focuses on ecient discovery
of interesting subtree patterns from a large-scale tree database. It has been proven
that the obtained subtree patterns can successfully group tree instances into clusters
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based on the obtained subtree patterns and their corresponding pair-wised similar-
ities (as shown in Section 3.5.4). In this chapter, we address classication on tree
structures.
The task of classication is to classify data instances into one of a discrete set
of pre-known targeted categories (classes) [150]. There are two stages in a general
classication task: (1) training a classier based on the observation data instances
with a set of class labels, and (2) testing the built classier by using it to predict the
category (class) which a new data instance belongs to [86]. In a tree classication
problem, all data instances in the database are represented by tree structures. To
correctly assign class labels to these tree structures is the aim of the tree classication
task.
In 2006, Zaki and Aggarwal [86] proposed a rule-based Xrules algorithm, in which
the patterns are represented as structural rules mapping subtree structures with asso-
ciated class labels. Xrules is considered as a benchmark algorithm that can eciently
classify tree-structured XML documents. Chehreghani et al. [145] extended Xrules
to mine maximal induced subtree patterns and closed induced subtree patterns. A
dissimilarity-based classication algorithm was proposed by Srensen et al. [151] us-
ing direct comparisons among the tree structures based on the tree branch feature
vectors that represent the branch shapes and the position information of tree nodes.
Another vector-based tree classication on evolving data streams was introduced by
Bifet and Gavalda [152]. All these algorithms convert the tree classication problem
into a subtree pattern mining problem.
Unlike traditional frequent subtree pattern mining, the expected subtree patterns
for classication purposes can detect contrasts among tree instances in dierent
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classes. We are convinced that contrast patterns are ideal to handle dierence de-
tection. However, there is no work found in the literature that focuses on extracting
contrast patterns from tree structures. Here, we attempt to ll this void by proposing
a tree classication algorithm utilizing contrast subtree patterns (CSPs), called the
Contrast Subtree Pattern-based Classication (ConTreeClassier) algorithm. In the
training stage, we aim to discover a set of CSPs from the contrast data sets in the
training tree database. These obtained CSPs are then used to predict the class labels
for the tree instances in a given testing database.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents a new proposed
mining algorithm to discover the CSPs from a training database. A prediction model
is proposed in Section 4.3 to use the generated CSPs to classify the tree instances
from a testing database. Experiments and result analysis are reported in Section 4.4.
A behaviorial study from a web log that the proposed tree classication model is
presented in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Contrast Subtree Pattern Mining
The ProTreeMiner algorithm presented in Chapter 3 forms the basis of our new pro-
posed Contrast Subtree Pattern Mining (ConSPMiner) algorithm. In ConSPMiner,
the candidate subtree patterns are extracted from each contrast data sets. The kernel-
based similarity calculation extended from Section 3.4.3.1 is used to measure the dis-
similarity between the CSP and the tree instances. A owchart shown in Fig. 4.1
shows the general framework of the proposed ConSPMiner algorithm, which consists
of three main processes:
 Contrast Data Set Identication separates the whole tree database into several
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contrast data sets based on a set of class labels. Each class label represents one
of the categories the end users are interested in. If the contrast data sets are
already dened in the given database, this process can be skipped.
 Candidate Contrast Subtree Generation produces a set of CSPs from each con-
trast data sets and these CSPs are believed to have the capacity of representing
the unique features of the corresponding contrast data sets.
 Contrast Subtree Pattern Selection picks the signicant CSPs that dene the
dierences between any two contrast data sets.
4.2.1 Contrast Data Set Identication
To detect the dierences between the contrast data sets, we need to specify them from
the given tree database. Normally, for classication, we set the contrast data sets
according to the class labels. The tree instances are grouped into dierent contrast
data sets based on their class labels. Within a contrast data set, all tree instances
share the same class label. This means, we need to include class labels into the
representations of tree instances.
There are two parts in the representation of a tree instance for classication pur-
poses. The rst part shows the structural information of a tree. As dened in Sec-
tion 3.2.2, the structural information of a tree is represented in the form of a sequence
using depth-rst pre-order traversal encoding. The second part contains a single class
label. This label is one single value from a set of class labels, which represents the
specic characteristics the end users are interested in for a particular application task.
For example, if the purpose of an application project is to study the dierent online
shopping behaviors between male and female customers, then a class label showing
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Figure 4.1: A General Framework of Contrast Subtree Pattern Mining
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the gender information of the customer is added to the end of each tree instance in
the database. Thus, the tree instances are represented as follows:
(r; e; b; 1; a; 1; f; 1; k; 1; j; 1);Male
(r; e; d; c; 1; 1; b; 1; 1; a; 1; f; g; h; 1; k; 1; 1; 1); Female
...
Based on these class labels, the whole database can be divided into two contrast data
sets; one for males and one for females.
Contrast data sets specication, as shown in Algorithm 4.1, is easily processed
but essential for contrast pattern mining algorithms, in which the given tree database
is partitioned into several contrast data sets. Given a training tree database Dtrain,
a class label set classL with k available labels, a collection of k contrast data sets
(k = jclassLj) are identied depending on the associated class labels in classL. In
any contrast data set contDSeti, all the tree instances fTjg have the same class label
of classi, and no class label appears in more than one contrast data set.
Algorithm 4.1 Contrast Data Set Identier, ContSetIdentifier(Dtrain; classL)
Require: Training Tree database Dtrain, A set of class labels classL = fclass1; class2; : : : ; classkg
Ensure: A collection of contrast data sets contDSet
1: Set contDSet = ;;
2: for each class label classi 2 classL do
3: Set contDSeti = ;  create an empty data set for each class label;
4: end for
5: for each tree instance Tj 2 D do
6: if Tj 's class label classTj = classi then
7: contDSeti = contDSeti
S
Tj  add Tj into the corresponding contrast set;
8: end if
9: end for
10: return contSDet = fcontDSet1; contDSet2; : : : ; contDSetkg;
4.2.2 Candidate Contrast Subtree Generation
Once the contrast data sets are identied, the focus of the mining process moves to
the generation of candidate CSPs. Instead of addressing the most frequent patterns
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over the whole database, ConSPMiner has the goal of identifying the contrast pat-
terns that can not only represent the common characteristics within the contrast data
set they belong to, but also detect the signicant dierence against the other con-
trast data sets. The former requests the obtained candidate subtrees to be frequent
within the contrast data set. Therefore, we generate frequent subtree patterns from
each contrast data set respectively, using the ProTreeMiner algorithm proposed from
Chapter 3.
Given a contrast data set contSeti, two lists of frequent tree nodes and node pairs
(nodeListi and nodePairListi) are extracted from the tree instances in contSeti.
Following the same steps as in Algorithm 3.1 (Section 3.4.2), CandSTGenertor()
returns a set of candidate subtrees candSubTreesi. Then, the parse tree kernel func-
tion (Algorithm 3.2) is used to lter out the irrelevant candidate subtrees, and the
retained ones are stored in a candidate pattern set candContSTPi as the output. Al-
gorithm 4.2 presents the detailed procedures of candidate subtree pattern generation.
This is repeated for all contrast data sets independently. As a result, we obtained k
sets of candidate CSPs from k contrast data sets.
4.2.3 Contrast Subtree Pattern Selection
Subtrees obtained from the previous candidate contrast subtree generation process
are still the candidates that need to be nally selected according to the pre-dened
selection criteria. This process guarantees that the output CSPs are sensitive enough
to distinguish tree instances in any two contrast data sets. In this process, the
generated candidate patterns from all contrast data sets are tested. Only the ones
that have strong distinguishing capacity are selected as the CSPs for output.
In real-life cases, if one wants to distinguish two unknown persons, normally the
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Algorithm 4.2 Candidate Contrast Subtree Pattern Generator,
candContSTPGenerator(contSet;minLogP; )
Require: A number of contrast data sets contDSet = fcontDSet1; contDSet2; : : : ; contDSetkg, pre-dened mini-
mum log probability threshold minLogP , Trade-o parameter 
Ensure: A collection of candidate contrast subtree pattern sets candContSTPattern
1: for each contrast data set contDSeti do
2: Set contDSTPi = ;;
3: candSTi = candSTGenerator(contDSet;minLogP; ) generate candidate subtrees from contSeti;
4: for each candidate subtree Sj 2 candSTi do
5: Set counter = 0;
6: for each tree instance Tm 2 contDSeti do
7: similarity(Sj ; Tm) = KernelFunction(Sj ; Tm; )  similarity score between a candidate subtree and
a tree instance with in contDSeti;
8: if similarity(Sj ; Tm) 6= 0 then
9: counter = counter + 1;
10: end if
11: end for
12: if counter 6= 0 then
13: contSTPi = contSTPi [ Sj ;
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: return candContSTPattern = fcandContSTP1; candContSTP2; : : : ; candContSTPkg;
physical characteristics are compared to detect their dierences. These physical char-
acteristics can be gender, height and age. Assuming the following data is collected
for these two persons:
Person 1: Age = 26, Height = 178cm and Gender = Male;
Person 2: Age = 26, Height = 170cm and Gender = Female;
It is obvious these two persons can be easily identied based on their genders and a
slight distance between their heights ; while the age is not considered as both persons
are 26 years old. In this case, all three physical characteristics work as useful patterns
to describe a person. However, if the task is to detect dierence, Gender is considered
the best contrast pattern, while Age is the least eective pattern because it cannot tell
the dierence between these two persons. Therefore, the Age attribute is not dened
as a contrast pattern. Similarly, the same heuristics can be applied on contrast subtree
pattern selection.
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Given a collection of k candidate contrast subtree pattern sets contSTPattern =
fcontSTP1; contSTP2; : : : ; contSTPkg, each contSTPi contains a number of candi-
date subtrees Si. If two candidate subtrees are picked up from two contrast data
sets, Sx 2 contSTPi, Sy 2 contSTPj and i 6= j. Sx and Sy are removed from the
contrast pattern set if and only if Sx = Sy. As two CSPs with the same structures
cannot provide any signicant information for contract detection, they should both
be removed. The obtained CSPs are further used to predict class labels for new tree
instances. The practical benets these patterns bring to real-life applications can be
shown by the performance of the prediction described in the next section.
4.3 Class Prediction Using Contrast Subtree Pat-
terns
In ConSPMiner, all tree instances used to discover CSPs are from the training
database with a set of class labels. The value of these CSPs in the task of clas-
sication is then evaluated by using them to perform class prediction for the new tree
instances from a test database in which no class label is given.
As shown in Algorithm 4.3, let Dtest be the testing tree database. contSTPattern
is a set of CSPs obtained from the training phase using ConSPMiner. A set of
pre-known class labels is denoted as classL = fclass1; class2; : : : ; classkg, in which
each class label classx is associated with a contrast data set contSetx in the train-
ing database. A prediction function Predict() is employed to identify a class label
classx 2 classL for each tree instance Ti 2 Dtest. Firstly, the similarity between
a contrast subtree pattern contSTPj and a tree instance Ti is calculated using the
parse tree kernel function KernelFunction() (Algorithm 3.2) from Section 3.4.3.1.
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For each tree instance, we sum the similarity scores obtained by all CSPs generated
from the same contrast data set contSetx to get an overall similarity similarity(Ti; x)
between Ti and contSetx. This overall similarity needs to be calculated for all con-
trast data sets. We compare these similarities to nd out which contrast data set
Ti is most similar to. The class label associated with the most similar contrast data
set is assigned to Ti as its predicted class label. This operation repeats jDtestj times
until all testing tree instances in Dtest have been labeled. As a result, the updated
testing tree database Dtest is returned, with each tree instance assigned a predicted
class label.
Algorithm 4.3 Prediction Function, Predict(Dtest; contSTPattern; classL; )
Require: Testing tree database Dtest, A set of contrast subtree patterns contSTPattern,
A set of pre-known class labels classL = fclass1; class2; : : : ; classkg, Trade-o parameter 
Ensure: A classied tree database with each tree instance has a class label Dtest
1: Dtest = ;;
2: for each tree instance Ti 2 Dtest do
3: for each subtree pattern contSTPj 2 contSTPattern do
4: similarity(Ti; contSTPj) = KernelFunction(Ti; contSTPj ; ) the similarity between Ti and
contSTPj ;
5: if contSTPj is generated from contrast data set contSetx then
6: similarity(Ti; x) = similarity(Ti; x) + similarity(Ti; contSTPj);
7: end if
8: end for
9: maxSimilarity(Ti) = max(similarity(Ti; 1); similarity(Ti; 2); : : : ; similarity(Ti; k));
10: if maxSimilarity(Ti) = similarity(Ti; x) then
11: add the class label classx to Ti;
12: end if
13: Dtest = Dtest [ Ti;
14: end for
15: return Dtest;
4.4 Experiments
The comparison experiments were carried out to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed ConTreeClassier algorithm with the Xrules algorithm [86] on both synthetic
and real-world data sets.
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4.4.1 Data Sets
For comparison, both synthetic and real-world data sets are used in the experiments,
which were obtained from the tree classication paper written by Zaki and Aggar-
wal [86].
4.4.1.1 Synthetic Data Sets
The synthetic data sets DSx (x = f1; 2; 3; 4g), generated by Zaki and Aggarwal in [86],
have four pairs of data sets. Each pair contains one training data set DSx:train for
building classiers, and one testing data set DSx.test for the purpose of classier
evaluation. For DS1, the largest trees contain at most 20 nodes and half of them are
shared by both of the training and testing data sets. DS2, DS3 and DS4 contain
trees with a maximum size of 10 nodes. Table 4.1 shows the basic information of the
data sets used for experiments.
Table 4.1: Experimental Data Sets
Data Set ]Trees Classes Avg(node) Avg(depth)
Synthetic Data Set c1 c2
DS1:train 91; 288 41; 288 50; 000 2:29 2:10
DS1:test 88; 493 38; 493 50; 000 2:33 2:13
DS2:train 67; 893 17; 893 50; 000 2:32 2:12
DS2:test 72; 510 22; 510 50; 000 2:46 2:18
DS3:train 100; 000 50; 000 50; 000 2:12 1:99
DS3:test 100; 000 50; 000 50; 000 2:23 2:03
DS4:train 75; 037 35; 298 39; 739 2:15 1:97
DS4:test 74; 880 37; 977 36; 903 2:26 1:99
Real Data Set edu others
CSLOGS1 8; 074 1; 962 6; 112 8:02 4:40
CSLOGS2 7; 409 1; 686 5; 721 8:05 4:46
CSLOGS3 7; 628 1; 798 5; 830 7:98 4:42
4.4.1.2 CSLOGS Data Sets
CSLOGS data consists of web logs les collected over one month at the Computer
Science Department of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute [12]. These logs touched
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13; 361 unique web pages within the department's website. The data set contains
59; 691 user browsing trees. The average number of nodes in a user browsing tree was
18. Another three real data sets provided in [86] that were collected in the same way
as CSLOGS, but spanned three-weeks of records for XML user-sessions. The logs of
each week are separated into dierent data sets. Each data set is named by its week
number, that is, CSLGOS1 stands for the rst week; CSLOGS2 and CSLOGS3 are
for the second and the third weeks respectively. Around 7; 500 web logs are involved
in each data set, which construct tree structures with various sizes and depths. The
largest tree has 313 nodes in 12 levels, while the smallest tree only has two nodes. A
single tree contains around 8 nodes on average. These three data sets, together with
CSLOGS, help to validate the proposed algorithm in a practical setting.
4.4.2 Experiment Settings
In the training phase, as the DSx data sets have two pre-dened classes, c1 and c2, so
each data set was further divided into two separate contrast data sets. The candidate
subtree patterns were generated from these two contrast data sets in the DSx.train
data set. After ltering out those repeated subtrees, the remaining ones became CSPs
by which we perform a class label prediction on the DSx.test data set for evaluation.
For CSLOGSx data sets, there were also two class labels, edu and others. There-
fore, two contrast data sets were obtained from each data set respectively. Unlike the
DSx data sets, CSLOGSx did not provide separate testing data sets, so one data set
was used as a training set to generate CSPs, while the other removed all the known
class labels and was used as the testing set to evaluate the performance of the built
classier. For example, as shown in Table 4.2, CSLOGS1-2 indicates the experiment
that has taken CSLOGS1 as a training set and CSLOGS2 as a testing set.
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Table 4.2: Training and Testing Data Sets in CSLOGS
Data Set Training Set Testing Set
CSLOGS1  2 CSLOGS1 CSLOGS2
CSLOGS2  3 CSLOGS2 CSLOGS3
CSLOGS3  1 CSLOGS3 CSLOGS1
For purposes of comparison, Zaki and Aggarwal's XRules algorithm was applied
on all the available data sets together with the ConTreeClassier algorithm proposed
in Section 4.2. The classication results are reported and analyzed in the following
section and the performance of these two algorithms is evaluated by two standard
measurements under the same computational environment.
4.4.3 Evaluation of the Classication Results
The performance of the built classier is usually evaluated by counting the number
of correct class labels assigned to the instance in the testing data set, or the ratio of
the correct ones versus the total size of the given databases. The more correct labels
that are given, the higher the ratio that can be obtained, and the more eective the
built classier is. In this project, two well-known performance measurements, the
precision and the accuracy, are used to evaluate the proposed algorithm. Accuracy
can test the overall classication capacity of the built classier, while the precision
cares more for the actual correct ratio of each individual class.
4.4.3.1 Precision and Accuracy
In a classication task, no matter how many class labels were involved in the database,
for each given data instance, one question is considered in the classier performance
evaluation: Does the classied label match the actual one? There are two possi-
ble answers to the above question when checking the classied label: Yes and No
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(True/Positive and False/Negative). After checking all the resulting labels of data
instances in the testing data set, four types of possible outcomes will be given for a
particular class label. These are:
True Positive counts the number of given data instances correctly classied
as belonging to the True Class
True Negative shows the number of given data instances correctly classied
as belonging to the False Class
False Positive is the number of given data instances that actually belong to
the False Class but are incorrectly classied as Positive
False Negative indicates the number of given data instances that actually
belong to the True Class but are incorrectly classied as Negative.
Table 4.3: Four Possible Outcomes during Testing
Classied Class Label
Positive Negative
Actual Class Label
True True Positive False Negative
False False Positive True Negative
+
Precision
+
Accuracy
In a classication task, the precision for a class is the number of true positives
divided by the total number of the instances labeled as belonging to the positive class.
The precision is often used to evaluate the classier's performance on a single class
label:
Precision =
jTruePositivej
jTruePositivej+jFalsePostivej (4.4.1)
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Compared with the precision, accuracy works as another important measurement,
which indicates the proportion of true results (both true positives and true negatives)
over the whole population:
Accuracy =
jTruePositivej+jTrueNegativej
jTruePositivej+jFalsePostivej+jTrueNegativej+jFalseNegativej
(4.4.2)
Both precision and accuracy are used as the performance measurements for the
analysis of the reported classication results. Precision has the values of [0; 1]. A high
precision score means most of the data instances are assigned by the correct labels.
An accuracy of 100% means the classied label to each data instance is exactly the
same as the actual one.
4.4.3.2 Comparison on Classication Performance
The classication precision and accuracy are reported to evaluate the performance
of the generated CSPs. The main purpose is to test whether or not these CSPs can
improve the performance of class label prediction. The better the classication result
obtained, the more eective these CSPs are. We use the training data sets to extract
CSPs, and test them on the testing data sets. For candidate pattern pruning, the
XRules algorithm used the minimum support threshold while our ConTreeClassier
algorithm utilized the minimum probability threshold with parse tree kernel based l-
tering. We tried to generate a close number of patterns for both algorithms. Around
730 to 930 patterns were obtained for each DSx data set by ConTreeClassier. The
corresponding precision and accuracy results from the comparison experiments be-
tween our proposed ConTreeClassier algorithm and XRules algorithm are listed in
Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Comparison on Classication Performance
Data Set Classier Subtree Patterns Precision Accuracy
Synthetic Data Set total c1 + c2 c1 c2
DS1:test ConTreeClassifier 836 400 + 436 50.80% 68.58% 57.50%
XRules 883 31:40% 55:28% 44:89%
DS2:test ConTreeClassifier 800 400 + 400 35:74% 73:14% 55:50%
XRules 1589 36.58% 85.19% 70.10%
DS3:test ConTreeClassifier 907 400 + 507 53.02% 51.53% 52.03%
XRules 739 24:36% 41:12% 32:74%
DS4:test ConTreeClassifier 930 400 + 530 61.34% 55:93% 57:22%
XRules 900 59:08% 75.65% 67.24%
Real Data Set total edu+ others edu others
CSLOGS1  2 ConTreeClassifier 7; 709 1; 695 + 6; 014 63.87% 86.05% 81.43%
XRules 28; 911 56:86% 81:48% 67:03%
CSLOGS2  3 ConTreeClassifier 7; 714 1; 672 + 6; 042 65.59% 84.34% 82.13%
XRules 19; 098 54:39% 69:74% 66:12%
CSLOGS3  1 ConTreeClassifier 8; 190 1; 843 + 6; 347 66.45% 84.60% 81.37%
XRules 31; 661 56:80% 67:22% 64:87%
For the synthetic data sets DSx.test, our proposed ConTreeClassier is compet-
itive with the XRules. Among the four data sets, ConTreeClassier shows better
accuracies than XRules on DS1 and DS3, and XRules plays back on DS2 and DS4.
However, to have a closer look at the values for all four DSx.test data sets, with Con-
TreeClassier returns stable accuracies from 52:03% to 57:50%, while a big dierence
of nearly 40% is shown by the accuracies obtained from XRules between DS2.test
(32:74%) and DS3.test (70:10%). This may be caused by imbalanced distributions of
tree instances in two classes of DS2.test. The proposed ConTreeClassier algorithm
does not consider imbalanced problem as its major concern in this work. However,
as a potential improvement of the algorithm, it will be further studied in the future.
Class c1 has less than half the number of tree instances than Class c2. Accordingly,
unlike XRules, ConTreeClassier is insensitive to the proportion of the tree instances
in classes.
For the real data sets of CSLOGS, ConTreeClassier is superior to XRules on all
three data sets, and it improves the classication accuracy by around 15%. Besides,
from the confusion matrices shown in Table 4.5, it is possible to miss some tree
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Table 4.5: Confusion Matrices by XRules and ConTreeClassier on CSLOGSx Data
Sets
CSLGOS1-2 CSLGOS2-3 CSLGOS3-1
Classied as ! edu other Missed edu other Missed edu other Missed
ConTreeClassier
edu 836 851 0 793 1; 005 0 935 1; 027 0
other 473 5,249 0 416 5,414 0 472 5,640 0
XRules
edu 870 553 264 978 378 295 1,032 546 384
other 396 4,096 378 525 4,066 1; 386 401 4,206 1; 505
instances to which no class label is assigned by applying XRules, which seriously
aects the classication results. In contrast, ConTreeClassier does not have this
problem. All the tree instances in the testing data sets are given class labels through
the prediction process.
4.5 Case Study: Web Log Analysis for Hotel Web-
site Visiting
Web log mining, also called web usage mining, is striving for user access and browsing
patterns [153]. To fully explore online business opportunities, it is important to track
the utilization of a particular website and the information it provides. This can
be done through the use of logging facilities during customer interaction with the
site. The information commonly sought through the analysis of web logs is: users'
browsing patterns, analysis of users visiting the same web pages, most frequent usage
paths, paths occurring frequently inside user interactions with the set, and detection
of users who visit certain pages frequently [154]. This information can be extracted
using the frequent pattern mining algorithms where user interactions with a website
are represented as separate records in transactional or sequential database.
Generally speaking, tree mining methods can be useful in determining common
user activities and interests by extracting frequently occurring informative sub-structures
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with respect to user-supplied support. Hence, from an XML/LOGML document rep-
resenting customer log activities, the extracted patterns indicate customers' electronic
behavior and this information can be useful for improving Business-to-Consumer
(B2C) and Business-to-Business (B2B) transactions. Furthermore, by analyzing the
visited paths in a website, the business can improve the structure of the website, as
well as customize the look and feel. In the context of tree mining, a tree-structured
pattern contains more descriptive information in comparison with an itemset or se-
quence pattern. Representing web logs in tree structures allows one to discover more
informative sub-structures because they often reveal more information regarding the
structure of the website and users' navigational patterns.
4.5.1 Background
Irrespective of content richness and user friendliness of a website, customers may not
access the website if they cannot easily nd their desired information. At present, the
existing tourism and hospitality literature has a limited number of, if any, prior study
that examined users' accessed paths when browsing websites. This study analyzed
the web server log of a Hotel Y in the period of one month.
An entry in a web server log is created when a person interacts with a website and
web server [155]. Accessed paths, which reect what users have done on a website,
usually include data such as the average length of a user's sessions, specic location
duration (e.g., average time on a web page), average download times, and how the user
navigated through the site (e.g., entrance and exit points). Understanding visitors'
navigation behavior can assist the design of more ecient and user-friendly websites,
discover misleading, duplicate or overlapping content, and help to understand the
eectiveness of links. Since path analysis provides comprehensive web navigation
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patterns, understanding the access path can make a company move towards success.
This is due to the critical use of customer information to meet the challenges of
increasing competition and to compete in the market place which is dictated by
customer needs and preferences.
4.5.2 The Data
XML allows for a more detailed and informative representation of web logs than the
traditional HTML. The set of requested web pages and traversed hyperlinks in a web
log le are represented as a graph or tree which is a subset of the website structure
being analyzed.
In one month, 14; 231 user browsing trees of Hotel Y's website were extracted from
27MB data, which includes 19; 709 visitors and 368 web pages [156]. The information
carried by these pages can be divided into eight specic sessions:
 About Us - a general introduction of Hotel Y and its surroundings
 What's New - the promotion news including special package for room, food and
banquet services
 Gift - a collection of gift products and vouchers
 Accommodation - related information of the room service
 Dining - information of the several restaurants under Hotel Y
 Catering - special food services for a wedding or banquet
 Recruitment - potential job opportunities to work in Hotel Y
 Contact Us - contact information.
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Additionally, there are a total of four language versions available for visitors from var-
ious countries: English, Japanese, Chinese-Traditional (HK) and Chinese-Simplied
(PRC). Normally, 51 web pages with the same content are presented in each language,
but the English version has an additional 42 pages for sta recruitment. Overall, a
total of 246 web pages are available on the website. A simplied site map of Hotel
Y's website is provided in Fig. 4.2.
Figure 4.2: A Simplied Site Map of Hotel Y
For classication tasks, this base data set was further divided into several contrast
data sets based on some pre-dened class labels as shown in Table 4.6. In WL1 data
set, the contrast data sets were dened by the locations of the website visitors, in
which 10; 728 were from Asian countries while the rest (3; 503) were from Western
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countries. The CSPs from these two contrast data sets are expected to show the
dierence of the web browsing behaviors between Asian and Western visitors. The
WL2 data set was divided into three contrast data sets based on the various infor-
mation the visitors were interested in. One set focused on the information of room
accommodation (1; 610 tree instances), one set focused on food details (7; 447 tree
instances) and the last set was for all other purposes (3; 893 tree instances).
Table 4.6: Hotel Web Log Data Sets
Data Set Class Label No. Tree Instances
WL1 Asian 10; 728
Western 3; 503
WL2 Room 1; 610
Food 7; 447
Other 3; 893
The tree instances in the contrast data sets were equally separated into two sub-
sets; one for training and another for testing. The CSPs were generated from the
training contrast data set. Based on the generated patterns, a classier was built to
detect the class label for each tree instance in the testing sub-sets. The performance
was evaluated by both the precision and accuracy measurements.
4.5.3 Result and Finding Analysis
The classication results together with the corresponding CSPs are reported in this
sub-section.
4.5.3.1 Visitor Classication
The classication results are shown in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8. The confusion matrices
show that the proposed algorithm has strong detecting capacity on both WL1 and
WL2 data sets. For WL1, an overall accuracy for both Asian and Western classes is
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77:33%, while the proposed algorithm has better performance on WL2 with a higher
accuracy of 79:69%. The eectiveness of the proposed algorithm is also reected on
the precisions of each individual class. The best precision is obtained on the Food
class in WL2, in which only 1 instance was misclassied. Although the precision of
the class label Other is a little over 60%, this might be caused by the factor of tree
data instances in this class collecting the browsing histories of various pages visited
throughout the site.
Table 4.7: Confusion Matrix on Asian-Western Classication Case (WL1 )
Classied as ! Asian Western
Asian 10,382 364
Western 2; 880 623
Precision 78:28% 64:29%
Accuracy 77.33%
Table 4.8: Confusion Matrix on Room-Food-Other Classication Case (WL2 )
Classied as ! Room Food Other
Room 1,172 1 437
Food 7 5,383 2; 057
Other 128 0 3,765
Precision 89:67% 99:98% 60:15%
Accuracy 79.69%
4.5.3.2 The Contrast Browsing Behaviors
A set of CSPs were generated from the data set containing the visiting histories of
both Asian and Western visitors. From these patterns, the individual web pages
were rst extracted for analyzing the dierent interests between these two groups of
visitors.
For each group, ten web URLs are given in Table 4.9. Although the home page
and the index page have the greatest a number of visitors because as they are the
normal entry for the whole website, it shows that most of the Asian visitors browse
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Chinese version web pages; while the Western visitors prefer pages presented in En-
glish. Besides, two classes of visitors show dierent interests when they were browsing
the detailed information on various sessions. It is obvious that Asian visitors looked
for information about food, as four out of ten most visited web pages are about din-
ing, catering and table booking. On the other hand, Western visitors care more about
special promotions located under the `What's New ' session. The `Gift ' session is also
popular among Western visitors, in which they demonstrated great interest in up-
coming products like discount vouchers and newly designed cakes. In addition, many
Western visitors also searched for job opportunities via the `Recruitment ' session. In
contrast, this kind of information did not trigger much attention among Asian visitors
due to the recruitment pages being presented in English.
Table 4.9: Top Ten Contrast Web URLs between Asian and Western Classes
Class Contrast Web URL Session
Asian /home/zh-hk/home index.aspx
/dining/zh-hk/dining cafeserena.aspx Dining
/Default.aspx
/home/ja/home index.aspx
/accommodation/zh-hk/accommodation overview.aspx Accommodation
/catering/en-us/catering index.aspx Catering
/aboutus/zh-hk/aboutus motto.aspx About Us
/catering/zh-hk/catering index.aspx Catering
/dining/dining tablebooking.aspx Dining
/home/zh-cn/home index.aspx
Western /recruitment/recruitment applyform.aspx Recruitment
/whatsnew/whatsnew banquetdetail.aspx What's New
/whatsnew/whatsnew fooddetail.aspx What's New
/gifts/gifts comingvoucher.aspx Gift
/contactus/contactus index.aspx Contact Us
/whatsnew/whatsnew banquet.aspx What's New
/whatsnew/whatsnew roomsdetail.aspx What's New
/catering/en-us/catering wedding.aspx Catering
/gifts/gifts comingcake.aspx Gift
/aboutus/en-us/aboutus background.aspx About Us
More ndings on the contrast between browsing behaviors can be obtained by
analyzing the selected subtree patterns shown in Fig. 4.3. The average length of
the subtree patterns from the Asian set is around 4:90 with a height of 3, which
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(a) Patterns from Asian Set
(b) Patterns from Western Set
Figure 4.3: Contrast Subtree Patterns from Asian-Western Data Set
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is more than twice as long as that from the Western set (average length = 2:06).
From the two selected subtree patterns shown in Fig. 4.3a, Asian visitors normally
browsed the web pages in a top-down manner following the natural structure of the
website itself. They preferred to enter from the default homepage and roughly go
through most of the available web pages rst, and then move to the ones they were
most interested. In contract, the subtree patterns from the Western set have shown
that Western visitors behave in a totally dierent way when they are browsing the
information online. Three selected patterns in Fig. 4.3b have the detailed web pages
as the root nodes while the overview or index pages are child nodes. From these
patterns, it is clear to see that when Western visitors are seeking information from
the Internet, they use search engines to nd the relevant web pages directly. This
explains why the detailed pages have been visited rst. Once they are satised with
the room or food services that are described on the pages, they go and check the hotel
homepage for more information. Based on these ndings, a suggestion can be made
to the hotel website designers that dierent information is required for the English
and the Chinese versions according to dierent browsing behavior patterns between
Asian and Western visitors.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a tree classication algorithm (ConTreeClassier) that
extracted contrast subtree patterns (CSP) from a series of training contrast databases
to predict class labels for the tree instances in the testing database. Those CSPs rep-
resent the dierences among the contrast data sets. At the beginning of the training
stage, we separated the contrast data sets from the given training tree database based
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on the categories or classes that existed. A set of candidate CSPs were obtained by
applying our frequent subtree pattern mining algorithm ProTreeMiner that was pre-
viously proposed in Chapter 3. A pattern selection process was then utilized to keep
the signicant CSPs. These selected CSPs were sent to a prediction model for per-
formance evaluation.
Based on the classication results of the comparison experiments that we demon-
strated, our proposed ConTreeClassier algorithm outperformed the well-known tree
classication algorithm XRules. High precisions and accuracies were achieved by
ConTreeClassier on two synthetic data sets and on all three real data sets for XML
classication. No tree instance was missed in our prediction and ConTreeClassier
was also proven to be less sensitive to data proportion than XRules.
A behaviorial case study from the web log through the application of the proposed
ConTreeClassier algorithm was presented to evaluate its practical value in the re-
search area of Hospitality Management. Without any supervision, ConTreeClassier
successfully distinguished visitors from either Asian or Western countries studied in
this chapter, and the targets of their visiting (room, food or others). In addition, the
discovered CSPs from these hotel web log data indicated dierent browsing behaviors
of visitor groups.
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Chapter 5
Targeted Positive and Negative
Association Rule Mining
5.1 Introduction
Association Rule Mining [27], which is often referred to as Association Mining, has
been successful in discovering useful associations from relational data. An associa-
tion rule is an implication of the form of `A ) B', which is interpreted as: `If the
precondition A occurs or is satised in a transaction, then the postcondition B will
likely occur or be satised in the same transaction.' Here A and B are both itemsets.
A is the antecedent part of the rule indicating the pre-condition of the occurrence of
B (the consequent part). Many businesses are interested in mining association rules
from their database in order to discover interesting association relationships among
huge amounts of transaction records [10] [49] [51] [53] [157]. This discovery can help
businesses make the right strategic decisions to boost their sales and hence perform
a better marketing campaign [133].
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In general, association rule mining algorithms extract promising rules by exploit-
ing requirements for support and condence [150]. Typically, a pre-dened mini-
mum support threshold is required for generating all frequent itemsets. As dened
in Section 2.2.1, given a transaction dataset Ddb, an itemset (A [ B) that meets the
user-specied minimum support s, namely supp(A [ B)  s, is called a frequent
item-set; otherwise it is an infrequent item-set. In association rule mining, a variety
of rules can be constructed from frequent item-sets, and the condence of each rule
is calculated to evaluate the strength of the rule:
conf(A) B) = supp(A [B)
supp(A)
The obtained condence is then compared with the pre-dened minimum condence
threshold c. When conf(A) B)  c, A [B is of use as a strong association rule.
A problem may raise when applying such a strategy: the association rules gener-
ated based on frequent itemsets can only represent positive associations that preserve
useful information in most situations. However, these positive associations cannot
cover all promising situations. In a number of special cases, patterns in infrequent
combinations may also be useful. An example is in identifying associations among
rare but expensive product items such as booking a Presidential Suits or Limousine
Service. This kind of infrequent itemsets inect the negative associations hidden
in the data. An association rule mining algorithm that extracts both positive and
negative association rules was proposed by Wu et al. [30] in 2004.
Although Wu et al.'s algorithm is capable of identifying both positive and neg-
ative associations, it still suers from the limitations of traditional patten mining
as mentioned in Section 2.4. Not only frequent itemsets are generated, infrequent
itemsets are also kept to construct negative association rules. Comparing with the
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mining algorithms focusing on the positive associations, more candidate itemsets are
obtained if infrequent itemsets are kept in the mining process. In addition, any item
in the candidate itemset can potentially be included in either the antecedent or the
consequent part of an association rule. This leads to extensive computational cost
of producing association rules that are irrelevant to the aims of the applications.
Therefore, ecient mining algorithm is highly demanded to solve this problem.
An extended mining algorithm for discovering both the positive and the negative
associations, which is applicable to explicit user's interests, is proposed in this chapter.
In this proposed algorithm, the consequence part (the right hand side) of generated
association rules is limited to those items that the users are highly interested. This
means, in an output association rule `A) B', the consequence part B only contains
the user-interested items. These user-interested items are pre-dened as `targeted '
items that do not directly join candidate generation. Only the `non-targeted ' items
are used to enumerate the possible combinations of the items to form candidate
itemsets. The proposed algorithm aims to generate less but highly user-interested
candidates. In this way, the number of the generated candidates can be reduced and
the cost of computation in the later processes can be reduced.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: the new proposed Targeted Positive
and Negative Association Mining (TargetedPN ) algorithm is presented in Section 5.2.
An example is given in Section 5.3 to illustrate the proposed algorithm in action.
Section 5.4 provides two case studies of applying the proposed algorithm for the Hong
Kong tourism data analysis and the AMP-activated protein kinase study. Finally, a
conclusion is given in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Mining Targeted Positive and Negative Asso-
ciation Rules
Association rules in form of A ) T are the targeted positive rules, and those in
form of A ) :T are the targeted negative rules, where T is a targeted item and A
represents the non-targeted itemsets appearing in the data transactions/instances.
To mine both the targeted positive and the targeted negative association rules, the
proposed algorithm is decomposed into two major processes: (1) promising itemset
identication and (2)targeted association rules extraction. In the rst process, a set of
promising candidate itemsets is generated. The set contains the frequent candidate
itemsets that are used for the construction of targeted positive association rules,
and the infrequent candidate itemsets that are used to form the targeted negative
association rules. All these candidate itemsets are then put into the second process
to extract the targeted association rules. Fig. 5.1 presents a framework of the proposed
Targeted Positive and Negative Association Rule Mining (TargetedPN ) algorithm.
5.2.1 Promising Itemset Identication
The proposed algorithm needs to satisfy the requirements of successful mining both
the positive and the negative association rules. However, the mining of negative rules
is dierent from that of positive rules. In positive rules mining, the itemsets are
considered promising only when they are frequent, which means that their support is
larger than the pre-dened minimum support threshold. In the negative rules mining,
infrequent itemsets also have the potential to be promising. Thus, it is necessary to
identify the promising infrequent itemsets.
Given a database Ddb, let T = fT1; T2; : : : g be the user-specied targeted items.
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Figure 5.1: Targeted Positive and Negative Association Rules Mining Algorithm
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A = fA1; A2; : : : g is the set of the non-targeted items that appear in the data instances
in Ddb. Support refers to how frequently an itemset Ai[Tj appears in the transaction
database, and can be dened as:
supp(Ai [ Tj) = number of transactions that contains Ai [ Tj in Ddb
total number of transactions in Ddb
: (5.2.1)
If an itemset satisers the pre-dened minimum support threshold s, then it is called
a positive candidate itemset ; otherwise, it is a negative candidate itemset.
Though the Apriori-heuristic can be used to prune the search space [27], it is still
possible that a large number of candidate itemsets will be generated. The interest-
ingness of an itemset is measured by its leverage. Leverage refers to how many times
more often an itemset Ai and Tj occurs together than would be expected if Ai and
Tj were statistically independent.
 For a candidate positive itemset A(k)i [ Tj, the corresponding targeted positive
rule A(k)i ) Tj is interesting if
jleverage(A(k)i [ Tj)j= jsupp(A(k)i [ Tj)  supp(A(k)i )supp(Tj)j  i (5.2.2)
where i is the user-specied minimum leverage.
 For a candidate negative itemset A(k)i [:Tj, the corresponding targeted negative
rule A(k)i ) :Tj is interesting if
jleverage(A(k)i ;:Tj)j= jsupp(A(k)i [:Tj)  supp(A(k)i )supp(:Tj)j  i (5.2.3)
The process of promising itemsets identication including both the positive and
the negative ones is carried out in the following manner:
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1. The databaseDdb is scanned and all frequent 1-itemsetsA(1) =
n
A(1)1 ;A(1)2 ; : : : ;
o
are identied, where A(1)i = fAxg contains a single item from the set of the non-
targeted items, A.
2. Each itemset A(k)i in frequent k-itemsets A(k) is mated with a targeted item
Tj from T to form a candidate itemset A(k)i [ Tj. If supp(A(k)i [ Tj)  s,
then A(k)i [ Tj is called a candidate positive itemset ; otherwise A(k)i [ :Tj is a
candidate negative itemset.
3. The leverage of candidate itemsets is then examined, and itemsets with the
leverage greater than a user-specied threshold l are kept. Two itemsets are
returned: the interesting positive itemset F (k), and the interesting negative item-
set I(k).
4. From the interesting positive itemsets F (k), the involved targeted item Tj is re-
moved, and only A(k)i is used to form frequent (k + 1)-itemsets A(k+1). Then
Step 2 to Step 4 are repeated until no further interesting itemsets can be gen-
erated.
5.2.2 Targeted Association Rules Extraction
From the rst mining process above, two lists of itemsets are generated: the inter-
esting positive itemsets list : F (1);F (2);    , and the interesting negative itemsets list :
I(1); I(2);   . Among them, each interesting itemset can generate one targeted asso-
ciation rule; though not all corresponding rules are strong enough to represent the
signicant association.
The condence measure can be used to identify strong rules by evaluating the
conditional dependency between itemsets. However, it doesn't reect whether the
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dependency is positive or negative. In this work, the measure of conditional-probability
increment ratio (CPIR) [30] is adopted to evaluate the strength of the dependency.
A candidate itemset A(k)i [Tj in an interesting positive itemset F (k) is correspond-
ing to a positive rule A(k)i ) Tj, for which the measure of CPIR will be evaluated
as
(5.2.4)
CPIR(A(k)i ) Tj) =
p(TjjA(k)i )  p(Tj)
1  p(Tj)
=
supp(A(k)i [ Tj)  supp(A(k)i )supp(Tj)
supp(A(k)i )(1  supp(Tj))
On the other hand, an itemset A(k)i [ :Tj in an interesting negative itemset I(k)
is corresponding to a negative rule A(k)i ) :Tj, for which the measure of CPIR is
evaluated as
(5.2.5)
CPIR(A(k)i ) :Tj) =
p(:TjjA(k)i )  p(:Tj)
1  p(:Tj)
=
supp(A(k)i [ :Tj)  supp(A(k)i )supp(:Tj)
supp(A(k)i )supp(Tj)
Here the :Tj indicates the negation of a targeted item Tj. The support of :Tj can
be calculated using supp(:Tj) = 1 supp(Tj). In particular, for an itemset A(k)i [:Tj,
its support is supp(A(k)i [ :Tj) = supp(A(k)i )  supp(A(k)i [ Tj).
The value CPIR is between  1 and 1: when it is close to zero, the related items are
close to being independent of each other; when the CPIR is positive, the related items
are positively dependent on each other; when the CPIR is negative, the related items
are negatively dependent on each other. When the absolute value of an association
rule's CPIR is greater than a pre-dened threshold CPIR, the association between
the conditioning items and the targeted item is considered to be strong. Accordingly
the targeted rule is selected into the nal results.
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5.3 An Illustrative Example
An example is given to illustrate the proposed TargetedPN algorithm. Given a
database that contains 20 data instances made from 20 random tourists as shown
in Table 5.1. This database is used to target the tourists who have been to Mainland
China in the past 12 months and discover the association rules based on the behaviors
of this group of the tourists. For convenient reading, four attributes Ai, Bi, Ci, Di
indicate the data items of the tourists' personal information including the age, the
gender, the education background and the annual income, where i = f1; 2g shows that
each attribute has two possible values. X, M , S are used to represent the targeted
items that show whether the certain tourist has been to Mainland China or Western
countries in the past 12 months. The itemsets are generated only on the data items
of basic person characters. Let s = 0:20, i = 0:05 and CPIR = 0:60 (or 60%).
In Step 1 of the candidate generation process, all single items are frequent (see
Table 5.1). When merging with the targeted items, we have the following itemset:
A(1) [ Tj = fA1X;A1M;A1S;A2X;A2M;A2S;B1X;B1M;
B1S;B2X;B2M;B2S;C1X;C1M;C1S;C2X;
C2M;C2S;D1X;D1M;D1S;D2X;D2M;D2Sg:
In Step 2 of the candidate generation process, the support and leverage for each of
these itemsets in A(1) [ Tj are calculated and compared with the pre-dened thresh-
olds. If an itemset A [ T has a lower support than minimum support threshold,
it has to be re-written in form of negative itemset A [ :T , and the support needs
also be re-calculated by supp(A [ :T ) = supp(A)   supp(A [ :T ). Two lists of
interesting itemsets are obtained. Table 5.2 shows the interesting positive 1-itemsets,
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Table 5.1: Travel Information of 20 Tourists
ID Record ID Record
01 A1, B1, C1, D1, X 11 A2, B1, C2, D2, M
02 A1, B2, C1, D1, X 12 A1, B1, C1, D2, X
03 A1, B2, C1, D1, M 13 A2, B2, C1, D2, S
04 A1, B2, C1, D2, S 14 A1, B1, C1, D2, X
05 A2, B1, C2, D1, X 15 A2, B2, C1, D1, M
06 A1, B2, C2, D1, X 16 A2, B2, C2, D1, X
07 A2, B1, C1, D1, M 17 A1, B1, C2, D1, X
08 A1, B2, C2, D2, S 18 A2, B2, C2, D2, S
09 A1, B1, C2, D1, X 19 A2, B2, C2, D2, X
10 A2, B1, C1, D1, X 20 A1, B2, C1, D1, X
Item Description Support
A1 Age between 25 to 45 0:55
A2 Age between 60 or over 0:45
B1 Male 0:45
B2 Female 0:55
C1 Completed secondary/high school 0:55
C2 Completed college/university diploma/degree 0:45
D1 Low income (HKD $ 10; 000  19; 999/year) 0:60
D2 High income (HKD $ 50; 000/year or over) 0:40
X Have NOT been to anywhere in the past 12 month (targeted item) 0:60
M Have been to Mainland China in the past 12 month (targeted item) 0:20
S Have been to Western countries in the past 12 month (targeted item) 0:20
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F (1) = fA1X;A2X;B1X;B2X;B2S;D1X;D2Sg. Table 5.3 shows the interesting neg-
ative 1-itemsets I1 = fA1:M;A2:M;B1:S;D1:S;D2:Xg.
From F (1), a set of candidate targeted 2-itemsets are enumerated:
A(2) [ Tj = fA1B1X;A1B1M;A1B1S;A1B2X;A1B2M;A1B2S;A1D1X;A1D1M;
A1D1S;A1D2X;A1D2M;A1D2S;A2B1X;A2B1M;A2B1S;A2B2X;
A2B2M;A2B2S;A2D1X;A2D1M;A2D1S;A2D2X;A2D2M;A2D2S;
B1D1X;B1D1M;B1D1S;B1D2X;B1D2M;B1D2S;B2D1X;B2D1M;
B2D1S;B2D2X;B2D2M;B2D2Sg:
Similarly, after checking the support and the leverage, we can get interesting pos-
itive 2-itemsets, F (2) = fA1B1X;A1D1X;B1D1X;B2D2Sg, and the set of interesting
negative 2-itemsets,
I(2) = fA1B1:M;A1B1:S;A1B2:X;A1B2:M;A1D1:M;A1D1:S;
A1D2:X;A2B1:X;A2B2:X;A2D1:X;A2D1:S;A2D2X;
B1D1:M;B1D1:S;B2D1:S;B2D2:X;B2D2:Mg:
The itemset generation process stops after the interesting 3-itemsets due to no
interesting positive 3-itemset is available to generate any 4-itemset, F (3) = ;. Only
three interesting negative 3-itemsets are obtained: I(3) = fA1B1D1:Xg. Up to now,
all interesting itemsets are generated, and they will be used to extract the targeted
association rules.
Each itemset corresponds to one candidate association rule. Only the strong rules
that have high CPIRs than the user-specied CPIR threshold (CPIR = 0:60) can be
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Table 5.2: Interesting Positive Itemsets
F(1) F(2)
Item Supp. Ints. Item Supp. Ints.
A1X 0:40 0:07 A1B1X 0:25 0:10
A2X 0:20 0:07 A1D1X 0:30 0:09
B1X 0:35 0:08 B1D1X 0:25 0:07
B2X 0:25 0:08 B2D2S 0:20 0:15
B2S 0:20 0:09
D1X 0:45 0:09
D2S 0:20 0:12
Table 5.3: Interesting Negative Itemsets
I(1) I(2) I(3)
Item Supp. Ints. Item Supp. Ints. Item Supp. Ints.
A1:M 0:50 0:06 A1B1:M 0:25 0:05 A1B1D1:X 0:00 0:06
A2:M 0:30 0:06 A1B1:S 0:25 0:05
B1:S 0:45 0:09 A1B2:X 0:15 0:09
D1:S 0:60 0:12 A1B2:M 0.25 0:05
D2:X 0:25 0:09 A1D1:M 0:30 0:06
A1D1:S 0:35 0:07
A1D2:X 0:10 0:06
A2B1:X 0:10 0:06
A2B2:X 0:15 0:09
A2D1:X 0:10 0:06
A2D1:S 0:25 0:05
A2D2:X 0:15 0:09
B1D1:M 0:25 0:05
B1D1:S 0:30 0:06
B2D1:S 0:30 0:06
B2D2:X 0:20 0:12
B2D2:M 0:25 0:05
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selected. Two examples are given to show the calculation process as follows:
CPIR(XjA1) = supp(A1X)  supp(A1)supp(X)
supp(A1)(1  supp(X))
=
0:4  0:55 0:6
0:55 (1  0:6)
= 0:3180
CPIR(:M jA1B1) = supp(A1B1:M)  supp(A1B1)supp(:M)
supp(A1B1)supp(M)
=
0:25  0:25 0:8
0:25 (1  0:8)
= 1:0000
Table 5.4: Targeted Positive and Negative Association Rules from Example Data Set
Association Rule CPIR Rule(ID)
A1B1 ! X 1:0000 Rule1
A1D1 ! X 0:6429 Rule2
B2D2 ! S 0:7500 Rule3
A2 ! :M  0:6667 Rule4
B1 ! :S 1:0000 Rule5
D1 ! :S 1:0000 Rule6
A1B1 ! :M 1:0000 Rule7
A1B1 ! :S 1:0000 Rule8
A1B2 ! :M 0:8333 Rule9
A1D1 ! :M 0:8571 Rule10
A1D1 ! :S 1:0000 Rule11
A2B2 ! :X 0:6000 Rule12
A2D1 ! :S 1:0000 Rule13
A2D2 ! :X 0:7500 Rule14
B1D1 ! :M 0:8333 Rule15
B1D1 ! :S 1:0000 Rule16
B2D1 ! :S 1:0000 Rule17
B2D2 ! :X 0:8000 Rule18
B2D2 ! :M 1:0000 Rule19
A1B1D1 ! :X 0:6667 Rule20
By applying the proposed TargetedPN algorithm, totally 63 association rules are
constructed based on the positive and the negative itemsets listed in Table 5.2 and
Table 5.3. With the user-specied CPIR threshold CPIR = 0:60, nally 20 targeted
association rules are selected as output (see Table 5.4). Among them, much more
negative rules are obtained than the positive ones. These negative rules help to
identify the proles of the tourists who may not have high chances of being either
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Mainland China (:M) or Overseas (:S), which cannot be easily obtained using
traditional association rule mining algorithms.
5.4 Case Studies
Two case studies are provided in this section to show the insight of the applicability
of the proposed TargetedPN algorithm in the domains of tourism management and
biological data analysis.
5.4.1 Hong Kong Outbound Tourism Study
This case study presents an application of the proposed algorithm that incorporates
the targeted positive and negative association rules into the behavioral analysis of
Hong Kong outbound travelers. The proles of outbound travelers from tourist gen-
erating regions are of particular interest to tourism researchers and practitioners in
the destination countries. The tourist expenditure on food, accommodation, retailing,
entertainment, and other related activities ultimately diuses into dierent sectors
of the travel destination, which can directly or indirectly stimulate the growth of
the local economy [158]. The subsequent ndings have the potential to capture the
essential factors that aect the marketing strategies of outbound travel packages for
Hong Kong residents, and possibly people living elsewhere.
5.4.1.1 Data Sets
The data sets used in this study were collected from three large-scale domestic tourism
surveys of outbound pleasure travel in Hong Kong, conducted in early/mid-2007,
2008, and 2009, and targeting residents aged 16 and above. The questionnaires were
originally developed in English and then translated into Chinese by a professional
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translator using a back-translation process to ensure the quality of translation. In each
year, both versions of the questionnaire were piloted by local Hong Kong residents
not related to the survey.
Other than a few topic specic questions, each questionnaire related to demo-
graphic prole and a respondent's prior travel experience in the past 12 months to
Macau, Guangdong province in Mainland China, elsewhere in Mainland China (here-
after known asMainland China), and overseas (International) destinations. Table 5.5
shows the non-targeted items in each data set, and Table 5.6 shows the targeted items
in each data set.
5.4.1.2 Experiment Settings
In this research, the data set of outbound travelers from Hong Kong collected in 2007
(2025 data instances) was used to generate the targeted association rules ; while the
data sets collected in 2008 (1404 data instances) and 2009 (1466 data instances) were
used to validate the discovered rules. For the targeted items, we have the alternatives
of using both Mainland China and Overseas travel as a target or using one as the
target and the other as the conditioning item. Accordingly, in each year we have three
sub-data sets that share the same structure as shown in Table 5.7. In the experiments,
the interesting positive and negative itemsets are obtained by setting the minimum
support threshold as 0:1 and the minimum leverage threshold as 0:01.
As the proportion of respondents who have undertaken outbound travels is rela-
tively low in the data set (as shown in Table 5.6), traditional association rule mining
methods that focus on frequent itemsets unavoidably miss many prospective patterns.
This inspired us to analyze the same data set but from the opposite angle, namely,
we try to nd out the potential patterns from the respondents who have NOT made
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Table 5.5: Demographic and Travel-related Attributes in Outbound Tourism Data
Set (2007)
Attribute Description Possible Value Percentage (%) Label
AGE Age 1 (Under 18) 15:2 a1
2 (18-25) 15:0 a2
3 (26-35) 23:8 a3
4 (36-45) 21:1 a4
5 (46-55) 11:7 a5
6 (56-65) 12:1 a6
GENDER Gender 1 (Male) 39:4 gM
2 (Female) 60:6 gF
EDUCATION Highest education level at-
tained
1 (Less than secondary/high school) 29:6 e1
2 (Completed secondary/high school) 41:1 e2
3 (Some college or university) 7:4 e3
4 (Completed college/university
diploma/degree)
18:6 e4
5 (Completed postgraduate degree) 2:6 e5
HOUSIZE Number of the residents in
the house
1 (1 person) 6:7 h1
2 (2 persons) 17:9 h2
3 (3 persons) 26:9 h3
4 (4 persons) 29:8 h4
5 (5 persons) 11:9 h5
6 (6 persons) 4:1 h6
7 (7 persons) 0:8 h7
8 (8 persons) 0:5 h8
10 (10 persons) 0:1 h9
12 (12 persons) 0:1 h10
INCOME Anuual household income 1 (Less than 10,000) 10:1 i1
2 (10,000-19,999) 19:0 i2
3 (20,000-29,999) 16:3 i3
4 (30,000-39,999) 9:7 i4
5 (40,000-49,999) 5:9 i5
6 (50,000-59,999) 4:1 i6
7 (60,000-69,999) 1:8 i7
8 (70,000 or above) 4:1 i8
TRAVEX Highest self-dened travel
experience level
1 (An inexperienced tourist) 22:1 t1
2 (Not very experienced tourist) 20:1 t2
3 (About average experience) 40:5 t3
4 (An experienced tourist) 11:6 t4
5 (A very experienced tourist) 4:1 t5
WEB Have visited any travel
website in the past 2 years
0 (No) 67:7 w0
1 (Yes) 31:6 w1
MACAU Have been to Macau in the
past 12 months
0 (No) 72:5 mc0
1 (Yes) 27:5 mc1
GUANGDONG Have been to GuangDong
in the past 12 months
0 (No) 51:8 gd0
1 (Yes) 48:2 gd1
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Table 5.6: Targeted Attributes in Outbound Tourism Data Set (2007)
Attribute Description Possible Value Percentage (%) Label
MAINLAND Have been to Mainland China
in the past 12 months
0 (No) 77:4 :m
1 (Yes) 21:8 m
OVERSEAS Have been to Overseas in the
past 12 months
0 (No) 70:7 :s
1 (Yes) 28:9 s
Table 5.7: Structure of sub-datasets for each year
Sub-dataset Targeted Att. Note
1 MAINLAND, OVERSEAS original dataset with all demographic and
travel-related attributes in Table 5.5
2 MAINLAND take OVERSEAS as a travel-related at-
tribute
3 OVERSEAS take MAINLAND as a travel-related at-
tribute
any travel to Mainland China or Overseas in the past 12 months (labeled as m0,
:m1, s0, and :s1 in the following result tables). (Note Mainland China excluded
the province of Guangdong, as another question covered Guangdong separately.)
The targeted rules mining algorithm was applied on the outbound tourism data
set. As a whole, 209 association rules were generated from the overall sub-data set
1, including 41 positive and 168 negative ones as shown in Fig. 5.2a and 5.2b. It
is clear from Fig. 5.2b that most strong association rules (with CPIR over 0:5 or
50%) are negative ones. After removing the equivalent rules (for instance when both
rules :A ) T and A ) :T are discovered) only the rules with the higher CPIR
were kept. This left 14 rules from the overall sub-data set, 11 rules from theMainland
China sub-dataset and 11 rules from the Overseas sub-dataset, as shown in Table 5.8,
Table 5.9 and Table 5.10, respectively.
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(a) All Generated Rules (b) Positive vs. Negative Rules
Figure 5.2: Positive vs. Negative Association Rules on Overall Data Set
5.4.1.3 Targeted Rules on the Overall Data Set
Among the positive and negative association rules generated from sub-dataset 1,
the label ms indicates that a respondent has been to both Mainland China and
Overseas ; while the label x means that the respondent has been to neither of these
places. We report the strong rules that have CPIR values over 50% as they provide
useful information. We evaluate the discovered rules in the validation data set and
all had CPIR values greater than the threshold. This indicates that the accuracy of
the discovered rules is 100% across the year. From the resulting rules in Table 5.8,
we obtain the following ndings.
Table 5.8: Selected Targeted Rules Generated from the 2007 Overall Data Set
Association Rules CPIR Validation Rule(ID)
2007 2008 2009
w0, e1 ! :ms 0.6326 0.5368 0.6789 R1
w0, e1, gd0 ! :ms 0.9150 0.8577 0.9569 R2
w0, e1, gd0 ! :s 0.6126 0.6242 0.6015 R3
w0, e1, gd0 ! x 0.5374 0.5734 0.6226 R4
w0, t1 ! :ms 0.8719 0.8853 0.9250 R5
w0, t1 ! :s 0.7447 0.6215 0.7689 R6
w0, t1 ! x 0.5984 0.6209 0.6388 R7
gd0, t1 ! :ms 0.9539 0.8959 0.9105 R8
gd0, t1 ! :s 0.7200 0.6649 0.7437 R9
gd0, t1 ! x 0.6345 0.6518 0.7059 R10
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 Almost all of the discovered strong rules are negative. In summary, items such as
no experience in Guangdong (gd0), less travel experience (t1), and no experience
on travel websites (w0), low education level (e1) and low income level (i1), have
a strong correlation with not traveling in general. More specically:
{ From R7, one of the strongest rules, we can see that people with no expe-
rience in Guangdong (gd0) and with less travel experience (t1) will have a
low probability of any travel ms, as ms means an individual did not travel
to either Mainland China or Overseas.
{ Similarly, according to rule R3, travelers who have a low education level
(e1), no experience in Guangdong (gd0), and no Internet experience (w0)
will have a high probability of not traveling toMainland China orOverseas.
{ From rule R5, we can predict that inexperienced travelers (t1) who have
not browsed any travel websites (w0) will have a high probability of not
traveling to either Mainland China or Overseas.
{ Based on rules R9 and R10, inexperience in travel (t1) itself is a key indica-
tor of a high probability of not traveling to Mainland China or Overseas.
 The factor of travel experience (t1) has a signicant inuence on Hong Kong
residents' travel behaviors, especially with regards Overseas travel. Inexperi-
enced travelers have a very low likelihood of planning to travel to Mainland
China or Overseas (refer to rules R9 and R10).
{ However, if the traveling experience of those who have not been to Macau
(mc0) and have not visited a travel website (w0), the chance of them
traveling Overseas will also increase (see rules R11 and R12).
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 Similar patterns can be found in the attribute INCOME. For instance, if house-
hold income increases from less than $10; 000 to $19; 000, the chance of a traveler
having been to Mainland China or Overseas increases by about 10% (see rules
R13 and R14).
 Travel to Guangdong appears to be another important indicator of inexperi-
enced travelers (t1) and travelers with a low education level (e1). For example,
if an inexperienced traveler (t1) has not visited Guangdong (gd0), the possi-
bility for them not visiting Overseas or Mainland China increases signicantly
(see rules R7+R8 vs. R9+R10). Similar patterns can be found with respect to
travelers with a low education level (e1) and no experience of a travel website
(w0), as indicated from rules R1 +R2 vs. R3 +R4.
All rules generated from the data set have been validated by the 2009 data sets, and
all have a CPIR over 50% in the validation data sets.
5.4.1.4 Targeted Rules for Mainland China Travelers
Among the rules generated from the 2007 sub-dataset 2 (where MAINLAND is its
only targeted item, Fig. 5.3a), we focus on 9 strong rules with higher CPIR values,
shown in Table 5.9. These rules can also be validated in the 2008 and 2009 data sets.
Table 5.9: Selected Targeted Rules for the 2007 Mainland China Data Set
Association Rules CPIR (%) Validation(%) Rule(ID)
2007 2008 2009
w0, gd0, mc0, t1 ! :m 0.5774 0.7074 0.7249 M1
w0, gd0, s0, t1 ! :m 0.5418 0.7093 0.6829 M2
w0, gd0, t1 ! :m 0.5457 0.6822 0.6988 M3
w0, mc0, t1 ! :m 0.5345 0.6695 0.5752 M4
e1, gd0, t1 ! :m 0.6190 0.7056 0.6349 M5
gd0, mc0, s0, t1 ! :m 0.5852 0.6763 0.7198 M6
gd0, mc0, t1 ! :m 0.5870 0.6513 0.6927 M7
gd0, s0, t1 ! :m 0.5386 0.6556 0.6846 M8
gd0, t1 ! :m 0.5507 0.6404 0.6685 M9
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From the resulting rules shown in Table 5.9, we can obtain the following interesting
ndings:
 Two items (gd0 and t1) commonly appeared in almost every rule. This indicates
that the traveler's experience to Guangdong (gd0) and travel experience (t1) are
important indicators on their decision of traveling to Mainland China. If one
has never been to Guangdong, he/she will have very low chance to visit other
parts of Mainland China.
 No Website Browsing Experience (w0) and no experience to Macau are another
common items found among travelers who have never been to Mainland China
(Rules M1 to Rule M4).
From these rules in Table 5.9, we can see that if an inexperienced tourist with no
experience in either Guangdong or Macau, has a lower chance to take any outbound
trip to Mainland China.
5.4.1.5 Targeted Rules for Overseas Travelers
Among the rules generated on the 2007 sub-dataset 3 (where OVERSEAS is the only
targeted item, Fig. 5.3b), similarly we report the strong rules that have the CPIR
values over 50%.
From the rules shown in Table 5.10, we obtain the following interesting ndings:
 Low home income (i1 and i2) is an important indicator for people without
overseas outbound trip, especially for the ones who have income under $20; 000
(see rules S10 and S11).
 For senior age tourists (a6), if they have less experienced in travel (t1), they
will have less chance to take outbound overseas trip (see rules S3 and R4).
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(a) Mainland China (b) Overseas
Figure 5.3: Mainland China vs. Overseas
Table 5.10: Selected Targeted Rules for the 2007 Overseas Data Set
Association Rules CPIR (%) Validation(%) Rule(ID)
2007 2008 2009
a4, w0, e1, m0 ! :s 0.8138 0.5306 0.6623 S1
a4, w0, e1, gF ! :s 0.7363 0.5404 0.6191 S2
a6, mc0, t1 ! :s 0.9187 1.0000 0.9544 S3
a6, w0, t1 ! :s 0.8161 1.0000 0.9089 S4
w0, e1, mc0 ! :s 0.7285 0.6213 0.6912 S5
w0, e1 ! :s 0.6267 0.5248 0.5644 S6
gM, m0, t1 ! :s 0.8598 0.6566 0.8042 S7
gM, t1 ! :s 0.8114 0.6486 0.7808 S8
gF, e1, t1 ! :s 0.7917 0.7109 0.8235 S9
i1 ! :s 0.7458 0.6681 0.6155 S10
i2, t1 ! :s 0.7695 0.6433 0.8278 S11
e2, m0, t1 ! :s 0.7439 0.6170 0.8338 S12
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 For mid age tourists (a4), if they have less education background (e1) and no
experience in tourism website (w0), they will have less chance to take outbound
overseas trip (see rules S1 and R2).
 Comparing withGuangdong andMainland China, traveler's experience toMacau
is even more important for their decision on overseas travel. If one have never
been to Macau, then they have very low chance to take Overseas trip. The
rules that contain mc0 have at least 10% higher CPIR than the similar ones
but without mc0, such as Rule S3 vs. Rule S4, and Rule S5 vs. Rule S6 on 2007
data set.
 The rules S7 and S8 show that inexperienced males will have low chance to
take Overseas trip, but when they have no experience in Mainland China, they
will have lower chance to take Overseas trip. This implicitly indicates that for
inexperienced males, it is normal to take Mainland China trip before they are
willing to take Overseas trip.
 The education background (e1 and e2) also aects the travelers decision to take
Overseas trip. Rule S9 and Rule S12 give us good examples that the lower
education level they have, it is less possible that the travelers have overseas
traveling experience.
5.4.2 AMP-activated protein kinase Study
Protein kinases's regulation data can be a good foundation for understanding their
structure, function, and expression. AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) has re-
cently emerged as a potential key signalling pathway, in the regulation of exercise-
induced changes in glucose and lipid metabolism in skeletal muscle [159, 160]. This
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enzyme is activated as a result of the alterations in cellular energy levels [161]. The
activation of AMPK also exerts long-term eects at the level of both gene expression
and protein synthesis, such as positive eects on glucose uptake of heart, food intake
of hypothalamus, and negative eects on insulin secretion of pancreas and cholesterol
synthesis of liver [162]. Hence, the investigation into the degree of activation and de-
activation of the subunit isoforms in AMPK will contribute to a better understanding
of AMPK and disease treatment [163]. In this case study, the proposed TargetedPN
algorithm is adopted to analyze the associations between the external stimulus factors
and the activation of the subunit isoforms in AMPK.
5.4.2.1 Data Set
The data set was collected from 45 existing biological laboratory experiments [164],
6 stimulus attributes that are used to test the targeted 11 states of AMPK subunit
isoforms. Two types of subnit isoforms are considered: catalytic subunit isoforms (1,
2) and regulatory subunit isoforms (1, 2, 1, 2, 3). Their reactions are tested
when dierent values are set for the stimulus attributes. As shown in Table 5.11,
the stimulus factors include endurance training, diabetes, nicotinic acid, glycogen,
intensity - maximal oxygen uptake and duration.
For each of catalytic subunit isoforms, its reaction to the stimulus attributes is
tested by measuring the activities (denoted as 1a, 2a), the phosphorylation (de-
noted as 1p, 2p) and protein expressions (denoted as 1e, 2e). For regulatory
subunit isoforms, only their protein expressions (denoted as 1e, 2e, 1e, 2e, 3e) are
considered. As shown in Table 5.11, each subunit isoform has three possible statuses:
` ' means no change, `"' indicates an expressed status and `' shows that the subunit
is highly expressed.
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Table 5.11: Attributes in AMPK Data Set
Attribute Label Description
Stimulus Attributes (non-targeted)
Training t0 trained
t1 untrained
Glycogen g0 normal
g1 low glycogen
g2 high glycogen
Diabetes db0 normal
db1 diabetes
Nicotinic acid n0 normal
n1 nicotinic acid
Intensity i0 low intensity
(Maximal oxygen uptake) i1 moderate intensity
i2 high intensity
i3 intense
Duration d0 short
d1 moderate
d2 long
d3 extra long
Target Attributes
1 activity 1a
1 protein expression 1p
1 phosphorylation 1p
2 activity 2a
2 protein expression 2p   (no change)
2 phosphorylation 2p " (expressed)
1 protein expression 1p  (high expressed)
2 protein expression 2p
1 protein expression 1p
2 protein expression 2p
3 protein expression 3p
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As the purpose of this case study is to discover the associations between the
external stimulus and the activation of AMPK subunits, the stimulus attributes are
dened as non-targeted items, and the state attributes are taken as the targeted items.
A set of association rules are obtained using the proposed TargetedPN algorithm
based on the minimum support threshold s = 0:1, the minimum leverage threshold
i = 0:01 and the minimum CPIR threshold CPIR = 50%.
5.4.2.2 Targeted Rules Obtained from the AMPK Data Set
As a result of experiment, 16 rules shown in Table 5.12 were returned to describe
the AMPK regulation in skeletal muscles. From these rules, the AMPK subunits are
founded to express dierent reactions when the statuses of the particular external
stimulus are changed. The ndings can be summarized as follows:
Table 5.12: Selected Targeted Positive and Negative Rules Discovered from AMPK
Data Set
Association Rules CPIR Rule(ID)
t0 ! :1p " 0:6908 Rule1
t0 ! :2p " 0:6908 Rule2
t0; d1 ! :1p " 0:7536 Rule3
t0; d1 ! :2p " 0:7536 Rule4
i1 ! 1p  0:6218 Rule5
i1 ! 2p  0:6218 Rule6
i2 ! :1p " 0:5921 Rule7
i2 ! :2p " 0:5921 Rule8
t0; i2 ! 1p " 1:0000 Rule9
t0; i2 ! 2p " 1:0000 Rule10
d1; i2 ! 1p " 0:7039 Rule11
d1; i2 ! 2p " 0:7039 Rule12
i2 ! :2a  0:5273 Rule13
i2 ! :2e  0:6860 Rule14
i2 ! :1e  0:6860 Rule15
d0 ! :1e  0:7988 Rule16
 The phosphorylation of the catalytic subunit isoforms (1p, 2p) show their sen-
sitivities to a set of stimulus attributes including endurance training, intensity
- maximal oxygen uptake and the duration. When the endurance training is
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done with a moderate duration or low to moderate intensity is oered, there is
a high chance that the catalytic subunit isoforms may show extremely dierent
reactions to be either no change or high expression (see Rule1 - Rule8). How-
ever, if a moderate intensity is combined with the endurance training (Rule9
and Rule10) or a moderate duration (Rule11 and Rule12), then an expressed
activation of the catalytic subunit isoforms is presented.
 A high intensity of maximal oxygen uptake has low chance to cause high ex-
pression of the activity of the catalytic subunit isoform 2a and the protein
expressions of the regulatory subunit isoforms 2e and 1e (see Rule13 - Rule15).
 In addition, a low possibility is shown to have high protein expression of the
regulatory subunit isoform 1e when a short duration is given (see Rule16).
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, an extended association rule mining algorithm called TargetedPN
to explore both the positive and the negative associations in the high-dimensional
relational data is proposed. The positive associations can be obtained from frequent
itemsets, but the negative associations are existing in infrequent itemsets that are
usually discarded in traditional association rule mining algorithms. Current associa-
tion mining algorithms that extract both the positive and the negative associations
are usually suering from the drawback of the increasing computational cost. To re-
duce the cost, it is demanded to nd a way that can reduce the redundant candidate
itemsets. The proposed TargetedPN algorithm is specially designed to address this
problem.
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In TargetedPN, a new concept of targeted items has been introduced to the asso-
ciation rule mining. A set of user-interested items is pre-identied as targeted, and
the other items appeared in the database are treated as non-targeted ones. In the
mining process, a candidate itemset is obtained by joining a targeted item with fre-
quent itemset that is generated using only the non-targeted items. Unlike traditional
association rule mining, each candidate itemset in TargetedPN algorithm constructs
only one association rule. The targeted item is placed in the consequent part, and
frequent itemset of the non-targeted items forms the antecedent part of the rule. In
this way, a smaller number of association rules is extracted but all of them have the
potential to be interesting to the users because they reect the association between
the user-identied targeted item and the non-targeted items.
Two case studies demonstrated that the proposed TargetedPN algorithm is ap-
plicable in biological data analysis and tourism management. The extracted targeted
positive and negative association rules provide potential advantages and long-term
signicance to the data analysis in both science and social-science researches.
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Chapter 6
Contrast Targeted Positive and
Negative Association Rule Mining
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, the TargetedPN algorithm is proposed to discover the associations
hidden in the high-dimensional relational data. In the case study of the Hong Kong
Outbound Tourism presented in Section 5.4.1, the TargetedPN algorithm has been
shown to be applicable for association analysis of tourists' behaviors against their
proles. The proles of tourists were actually represented in the antecedent part of
extracted rules. For example, in Table 5.10, rule S4: a6; w0; t1 ! :s, means `for
senior age tourists, if they are less experienced in travel, they will have less chance to
take outbound overseas trip.' This rule shows the low probability of taking an overseas
trip by senior age tourists, but it cannot provide the overseas trip information about
tourists in other age groups. If the comparison among the tourists in dierent groups
is considered important, then it is essential to obtain rules for each group of tourists
with the same target. However, this cannot guarantee that such strong rules can
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always be obtained. Furthermore, the data sets used in the experiments contain the
data collected in three continuous years: 2007, 2008 and 2009, which is ideal for
detecting the change or the trend of special interests over a time period. Due to the
fact that the main focus of TargetedPN is placed on extracting associations within
one data set, it is not suitable to accomplish this change detection task. According to
the literature that has been reviewed in Chapter 2, contrast pattern mining (CPM)
can be adopted to tracking trends and detect changes from a number of data sets.
Contrast Patterns can signicantly detect the dierences among several catego-
rized data sets [94] as well as capture emerging trends in time-stamped data sets [50].
Two existing algorithms that have been proposed to identify a contrast set are the
Search and Testing for Understandable Consistent Contrasts (STUCCO) algorithm
and the Conditional Contrast Set (COCCO) algorithm [43]. However, their incapa-
bility of identifying targeted association rules, especially targeted positive and negative
rules, limits their application in discovering more useful contrast patterns.
In this chapter, the targeted positive and negative association rule mining (Target-
edPN) algorithm proposed in Chapter 5 is further extended into the contrast mining
scenario with an aim to extract interesting rules that are signicantly dierent be-
tween two or more data sets.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 presents the framework
and the mining procedures of contrast targeted association rule mining algorithm.
Two case studies are provided in Section 6.3 to evaluate the dierence and change
detection performance of the proposed algorithm for the applications in tourism man-
agement research. Section 6.4 concludes the work reported in this chapter.
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6.2 Mining Contrast Targeted Positive and Nega-
tive Association Rules
With an aim of detecting dierences and changes among a number of contrast data
sets, the contrast targeted positive and negative association rule mining (ConTarget-
edPN) algorithm is proposed in this section. The ConTargetedPN is treated as a
special targeted association rule mining algorithm; its mining process still follows the
two common processes described in Section 5.2: the promising itemset identication
and the targeted rule extraction. However, due to the extracted rules from ConTar-
getedPN representing the dierences among the contrast data sets instead of common
associations within a single data set, the promising itemsets are obtained from each
contrast data set, and they are used to construct contrast targeted association rules.
Hence, ConTargetedPN adopts dierent operations to the TagetedPN algorithm in
each mining step as shown in Fig. 6.1.
6.2.1 Promising Contrast Itemset Identication
Given two data sets Dx and Dy, the process of identify interesting itemsets is carried
out in the following manner:
1. For each data set Dx and Dy, candidate itemsets are identied using the Tar-
getedPN algorithm proposed in Chapter 5:
(a) all frequent level-1 itemsets A(1) =
n
A(1)1 ;A(1)2 ; : : : ;
o
are identied in the
rst scanning of data set;
(b) for each itemset A(k)i joined with a targeted item Tj, a candidate itemset
A(k)i [ Tj is obtained. By comparing its support with the pre-dened min-
imum support threshold s, A(k)i [ Tj is identied as a candidate positive
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Figure 6.1: Procedure of the ConTargetedPN Algorithm
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itemset if supp(A
(k)
i [Tj)  s; otherwise it is a candidate negative itemset.
(c) for each candidate itemset, its leverage is calculated using Eq. 5.2.2 or
Eq. 5.2.3 depending on whether it is a positive itemset or a negative one.
Only the itemsets with the leverage greater than a user-specied threshold
l are selected into two level-k itemsets F (k) and I(k).
(d) the interesting positive itemsets A(k) is used to form frequent level-(k+1)
itemsets A(k+1). Then the step (b) to (d) is repeated until no further
interesting itemsets can be generated.
2. Carrying out the foregoing step to merge all interesting itemsets from each
contrast data set to form two lists of contrast itemsets: the list of contrast
positive itemsets P = P(1);P(2); : : :	 where P(k) = fF (k)x ;F (k)y g; and the list
of contrast negative itemsets N = N (1);N (2); : : :	 where N (k) = fI(k)x ; I(k)y g.
6.2.2 Contrast Targeted Rule Extraction
Among the itemsets generated, each itemset represents one targeted association rule;
though not all the corresponding rules are strong enough to represent the signicant
contrast. Here in this step, the measure of conditional-probability increment ratio
(CPIR) [30] is still adopted to evaluate the strength of dependency.
An interesting positive itemset A
(k)
i [ Tj from P(k) is corresponding to a positive
rule A
(k)
i ) Tj. On the data set Dx, the measure of CPIR for this targeted positive
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rule is evaluated as:
(6.2.1)
CPIR(A
(k)
i ) Tj; Dx) =
pDx(TjjA(k)i )  pDx(Tj)
1  pDx(Tj)
=
SuppDx(A
(k)
i [ Tj)  SuppDx(A(k)i )SuppDi(Tj)
SuppDx(A
(k)
i )(1  SuppDx(Tj))
where pDx() is the probability of an item on the data set Dx, and SuppDx() is the
support of an itemset on the data set Dx.
An interesting negative itemset A
(k)
i [:Tj fromN (k) is corresponding to a negative
rule A
(k)
i ) :Tj. On the data set Dx, the measure of CPIR for this targeted negative
rule is evaluated as
CPIR(A
(k)
i ) :Tj; Dx) =
pDx(:TjjA(k)i )  pDx(:Tj)
1  pDx(:Tj)
=
SuppDx(A
(k)
i [ :Tj)  SuppDx(A(k)i )SuppDx(:Tj)
SuppDx(A
(k)
i )(1  SuppDx(:Tj))
(6.2.2)
where the :Tj represents the negation of a targeted item Tj. The support of :Tj on the
data setDx can be calculated by SuppDx(:Tj) = 1 SuppDx(Tj). In particular, for an
itemset A
(k)
i [:Tj, its support is SuppDx(A(k)i [:Tj) = SuppDx(A(k)i ) SuppDx(A(k)i [
Tj).
Each itemset generated in Step 1 is represented as one targeted association rule.
Then the CPIR measure on data set Dx and Dy are evaluated. If the absolute
value of dierence of a rule's CPIR on Dx and Dy is greater than a pre-dened
minimum dierence threshold diff , the association between the non-targeted items
and the targeted item is considered to be signicantly dierent on these two data sets.
Accordingly the targeted rule is selected into the nal results.
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6.3 Case Studies
Two case studies of analyzing tourism data are presented in this section to evaluate
the performance of the proposed ConTargetedPN algorithm in practical applications
of tourism data analysis.
6.3.1 Identifying Changes and Trends in Hong Kong Out-
bound Tourism
Despite the numerous research endeavors aimed at investigating tourists' preferences
and motivations, it remains dicult for practitioners to utilize the results of tradi-
tional association rule mining methods in tourism management [165]. In this case
study, the proposed DonTargetedPN algorithm is adopted to mine contrast targeted
positive and negative association rules with the aim of capturing the changes and
trends in outbound tourism. Using data sets collected from ve large-scale domestic
tourism surveys of Hong Kong residents on outbound pleasure travel, both positive
and negative contrasts are identied, thus enabling practitioners and policymakers to
make appropriate decisions and develop more appropriate tourism products.
6.3.1.1 Data Set
The data used in this study were collected from Hospitality Domestic Survey of Hong
Kong Outbound Tourism from 2005 to 2009. The questionnaire consisted of three
sections as follows:
 The rst part of the survey requested past 12 month travel information from re-
spondents who traveled to the following four destinations: Macau, Guangdong,
Mainland China, Overseas. Item related to this part of the survey can be used
as one of the targeted items, as shown in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Targeted Attributes in Outbound Tourism Data Set
Attribute Description Possible Values
Positive (Yes) Negative (No)
FUTURE TRIP Have future traveling plan in the coming 12 months futuretrip :futuretrip
DESTINATION Traveling destination in the past 12 months
- Macau macau :macau
- Guangdong guangdong :guangdong
- Mainland China (except Guangdong) mainland :mainland
- Overseas overseas :overseas
MOTIVATION Motivation of the travel
- Spend time with family, friends or relatives family :family
- Meeting dierent people meetpeople :meetpeople
- Rest and relax relax :relax
- Get away from daily routine getaway :getaway
- Discover new places and/or things discovery :discovery
- Increase knowledge knowledge :knowledge
- Do business business :business
 The second part of the survey was related to the perceived importance of spe-
cic dimension and attributes, with the aim of discovering the motivations of
travelers, such as likelihood of traveling, importance of travel, rest and relax,
discover new place/thing, increase knowledge, meet dierent people, spend time
with family/friend or get away from daily routine. Respondents were asked to
provide their perceptions on a 7-point scale that ranged from 1 for very unim-
portant to 7 for very important. For our experiment, we converted this 7-point
scale to binary scale, all responds in the range from 5 (somewhat unimportant)
to 7 (very unimportant) are considered important and indicated positive, any
others respond from 1 (very unimportant) to 4 (half-half ) are considered unim-
portant and indicated negative. After conversion, these items will be used as
targeted items, as shown in Table 6.1.
 The third part of the survey is demographic information about respondent such
as age, gender, education level, travel experience, income and the number of
residents in their house. These information is described and labeled in Table 6.2
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Table 6.2: Demographic Attributes in Outbound Tourism Data Set
Attribute Description Possible Values Label
IMPORTANCE How important it is to
travel every year?
0(Unimportant) importance
1(Important) :importance
TRAVELEX Highest self-dened
travel experience level
1(An inexperienced tourist) travelex1
2(Not very experienced as a tourist) travelex2
3(Above average experience) travelex3
4(An experienced tourist) travelex4
5(A very experienced tourist) travelex5
AGE Age 1(25 years old or less) age1
2(26 - 35) age2
3(36 - 45) age3
4(46 - 55) age4
5(56 - 65) age5
6(66 years old or above) age6
EDUCATION Highest education level
attained
1(less than secondary/high school) education1
2(Completed secondary/high school) education2
3(College or University) education3
4(Completed col-
lege/university/diploma)
education4
5(completed postgraduate degree) education5
GENDER Sex 1(male) genderM
2(female) genderF
HOUSIZE Number of residents in
the house
1 (1 person) housize1
2 (2 persons) housize2
3 (3 persons) housize3
4 (4 persons) housize4
5 (5 persons) housize5
6 (6 persons) housize6
7 (7 persons) housize7
8 (8 persons) housize8
10 (10 persons) housize10
12 (12 persons) housize12
INCOME Annual household in-
come
1 (less than 10,000) income1
2 (10,000-19,999) income2
3 (20,000-29,999) income3
4 (30,000-39,999) income4
5 (40,000-49,999) income5
6 (50,000-59,999) income6
7 (60,000-69,999) income7
8 (70,000 or above) income8
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6.3.1.2 Experiment Setting
The aim of the experiments is to identify the dierences and track the trends on the
targeted item across the years. Three alternatives on the choice of targeted items
are used in the experiment: future trip, travel destinations and motivation as shown
in Table 6.1. Each targeted group is alternatively selected as the targeted item for
experiments while all other item groups are used as conditioning items. For example:
if we set Destination as the targeted item, then all items in Future Trip, Motivation
together with Demographic groups will used as conditioning items.
Table 6.3: Sub-Data Sets Used in the Experiments
Data Set Aim Targeted Attribute Years of Data Collected
1 Contrast Detection FUTURE TRIP 2005 vs. 2009 (two years)
2 Contrast Detection DESTINATION 2005 vs. 2009 (two years)
3 Contrast Detection MOTIVATION 2005 vs. 2009 (two years)
4 Trend Discovery FUTURE TRIP 2005 to 2009 (ve years)
5 Trend Discovery DESTINATION 2005 to 2009 (ve years)
6 Trend Discovery MOTIVATION 2005 to 2009 (ve years)
For the user-specied parameters, we set the support threshold as 0:05, leverage
threshold as 0:005, dierence threshold as 20%, ratio threshold as 50% in every
experiment.
6.3.1.3 Change Detection on Tourists' Travel Behaviors
Considering the fact that motivation of a human is not consistent, it could change
over the time. This is especially true for tourism, where the decision of taking a trip
or not is usually aected by many other dierent factors at dierent time period.
Traditional association rule mining method works well on the single data set, but has
limitations when facing more data sets. This motivates us to use the ConTargetedPN
algorithm to analyze what have been changed in Hong Kong outbound tourism from
2005 to 2009.
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Dierence Detection on Future Trip
Comparing the travelers' behavior in 2005 and 2009, there are signicant dier-
ences that are shown in more than 20 contrast targeted rules that are generated by
our ConTargetedPN on the topic of future trip plan. Table. 6.4 gives the full list of
rules that can be used to study the special characteristics of travelers who have plans
to make trips in the coming 12 months.
Table 6.4: Dierence Detection on Future Trip (2005 vs. 2009)
Association Rules CPIR Dierence Rate Rule(ID)
2005 2009
age3 ! :futuretrip 0.1432 0.0484 -0.0949 196% Rddft 1
education1 ! futuretrip 0.0722 0.2262 -0.1540 213% Rddft 2
relax ! futuretrip 0.3910 0.6061 0.2151 55% Rddft 3
family; :mainland ! futuretrip 0.1273 0.3995 0.2722 214% Rddft 4
family; relax ! futuretrip 0.3954 0.6790 0.2836 72% Rddft 5
getaway; knowledge ! futuretrip 0.2537 0.5744 0.3206 126% Rddft 6
getaway; mainland ! :futuretrip 0.3202 0.0387 -0.2814 726% Rddft 7
getaway; relax ! futuretrip 0.3261 0.8245 0.4984 153% Rddft 8
:importance ! :futuretrip 0.4919 0.2410 -0.2509 104% Rddft 9
:importance; :macau ! :futuretrip 0.5587 0.2754 -0.2754 97% Rddft 10
:importance; :overseas ! :futuretrip 0.6314 0.3136 -0.3178 101% Rddft 11
importance; knowledge ! futuretrip 0.1957 0.4460 0.2502 128% Rddft 12
knowledge; mainland ! :futuretrip 0.2992 0.0452 -0.2540 562% Rddft 13
knowledge; relax ! futuretrip 0.3539 0.6448 0.2909 82% Rddft 14
knowledge; discovery ! futuretrip 0.3832 0.7222 0.3390 88% Rddft 15
:macau; :overseas ! :futuretrip 0.6113 0.2597 -0.3517 135% Rddft 16
:mainland ! futuretrip 0.1096 0.4789 0.3694 337% Rddft 17
mainland; relax ! :futuretrip 0.4210 0.0436 -0.3774 865% Rddft 18
mainland; travelex3 ! :futuretrip 0.1715 0.0467 -0.1248 267% Rddft 19
mainland; discovery ! :futuretrip 0.2677 0.0423 -0.2254 533% Rddft 20
The most active group of travelers who have strong will to make plans for at least
one future trip in the coming 12 months consists of people with the age of 36 to 45. In
2005, the responders of this age group had only 14:32% probability (CPIR of 0:1432
as shown in Rddft1 in Table 6.4) that they would not have an outbound trips for next
year. That is, about 85% responders in this age range would have intention to travel
in the next year. And this number was increased to 95% in 2009 (shown in Rule
Rddft 1 with a CPIR of 0:0484 for `:futuretrip').
In 2005, people with low education level (education1) have very tiny probability
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(7:22%) that they will have intention for future outbound trip. In 2009, the proba-
bility of same group of people will have plan for future trip have increased to 22:62%.
Analyzing those rules in Table 6.4, it is obvious that there are two trends: the
probability for dierent groups of people to have future outbound trips intension
(futuretrip) has increased, while the probability for dierent groups of people to have
no intention to future outbound trips (:futuretrip) has decreased. More specically,
we would like to investigate those particular rules:
 For the group of people who have motivation of getaway and intention for relax,
they had low probability (32:61%) of having future trip plan in 2005; while in
2009, the probability for them to have future trip intension increased to 82:45%
in 2009.
 Similarly, for people who have no experience in visiting Mainland China, they
had low probability (10:96%) of having future trip plan in 2005; while in 2009,
the probability for them to have future trip intension increased to 47:89% in
2009.
 For people who did not experience visiting Macau nor Overseas, the chance for
them NOT to have future trip intension was 61:13% in 2005; while in 2009, this
probability reduced to 25:97%.
Dierence Detection on Traveler's Motivation
As mentioned in above, the traveler's future trip plan is aected by the motivation
of the trip, let us take a closer look at the changes of the popular motivations in
this section. Table. 6.5 lists the contrast targeted rules that are discovered by the
ConTargetedPN in the dierence detection experiments over the data collected in
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both 2005 and 2009.
Table 6.5: Dierence Detection on Traveler's Motivation (2005 vs. 2009)
Association Rules CPIR Dierence Rate Rule(ID)
2005 2009
mainland ! :meetpeople 0.6488 0.2426 -0.4062 167% Rddtm1
mainland; :importance ! :meetpeople 0.8244 0.1219 -0.7025 576% Rddtm2
:mainland ! :discovery 0.0610 0.3456 0.2845 466% Rddtm3
:mainland; :overseas ! :discovery 0.0495 0.3660 0.3165 640% Rddtm4
mainland ! knowledge 0.5131 0.2028 -0.3103 153% Rddtm5
mainland; :importance ! knowledge 0.4537 0.0934 -0.3603 386% Rddtm6
From the resulting rules shown in Table 6.5, we can see the following changes
happened from 2005 to 2009:
 For people who have experience in Mainland China trip, in 2005, they were
unlikely to have the motivation to Meet new people; in 2009, they tend to be
with the motivation of Meet new people, as indicated by the Rule Rddtm1. This
pattern is more obvious for the people who don't think every year outbound
trip was important, as shown by the Rule Rddtm2.
 On the other hand, for people who have no experience in Mainland China
trip, the chance for them not with the motivation of Discovery new things has
increased from 2005 to 2009, as indicated by Rule Rddtm3 and Rule Rddtm4. This
actually means that for this group of people, their motivation of Discovery new
things decreased in the past 4 years.
 Similarly, for people who have experience in the Mainland China trip, their
motivation in Getting new knowledged decreased from 2005 to 2009, especially
for people who don't think every year outbound trip is important, as indicated
by Rule Rddtm5 and Rule Rddtm6.
Dierence Detection on Traveling Destinations
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When a person has a rough idea of having a future trip in the coming year,
usually, one will start to make a list of potential destinations of the trip at the same
time. In this stage, people are more welcome to receive more information about these
destinations to help them narrow down the range of the options.
These rules help us to quickly and accurately identify the targeted group of po-
tential travelers for each destination.
Table 6.6: Dierence Detection on Traveling Destination (2005 vs. 2009)
Association Rules CPIR Dierence Rate Rule(ID)
2005 2009
education1 ! macau 0.0548 0.1186 0.0638 116% Rddtd1
:futuretrip ! :macau 0.4545 0.2098 -0.2447 117% Rddtd2
:futuretrip; :importance ! :macau 0.5587 0.2833 -0.2754 97% Rddtd3
:futuretrip; relax ! :macau 0.3915 0.1597 -0.2318 145% Rddtd3
getaway; importance ! macau 0.0917 0.2169 0.1251 136% Rddtd5
importance; relax ! macau 0.0954 0.2315 0.1360 143% Rddtd6
discovery; :futuretrip ! :overseas 0.2771 0.1388 -0.1383 100% Rddtd7
discovery; knowledge ! :overseas 0.5437 0.3299 -0.2137 65% Rddtd8
:importance; relax ! :overseas 0.5887 0.3794 -0.2093 55% Rddtd9
:futuretrip; relax ! :overseas 0.4187 0.1923 -0.2264 118% Rddtd10
:futuretrip; :importance ! :overseas 0.6314 0.3136 -0.3178 101% Rddtd11
:futuretrip; genderF; knowledge ! :overseas 0.1442 0.0722 -0.0720 100% Rddtd12
:futuretrip ! guangdong 0.2677 0.0991 -0.1687 170% Rddtd13
:futuretrip; travelex1 ! guangdong 0.0797 0.0265 -0.0532 201% Rddtd14
age4; futuretrip ! :guangdong 0.0262 0.0546 0.0285 109% Rddtd15
age3 ! mainland 0.2030 0.0554 -0.1476 267% Rddtd16
age4 ! :mainland 0.0411 0.1474 0.1063 259% Rddtd17
travelex1 ! mainland 0.2130 0.0281 -0.2316 658% Rddtd18
travelex3 ! :mainland 0.0922 0.3237 0.2316 251% Rddtd19
:futuretrip ! mainland 0.4869 0.0484 -0.4386 907% Rddtd20
:discovery ! :mainland 0.0610 0.3456 0.2845 466% Rddtd21
:importance ! mainland 0.6550 0.1474 -0.5076 344% Rddtd22
knowledge ! :mainland 0.1432 0.4509 0.3076 215% Rddtd23
discovery; knowledge ! mainland 0.7558 0.1946 -0.5611 288% Rddtd24
From the rules summarized in Table.6.6, there are two obvious patterns: rstly,
the need for outbound trip to Macau and Overseas increased from 2005 to 2009,
as indicated by a postiche changes in the probabilities related to related targeted
positive items, as well as the negative changes in the probabilities related to related
targeted negative items; on the other hand, the need for outbound trip to Guangdong
and Mainland China decreased from 2005 to 2009, as can be seen from the negative
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changes in the probabilities related to related targeted positive items, and the positive
changes in the probabilities related to related targeted negative items;
More specically, for each destination, we selectively describe the following tar-
geted rules:
Macau For people with low education level (education1), it is in general a very small
chance for them to have any intention to travel to Macau. However, this small
probability still increased from 5:48% to 11:86% from 2005 to 2009. Moreover,
for people who think annual travel is important and have the intention to get
away or relax, the probability for them to have intention to travel toMacau also
increased from 2005 to 2009 (as indicated by Rule Rddtm5 and Rule Rddtm6).
Overseas From the result table, it can be seen that all rules discovered are targeted
negative rules, with probabilities decreasing from 2005 to 2009. In particular,
for females with the intention to get new knowledge, even when they have no
immediate plan for future trip, the chance for them NOT to have overseas
intention has been further decreased, as shown by Rule Rddtm5. This reects
that popularity of Overseas trip with this group of female travelers.
Guangdong In general, a need for Guangdong trip was decreasing. But the group
of senior age people with insertion for future travel have very low but increasing
chance NOT to have intention for Guangdong trip, as shown by Rule Rddtm15.
Mainland China Mainland China is a destination, which is experiencing decreasing
needs from dierent groups of people. For example, the probability for mid-aged
people (age3) to have intention to visit Mainland China reduced from 20:3%
to 5:54% from 2005 to 2009, as shown by Rule Rddtm16. In addition, the rule
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Rddtm24 indicates that for people who have motivation for discovery and getting
new knowledge, the chance for them to visit Mainland China reduced from
75:58% to 19:46% from 2005 to 2009, as shown by Rule Rddtm24.
6.3.1.4 Trend Tracing on Tourists' Travel Behaviors
In this section, by investigating whether the measures have been consistently in-
creasing or decreasing across the years, we can identify those targeted rules whose
condences have a trend to increase or decrease.
Trend Discovery on Future Trip
From the result shown in Table. 6.7, we can see that in general people have higher
probability to have future trip plans. More specically, we selectively interpret the
following trend on the future trip intentions:
 Even though people with low education level education1 have low probability
of having future trip plan, the probability has been increasing consistently since
2005;
 Moreover, coincides with the results targeted on travel destination, we can see
that, for people who have no experience in overseas or Macau travel, the chance
for them NOT to have future trip plan is decreasing across the years.
Trend Discovery on Traveler's Motivation
We investigated the condence of each generated rule on the motivation across the
years, and identied two rules that have consistently increasing/decreasing condence.
These two rules are presented in Table. 6.8, and they can be interpreted as follows:
 People who have travel experience in Mainland China have a consistently de-
creasing probability of NOT with the motivation of meeting new people; namely,
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they are more likely to meet new people than previously.
 People who have travel experience in Mainland China have a consistently de-
creasing probability to get the motivation of getting new knowledge, as shown
by Rule Rtdtm2.
Trend Discovery on Traveling Destinations
Similar to the dierence detection, we can still see the trends in the need for
overseas and Macau trip. As shown in Table. 6.9, there are the following rules with
consistent changes across the years:
 For the destination Macau, we can see that for people without future trip plan,
the likelihood for them NOT to visit Macau has been decreasing since 2005, as
indicated by Rule Rtdtd1.
 For people with motivation for discovery and getting new knowledge, the like-
lihood for them to visit Mainland China reduced from 75:58% to 19:46% from
2005 to 2009, as shown by Rule Rtdtd3. For the same group of people, the likeli-
hood for them NOT to take overseas trip reduced from 54:37% to 32:99% from
2005 to 2009. This indicates a popularity of overseas trip among these group,
as shown by Rule Rtdtd2.
6.3.2 Contrast Detection on Hotel Customer Expectation
against Trip Modes
Customer satisfaction has played a crucial role in business, and great eorts have been
made to nd solutions for maintaining and improving customer satisfaction [166] [167]
[168]. Cronin and Taylor [169] examined dierent service sectors, and their empirical
results have shown that customer satisfaction signicantly inuences the purchase
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intention in dierent sectors. Customer satisfaction usually works as a measure to
evaluate the actual performance of the services against the customers' expectations.
Service, location, price, room facilities, sleep quality and cleanliness are common Hotel
factors to be considered when the travel planners make decision on selecting a new
hotel that they have not been before [170] [171] [172]. This case study utilized the
proposed ConTargetedPN algorithm to detect the dierent satisfaction or expectation
of a set of targeted hotel factors that have been shown by the customers with the same
backgrounds but in dierent trip modes.
6.3.2.1 Data Set
To meet the research objective, a data set was collected from the TripAdvisor web-
site 1, which contains 6; 196 online reviews on 93 Melbourne hotels (4-stars or above)
posted during the period from July 2006 to March 2012. Four sections of the infor-
mation are involved this data set:
The demographic information The demographic information includes the reviewer's
gender, age, and resident location. To avoid a long list of resident areas, the loca-
tion information has been converted into the following categories: Melbourne,
Interstate, New Zealand, North America, South America, Europe, Africa and
Asia.
The travel-related information The travel-related information is represented by
the trip mode, the motivation and the travel style. Five possible trip modes are
considered in this case study, couple, business, solo, friends, and family.
The online review experience information This information section records the
1http://www.tripadvisor.com
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Table 6.10: Demographic and Travel-related Attributes in Online Review Data Set
Attribute Description Possible values Label
DEMOGRAPHIC ATTRIBUTES
AGE Age 1 (Under 24) age1
2 (25  34) age2
3 (35  49) age3
4 (50  64) age4
5 (65 years old or above) age5
GENDER Gender 1 (Male) male
2 (Female) female
RESIDENCE LOCATION Location of the 1 (Melbourne) melbourne
residence 2 (Interstate) interstate
3 (New Zealand) nz
4 (Europe) europe
5 (Africa) africa
6 (South America) samerica
7 (North America) namerica
8 (Asia) asia
TRAVEL EXPERIENCE ATTRIBUTES
TRIP MODE Trip mode 1 (Business) business
2 (Couple) couple
3 (Family) family
4 (Friends) friends
5 (Solo) solo
TRAVEL MOTIVATION Trip motivation 1 (For fun) fun
2 (For work) work
3 (Both fun and work) workfun
TRAVEL STYLE Travel style 1 (Middle of the road) style1
2 (Nothing but the best) style2
3 (Splurge occasionally) style3
4 (On a tight budget) style4
5 (Roughing it) style5
ONLINE REVIEW EXPERIENCE ATTRIBUTES
REGISTRATION PERIOD The number of years 0 (less than a year) registered0
since registration 1 (1 year) registered1
2 (2 years) registered2
3 (3 years) registered3
4 (4 years) registered4
5 (5 years or above) registered5
NUMBER OF REVIEWS Number of reviews 1 (1 review) reviews1
posted by the reviewer 2 (2-10 reviews) reviews2
3 (11-50 reviews) reviews3
4 (51 reviews or more) reviews4
NUMBER OF VISITED Number of visited 1 (1 city) cities1
CITIES cities 2 (2-10 cities) cities2
3 (11-50 cities) cities3
4 (51 cities or more) cities4
REVIEW COMMENTS Text-based review comments Text Text
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reviewer's activities including the registered period, the number of reviews, and
the number of cities visited. As the registered year varies among reviewers, the
registered period is used to show the subtraction of current year (2012) and
reviewer's registered year.
The customer satisfaction information The customer satisfaction information
includes an overall satisfaction on hotels and the satisfaction on six specic ho-
tel factors, such as room, service, value, sleep quality, cleanliness and location.
The reviewers gave positive reviews to show their satisfaction with the hotels or
the hotel factors; otherwise, the negative reviews were posted for unsatisfactory
opinions.
Each information is represented by a data attribute. Table 6.10 provides the possible
values and the unique labels for the attributes in the rst three information sections.
The targeted items of customer satisfaction information is described in Table 6.11.
Table 6.11: Hotel Factors
Attribute Description Labels No. Reviews
Satised Unsatised
OVERALL Overall rating overall 15; 608
:overall 1; 871
HOTEL FACTORS
CLEANLINESS The cleanliness of the hotel room cleanliness 611
:cleanliness 150
LOCATION The location of the hotels location 4; 233
:location 117
ROOM The style and facilities in the hotel room room 3; 720
:room 529
SERVICE The quality of the hotel services service 4; 378
:service 572
SLEEP QUALITY The quality of the sleep in hotel room sleep 122
:sleep 51
VALUE The price of the hotel room value 2; 544
:value 452
In the experiment, satisfactions on the overall and on each of Hotel factors are
analyzed by the proposed ConTargetedPN algorithm. The data set is divided into ve
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Table 6.12: Customer Satisfactions on Hotel Factors Against Trip Modes
Hotel Factor Number of Generated Association Rules Dierence On CPIR
(Total) (Positive) (Negative) (Maximum) (Minimum) (Average)
Cleanliness 173 99 74 0:5000 0:0284 0:1271
Location 114 67 47 0:4194 0:0164 0:1012
Room 192 105 87 0:4326 0:0071 0:1295
Service 222 114 108 0:5126 0:0170 0:1584
Sleep Quality 212 142 70 0:5205 0:0207 0:1473
Value 223 115 108 0:4028 0:0189 0:1505
Overall Rating 221 118 103 0:7500 0:0160 0:1576
data sets based on the ve trip mode., The targeted association rules are generated
using 0:05 for the minimum support threshold and 0:001 for the minimum leverage
threshold.
6.3.2.2 Detection on Contrast Customer Expectations Against Trip Modes
To conduct this analysis, the ConTargetedPN algorithm is used to discover contrast
targeted association rules for the hotels' overall rating as well as the ve trip modes
including business trip, travel in couple, travel with family, travel with friends and
solo trip. Altogether, the ConTargetedPN algorithm generated 1; 357 association
rules, among which 642 are positive rules indicating positive ratings and the remaining
are negative ones. The maximum dierent 52:05% on CPIR measurement is found
on hotel factor Sleep Quality, which shows that for at least one group of travelers
with similar personal proles, there is 50% dierence on their expectations on Sleep
Quality when they are traveling in dierent modes.
Table 6.12 shows an average of 13:52% dierence among ve trip modes for all six
Hotel factors. In addition, it is interesting to see that the ratings indicate the overall
satisfaction from the hotel customers present a signicant dierence of up to 75:00%.
This indicate that the expectation and the satisfaction do exist signicant dierences
when the same traveler is traveling in dierent trip modes.
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In dierent trip mode, a group of travelers with similar personal proles or travel
experiences can express dierent expectations on the same Hotel factors. These nd-
ings are formed as rules listed in Table 6.13 and summarized with respect to the Hotel
factors as follows:
Cleanliness Traveler's expectation on the cleanliness of the hotel rooms diers sig-
nicantly in dierent trip modes. For aged travelers (over 50), they agreed
that they had clear environment when traveling with their family, partner and
friends; while in an alone trip, the aged travelers have shown much higher expec-
tation on the cleanliness (Rule 1). For the travelers who identied themselves
as active and experienced sharers with a lot of review comments posted online
to record their visiting of more than ten dierent cities around the world, the
cleanliness is quite important when they travel with family (Rule 2 & Rule 3).
It is interesting to see that all Melbourne-based travelers who post more than
50 reviews agreed that all hotels they have stayed are clear (Rule 3). Travelers
from European countries expect a clean environment more than those from the
other countries when they travel with friends (Rule 4). Melbourne travelers
has more expectation on cleanliness for the business trip than the other travel
modes so lower ratings are usually given for their business trips (Rule 5). How-
ever, the travelers from both areas agreed that the hotels were clear and nice
when they travel alone.
Location Most aged travelers picked the hotels with good locations for all their
non-business trips (Rule 6). A convenient transportation and advanced location
can help a hotel to attract female customers with friends (Rule 7). European
travelers who occasionally splurge on traveling show more satisfaction on the
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hotel locations on their business and family trips (Rule 8).
Room Young but experienced travelers are quite exible to the selection of hotel
room on solus trips (Rule 9). Travelers from Europe are not easy to be satised
with the hotel room when traveling with friends (Rule 10 & Rule 11). Unlike
Europeans, young Melbourne residences expected more from the rooms when
they travel with family, however, they care less on this hotel factor when they
travel alone (Rule 12).
Service Travelers in dierent ages have dierent expectations on hotel services. Aged
travelers said they had received best services on the family trips among all trip
modes (Rule 13). In contrast, young travelers care more on the quality of the
hotel services when they travel alone or with family (Rule 14). Dierence also
existed between Melbourne and European travelers. The former ones expect
excellent services on their solo trip (Rule 15 & Rule 16), but the later ones ask
for better services on their family trip (Rule 17)
Sleep Quality The young European travelers said they could only sleep well on their
solo trip so a good sleep environment is highly expected for all other trip modes
(Rule18). In contrast, the aged travelers who have visited several cities enjoyed
best sleep on family trips, and around 60% of their business trip or traveling
with friends can have enough rest (Rule 19).
Value Travelers who visited more than ten dierent cities agreed that they are quite
satised with the value of the hotel they have stayed for solo trips (Rule 20 &
Rule 21). With less traveling experiences, people care less of the price when
traveling for business or with family rather than having a solus trip Rule 22).
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6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the association rule mining task was further extended from extract-
ing common associations within one data set into discovering contrast patterns that
represent the dierences among several contrast data sets. A ConTargetedPN algo-
rithm was proposed to accomplish this task. As an extended work of the TargetedPN
algorithm proposed in Chapter 5, ConTargetedPN is able to obtain both positive and
negative association rules by generating a reasonable number of frequent and infre-
quent itemsets. Each itemset is used to construct only one association rule whose
CPIR is calculated on every contrast data set. The rules with high CPIR distances
across the contrast data sets are considered strong that can well detect the dierences.
Two case studies on tourism and hospitality data analysis demonstrated the ability
of the proposed ConTargetedPN algorithm to extract contrast association rules for the
change and the trend detection over a period of time and the dierence identication
among several contrast data sets. Both studies show the high applicability of the
proposed ConTargetedPN algorithm in practical applications.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
As an important research topic in data mining, pattern mining aims to discover un-
known or hidden patterns from a large-scale collection of data. Given a database, it
is not hard to nd some patterns. However, to nd the most interesting and useful
data patterns highly relevant to the user's application targets is where the challenge
comes from. In addition, if the data is represented in complex structures, then it is
even more dicult to accomplish the task eciently.
In this thesis, we proposed advanced pattern mining algorithms that are ecient
and eective to discover the best set of interesting patterns from two types of complex
data: high-dimensional relational data and tree structures.
By reviewing the existing published pattern mining algorithms from the literature,
a series of research issues have been identied in both the candidate generation and
the frequency counting processes as shown in Section 2.4. For the candidate gener-
ation process, without a clearly dened `target', redundant candidate patterns are
generated, which causes the wastage of both computational time and storage. For
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the frequency counting process, it demands to simplify the complicated and time-
consuming pattern matching operations. To solve these research issues, we have
proposed new candidate generation algorithms to only obtain the most interesting
candidate patterns that are closest to the user's targets. A new kernel-based subtree
pattern ltering algorithm has been proposed to avoid the isomorphic comparisons
in the frequent counting process. Furthermore, we have evaluated the performance
of the discovered patterns in the practical applications by demonstrating a series of
experiments and case studies.
7.1 Contributions
The innovative contributions with respect to dierent types of complex data studied
in this thesis are as follows:
For tree structures, a novel Probability-based Frequent Subtree Pattern Mining
(ProTreeMiner) algorithm and a new Contrast Subtree Pattern-based Classication
(ConTreeClassier) algorithm have been proposed for the applications of tree struc-
ture analysis.
 ProTreeMiner provides an ecient way to discover frequent subtree patterns
from a large-scale tree database. Firstly it has been proposed to overcome the
drawbacks of generating too many redundant candidates in the existing frequent
subtree pattern mining algorithms. ProTreeMiner aims to reduce the size of the
candidates by only generating a reasonable number of candidate subtrees that
have a high probability of appearing in the given tree database at the very
beginning of the mining process.
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 ProTreeMiner also simplies candidate pruning by employing a parse tree ker-
nel -based ltering method to calculate the similarity between the candidate
subtree patterns and the tree instances. Unlike direct pattern matching oper-
ation that only counts the `perfect matched' patterns, ProTreeMiner can be
utilized to discover the `partial matched' subtree patterns as well.
 In spite of the contribution that ProTreeMiner has brought to the improved
eciency of mining frequent subtree patterns, the discovered frequent subtree
patterns have been shown to be eective on the tree clustering problem. Based
on the pairwise similarity between the obtained frequent subtree patterns and
the tree instances in the database, any existing clustering algorithm can be
employed to group tree instances into several clusters.
 ConTreeClassier is an extended work based on ProTreeMiner, which aims to
solve tree classication problems. In order to improve the accuracy of classi-
cation, we extracted a special type of subtree patterns from the tree database,
called Contrast Subtree Patterns (CSP). These CSPs can well-represent the dif-
ferences among the contrast data sets that are identied based on the target
categories existing in the database. The results of comparison experiments have
shown that the proposed ConTreeClassier improves the well-known Xrules al-
gorithm with a higher and more stable classication accuracy.
 A case study of classifying visitors and their purposes of visiting a hotel website
by extracting CSPs from a web log tree database has been demonstrated, along
with the ability to evaluate the practical value of the proposed ConTreeClassier
algorithm. ConTreeClassier has successfully distinguished the resident areas
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of visitors and the main reasons for their visiting.
For high-dimensional relational data, we have focused on improving the per-
formance of positive and negative association rule mining, especially its applications
in tourism and hospitality data analysis, and biological data analysis.
 A Targeted Positive and Negative Association Rule Mining (TargetedPN) al-
gorithm has been proposed, in which the candidate itemsets are not generated
by enumerating all the available items from the relational database. A set of
user-interested items are pre-identied as `targeted ' and added to form the con-
sequent (right hand side) part of the candidate association rules. Only the
`non-targeted' items are used to construct the itemsets on the antecedent (left
hand side) part. In the comparison experiment between the proposed Target-
edPN and traditional association rule mining, much less redundant candidate
itemsets are generated to reduce computational cost.
 Based on TargetedPN, an extended algorithm called Contrast Targeted Positive
and Negative Association Rule Mining (ConTargetedPN) algorithm, was pro-
posed to detect the changes, trends and dierences over a number of contrast
data sets. The ConTargetedPN algorithm is applicable to track the changes of
the traveling behaviors of Hong Kong outbound tourists over a period of ve
years. The obtained contrast targeted association rules can be used to detect the
dierent expectations for common hotel factors when dierent trip modes are
selected. The ndings summarized from the contrast association rules provide
potential advantages and long-term signicance to research studies in tourism
and hospitality management.
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All four algorithms that we proposed have achieved our goal of thesis to provide ef-
cient and eective pattern mining methods for discovering interesting patterns from
a large-scale collection of complex data. The experiments illustrated show that our
proposed algorithms can signicantly reduce the number of the candidate patterns
generated and cut the computational cost for the whole mining process. The case
studies demonstrated also show that the proposed algorithms have provided outstand-
ing performance for solving practical problems in the applications. The results and
ndings reported in these case studies are identied signicant and helpful in the
research areas of tourism and hospitality management, and biological data analysis.
7.2 Future Work
Although we have proposed four pattern mining algorithms to provide ecient meth-
ods for the discovery of frequent, infrequent, common and contrast patterns from a
large-scale database, there are other interesting topics that I propose to carry out and
study further in the research and applications of Pattern Mining.
In the candidate generation process, all the thresholds used for pruning candi-
dates are pre-dened by end users. However, it is quite subtle for users to determine
which value is most appropriate for a threshold and produce the best mining re-
sults. Instead of keeping on trying dierent values for best mining performance,
some advanced algorithms have been proposed to discover top-K patterns by limit-
ing either the length of the obtained itemsets [173] or the memory usage available for
experiments [174]. Furthermore, these algorithms can only discover frequent top-K
itemsets [175]. Therefore, it remains great potential to propose innovative algorithms
that can be adopted to extract top-K patterns from sequential data or tree structures.
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For subtree pattern mining, we only have the chance to work on frequent subtree
pattern mining and contrast subtree pattern mining. However, infrequent subtree pat-
tern mining is still an open topic that has not been previously studied. It is not hard
to generate a large number of infrequent subtrees, but the challenge comes from how
to determine which infrequent subtrees are most interesting and valuable to end users
and their applications. We would like to propose ecient and eective mining algo-
rithms to explore more on the topic of infrequent subtree pattern mining. In addition,
after mining data patterns in the form of itemsets and subtrees, we are also inter-
ested in discovering subsequences from sequence databases by extending the existing
algorithms or proposing new methods.
This thesis provides a basis for our work in pattern mining studies and we would
like to continue mining interesting and useful patterns that bring insightful benets
to data mining and other application domains.
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